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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE
TO SECOND EDITION.

Ttie cordial reception extended to the first edition
of PAINLESS CHILDBIRTH by the press, the medical
profession, and the public, together with the rapid sale
and constantly increasing demand, are to the author
and publisher alike, the most gratifying evidences of
its necessity; while the numerous letters received from
those who have been benefitted by its precepts--who
by following the instructions within its pages, have
escaped the suffering experienced at previous con,
finemeuts--afford satisfactory proof of its practical
value to woman.
The demand for a second edition has induced the
author to make a careful revision, and such new matter has been added as was needed to make the original text more perfect.
A new chapter has been added to the.present edition, on "Diseases of Women." While this chapter is
not necessarily a part of the original idea, the numerous solicitations, from all quarters, for the production
of a treatise on this subject, has induced the author to
embody in a chapter his ideas of the treatment of
many of those diseases to which woman is liable, and
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include it in this work, believing it will fill the void
and make the book in every sense a ladies' manual.
Although but little over a year has elapsed since
the appearance of the first edition, many have submitted its teachings to the crucial test of experience
with most happy results. Many letters of inquiry
about professional matters have been received. Such
communications in future should be addressed to the
author.
The remedies advised throughout the folloing
pages may be found in nearly all first-class drug
stores in the country, or may be obtained by druggists
for their patrons.
The present work, we feel certain, will be more valuable than at first. Invalid women are to be found
everywhere, as well as tihose who would avoid the
perils and pains of childbirth, and to all such we most
confidently submit it.
THE PUBLISHER
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CHAPTER I
SEX'UAL ATTRIBUTES.
Coexsertent with Human Existence-The Sae
T hroughout al AgLove Fulfills broth Dvine and Human Laws-The Difference Between Sexuality and Snsuait-It is a Man's Dutto Comprehend
the Laws of his Being, for in Knowledgle there is Saety-Ignorance
will not Protect him from the Penalty of Broken Laws-Reason
Should Gvern
"i his3 Acts-Should Govern his P ions Instead of
Letting them Govern Him-NMeither Sex is Complete in Itself-The
the Basis of Marriage-Wich Loves Mat,
Attra ctiona of the Se
an or W+oman i--Sexual Pasion--Not Essential to ReproductionMental, Mioral and Physical Influences of the Mother Upon the
Unborn--Transmission of Vital and Other Characteristics-The
igh;Vest andl Hoaaliest Duties of Earth Consigned to Woman-Discretion--Unlversl ity of efinfte ad ellregulated Laws-Pain, the
Result of Having Broken Some Law -Unconscious Transgreson
-Like Begets gike.

Co-xistent with life itself, fromrx the earliest p eriod
of human existence to the pr een-o-beden to the+
Divine command - design~ed tosubserve one of the
grandet purposes off nature; essentiacl to the preservation and continuance of ou~r race, are the sexual,
attributes of mnx.
Our first parent were created with th same physiologicl differences tha characterize and. disting uish
the see toay, and though they were created in
state of maturit there wa engrafted upon their
constitutions ths self-same inhren prptes tat
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actuate mankind ip the present, having been transmitted from parent to offspring through the process
of generation.
What love is to the soul, the sexual attributes are
to the physical part of man. Love is the rudimental
element of the soul, the essence of te Almighty; sexual attributes, the medium through which the spirit
essence is transmitted to, and erigrafted upon, the
physical being. Both are Divine gifts, in perfect
harmony with man's happiness, and conducive to his
enjoyment. " Love constitutes the foundation of luman nature;" it is the motive power, as it were, of our
impulses, actuating, regulating, refining human character. "Sexuality implies reproduction," and associated
with love, is an instinct, the office of which is to repair
the ravages of death by a continual transmission of
life. The sexual passion is one of the most powerful
impulses, and when subordinate to reason and love,
its purpose "is rather to subserve the object of continuing the species than merely its own gratification."
"Sensuality is an unbridled desire which kills the
soul." "I tdegrades love and brutalizes man."
Man is a rational being, endowed with reasoning
powers, capable of comprehending his attributes, and
understanding the laws of their application. It is his
dity to understand and observe whatever contributes
to his happiness, and avoid whatever may cause suffering and misery. Ignorance will not protect us
from the penalties of broken laws.
It is by no means the author's wish to offend the
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f5stidious, or pander to depraved tastes, yet the conviction is constantly forced upon hii that if the public were better instructed upon sexual questions, far
less suffering and crime would exist. "The proper
study of mankind is man," and it is very appropriately said, "knowledge is safety." Reason, instead of
instinct, should govern our acts. The attributes capable of contributing to our enjoyment, as well as preserving our lives, are too often perverted and abused,
and thus become sources of pain and death. It is,
therefore, proper that we understand these facts and
live accordingly; that we govern our jassions instead of
permitting them to govern us. This we cannot do if we
do not understand the relations between cause and
effect.
If we are ignorant of the necessity of restraining
our animal propensities, and of keeping them within
proper bounds; if we do not know their boundaries;
or, if we are ignorant that we incur certain penalties,
if we over-step these boundaries, we will be constantly
liable to violate both Divine and natural laws, and be
punished for the same, though at the same time not
realiz what we are being punished for. The majority
of people blame Providence for their afflictions, while
the truth is, they have, though perhaps unwittingly,
broken some law of their existence. It is not the
author's intent to enter into a consideration of these
laws and their effects in this work any farther than
relates to the causes of pain in maternity, and how to
avoid them, yet he hopes these hints will lead the
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reader to investigiate the 1aw* of ijfe and the penaltie
imposed for violating them.
Neith er sex is compnlete in itself, but the diversity
attracts thle one to the other- to complete the one by
union with the other. Neither alone is capable of
transmitting
life, and their union is necessary, not
only for the welfare of each other, hut also for the
purpose of' carryinga out the Divine command, "multiply and replen ish the earth." This attracton of the
sexes " is the basis of malsrriage, and of the laws an
customns whichl recognize the life-choice of one womn
for on e man ."

"Wllen love is purlle and true it does not fnd its complete
satisac't i4n except in the indissoluble bond of marriage.
Marriage is its natural consumnmation.
"B; efore sexual unrion it is the man that loves the most
carrnesty, eaus e he sacrifices mrie - pains, marches, contest ; hte spares nothingi.
"hen the act is aonsummated, it is, in her turn, the
woma n who lovces mnore, and, for a longer time. Thden h er
love b~eomes labor and suffering she must nou rish with
h~er blood th being to which m anh a ommunica ted
life; sh e must bring it into the wcorld in the midst of
cruel pains; shle must continue for it incessant cares.,"-

Most observers concede that the sexual passion i
strong er in men than in woen; indeed, some women
have n one atll and though the absence of this passion is, inmst cass the resul of diseas r the earl
cause of this functiona, th~ere are cases met with in
which sexual apathy is the. only abnormal ;ondition1
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present. In such cases pitiloproenitiveness ay b
perfectly developed, and I have met ny cases of the
kind were women have become mothers without experiencing any sexual em otion whatever.
Threur is another cass in which a proper ancl natural
degree of passion exists, wile in still another, though
smaller class, it exists in an unnatural degree, often
amountinlg to nympklomada , a disease mnifeste by
excessive erotic desires, which are controlled with
great difficulty, if at all. Those of the first cls, ncapable of experiencing the emotions that influence
and control thle latter, regarc them with cnt pt
and hatred, when pity would be fir more proper. Fortunately, such abuorm d conditions tre amenable tc
proper therapeutic rmeaesure.
There should be neither passion, pleasure nor ain
whichr is not shared. by both sexes. Generatiun isa
duty; "Children are a good and not an evil," and the
feelings that impel to reproduction re as much

a rt

of' nature as is the hunger or thirst that prompt s us to
eat or drink But it is a phy,siological fact tha t the
modcerate .use of any fun ction cont ributes to health ,
longevity a n enjoyment, wh"lile ex cessive imd ulgence
is punished wvith physical ills.*
Alhough it is possible for"conception to occur whvler~e
no sexual passion is mn ifested, n~everthltess it is true
" tha the diposition of the woan at that time ha
*j:
this co~nideratio~n the author is dersirous of beingj undrtooto
mea~n reproction under suc moral a~ndcial la ws agvern the peo ple where it takes plarce. it not being hig intention to+discus monogam y,
bJigamyl,s po "lygam
or1prmci~t
1 # ty In th i work.
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much power in the formation of the fetus, both in
modifying its physicl constitution and in determining the character alitl tempnerament of its mind."
her influence over the unborn does not, b

any

mens, end with conce)tion
; for nine month sheontinues to impress upon it mental an physical chartn, shape its future
acteristics tht, to a very get
course nd1 determniile its usefulness in society. The
moral influence of thle mnother must not he forgotten;
for it is hile thie rudimntal birain ad nervous ss
tom is being developd that imressions are easiest
made and mnost apt to remn.
Small infuences at
this timle ay grow into great variations of character

in future.
True, thle imptlress of the fther will be seen in the
child, but it is during gestation that the foeus i art
of ihe mothier herself -" blood of her blood, bone of
her bone," and , we ay add, nerve of her nerve.
C7ircmsa 1nces tat inf luence the ife of the mother
'during this interesting period, necessrily exerta

simlar in fluence upon the child, in a reater or less
degree. 'The stronger constitution of the motrherma
not be perman ently ipressed byexternal infuence,
while the chil may be so a.ffecte that aife-time will
not be long enought effce them .
bus hereditary
characteristic are transmitted and developed; thus
ante-natal influences shap the dlestiny of the unbrn
E xcessive gratifeica of the seua pasio~n exshausts the vitacl and nervous forcs deranges the vegetative fun ctions and lay the. foundationt of variou~s
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diseases; and the diseases and physical conditions of
the parents at the time of conception and during
gestation will materially modify the constitutions of
their offspring.
"While the reproductive organs are not the seat of life,
it is a well-established fact in physiology and pathology that
they exert a most profound influence upon the performance
of every function of the animal economy. Concerned as they
are in the transmission of life, it is through them that vital
and other characteristics are handed down to posterity, so
that the welfare of the future generations depends materially
upon their inheritance. Children born of parents suffering
from diseases of these organs are generally defective in vital
and other qualities, ill-tempered, sickly and short-lived."Baker.

Children born of parents of fair intellectual qualities, but who have indulged their animal propensities
to such an extent that they are suffering vital defects,
will usually be bright, keen of perception, have large
heads, but will be physically weak, fall easy victims to
diseases of various kinds, and, in very many instances,
die under ten years of age. Sometimes the arts of the
physician will avert those fatal tendencies of such constitutions, but were he able to do this far oftener than
he is, how much better would it be to know the laws
that regulate such conditions, and, by living in obe.
dience to them, avert the penalties of breaking them.
Even though cures for diseases were always possible,
how much better it would be to prevent them.
Carry the question of vital transmission farther.
Exhaust the vital qualities of the parents still more;
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set up the diseases that follow the breaking down of
the system by excessive sexual indulgences and the
children will rarely have the redeeming qualities of
the former class, but will be scrofulous, idiotic, deformed and epileptic. SCROFULAI What a multitude
of sins that word covers! Could those who use it know
all that it implies, few would expose their sexual errors
to the world by its utterance.
" Certainly, the highest and holiest duties of earth are consigned to woman; she is the one who moulds the physical
form of her offspring and rears it to the stature of man, and
shapes its moral and intellectual destiny. The embryotic
being draws nutriment and subsistence from its maternal
parent, and derives its vital impress from the parent stock.
Loveliness begets loveliness; purity begets purity; wisdom
begets wisdom; selfishness begets selfishness; hatred, hatred;
bad temper, bad temper; licentiousness, licentiousness; crime,
crime; etc., etc.
" Excessive venereal indulgence, excessive child-bearing,
excessive nursing, are terribly destructive to the vital forces
of woman's organization. * * * This slavish drudgery
to maternal requirements is the cause of many distressing
disorders, producing irritability of temper and all those domestic contretemps which so often destroy the happiness of
the family relation, and bring odium and disgrace upon the
marital institution, designed by the ordinances of nature
and heaven for the highest felicity of man and woman in a
state of terrestrial existence."- ancoast.
The influence of moderation in these matters cannot be over-estimated. The evil influence of excesses
are to be seen in both parent and child. As the excessive indulgences exhaust the vital forces, irritability
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is increased, the sensorium becomes more and more
acute, and trivial ills become severe pains or serious
diseases, and the natural sensibility becomes so greatly
exaggerated that the mother is subjected to continual
agony both before and after birth.
"The act of generation is a voluntary one, but nature has
so placed it under the empire of pleasure that the voice of
discretion is no longer heard, and the will is led captive.

Hence, it is well for hygienic reasons to consider its laws.
" Too frequent repetition of the reproductive act is known
to be followed by consequences injurious to the general
health. Too rigid continence is not unattended, in many
constitutions, with fdanger, for the victory over passion may
be dearly bought. Science recommends the adoption of a
wise mean between the two extremes equally destructive.

By following her counsel, woman may escape from the hysterical and other disorders which often wait as well upon
excesses as upon the too great denial of that passion which
claims satisfaction as a natural right."-Naheys.

The interests of man and woman are the same.
Their object is to promote their own happiness, to
prolong their own lives, and to perpetuate the race.
The higher degree of perfection they attain, the
greater their enjoyment, the greater their immunity
from suffering. Pleasure should never be bought at
the expense of pain. Each succeeding- generation
should be more perfect than its predecessor. Our race
is susceptible of culture, but it cannot be trusted to
chance.
Certain definite and well-regulated laws are in existence throughout the universe These rules must be
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understood and obeyed. Obedience will be rewarded
and transgression punished. The Providence of God
asks nothing unreasonable of us, and will not be likely
to suspend any of Its rules to favor an erring mortal.
Ignorance will not be accepted in extenuation of disobedience. The child that puts its tiny finger into the
fire, ignorant of what the result will be, is as certainly
burned as the older one who knows the consequences.
The insane man leaps from a precipice and is dashed
to pieces on the rocks below. He breaks the law of
gravity, and pays the penalty with his life. The law
of gravitation is not suspended because he is unaccountable for his act. So with all other natural laws.
Pain is the result of having broken some law. Had
tile law not been broken the pain would not have
been felt. These are facts. They look us squarely in
the face. We may reason from cause to effect, from
effect to cause, the result is the same. The question is
plainly presented to every individual, is immunity
from pain and suffering worth the little effort required to prevent them? It is purposed in the following pages to consider some of the causes of pain, and
teach prevention. As we improve our condition and
knowledge greater results may be anticipated, but we
shall derive immediate benefit. Improvement is a
forced state; if we relax our efforts we shall be extremely liable to retrograde.
We have shown that it is a fixed law that the capacities and dispositions of the parent are engrafted upon
the offspring. Sick parents beget sickly children.
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Parents who keep their sexual functions in a state of
excitement beget children that will be precociousin this
direction. Consumptives beget consumptives. Venereal diseases descend through several generations,
blighting tlhe lives of many in the descent. Stockraisers study the law of hereditary transmission, and
is the human race of less consequence? All these
considerations have a more or less direct bearing upon
the pains and perils of child bearing, and it is designed in the following pages to specify these causes,
explain their operations, point out both preventives
anld remedies, and render each woman capable of
painless childbirth.
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The office oF maternty is peculirl

tt

of woma n,

and is the highst and holiest to which she ca:n aspire.
tsatainment requires many sacriies which she is
eve ready to make, and sh considers herself ampl~y
repai for the pains andc perils she has to undrgo
whe she clasps to he breast her new born babe, the
culminan of her anxiety, the central object ot' her
affctins to her th crownng blessng of earthi.
Matrnity is
legitim ateojcF ofwoman's existence, to be attaied only through th exercise of a
not to beinulged outside oef te marriage instittion .
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For this rea.son, if for no other, the parties to a mar
rimae contract should study the law of adaptation.
E ach party should possess good health, be free of any
ereditary taint, and hey disposition repared to
recip rocate the love of each othetr. To love and b
loved, to forgive anad be forgiven, is essental to the
h:ppiness of both.
l'hiloprgen itiveness, or love of offspring, is a the.
ulty tt
" renders
chiildren the riches treasure o
thir paarents, nd clsts into the shade all the toi ad
expaense tey caruse, arid lacerates them with bitter
pangafs when death or distace tealrs them asuder. It
is muic larger in wocman than in n." 'The father
may love heis children earnestly, ardently, but it i
different fromn thne love of the mother. :his afection
may be turned away from them, but the love of the
maother endureth to the end.
The intensity of a mother's luve is manifested i
the sacrifices she makes to secure her child's happiness . Perhaps, forsaken by the father of' her babe,
she strugges on alon e in the world, careless alik~e of
frowns Aad hardships, only inatent upon its welfare.
Dy ing, her last prayer is for her child.
Shle deparives herself of innum~erable pleasures, foregoes thse enjoaymen t of society, assumes the risks of
unknoawn +dangers, endures thae pains oif childirth-.
mr any times suffering from; the earliest period of ges tation until long after delivery, toattainx the joy ofd
mnotherhood.'
Maternity baegins with con eption andi ends only

with the grav°e. Maternal instincts may exist in al
life, and inl the barren, but shoe must pass through the
process of gestation and udergo the ordeal of d*
become a mother beore
livery; she must, in word,
she can fully reaize what maternity means The
adaptability of thle female to the reuirements of tis
important office is mntnifested very early in life
childhood. Wthile the boy ltlays with his ball, his
hlorse and gun, manlrifests abition, courage, ower,
exhaibiting his aspirations to manhood, the litte girl
plays with hier doll, imitates the matron, and, by wrd
and ct, indliecates er wish~es for a "real baby" long
beforle lse can possibly realize, even in the slightest
flegree the difficulties and dangers the ratifcation
of heer desires imply.
Though it is through sexuality that maternity is to
be attained, the maternal instinlct i entirel istinct
from the sexual impulse, and the realization of maternity is often experiencedl without any knowledge what+everof sexu~al gratifcation on the part of the mother.
-in

Professor Laycock says:
"Ma: ternity is the first an undamntal duty of the femals;
the _male never, in singe instance, in any organism, contribute n:utrient matrial."

Madme Sirrey says:
"Thosewom~en who compreh end their rightsan duties
as motlicis of familie ertainly canot compn lain of their
The offce of mtrnty i respcted the worl over.
La ancient +Romethe hos of th n~ewly-made mothe~r
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was designated by the suspension of wreaths over the
door to prevent intrusion, and as a mark of reverence.
rTo encourage this holy office various countries have
legislated in its favor, and pensions have been awarded
women who hlave borne many children.
All women are not fitted for the duties and responsibilities of this holy office. There are a variety of
circumstances that should be considered in contemplating maternity. When one or both parents are
suffering fiom diseases that influence primarily their
vitality, and are liable to be transmitted to their
progeny, they have n o rigti to bring beings into the
world who must perpetuate the parents' misery by a
life of continual suffering. Diseases or infirmities
whichl threaten directly the plysical or moral life of
the individual are propagated, above all, by generation.
The different forms of mania are liable to be aggravated by genital transmission. Epilepsy is liable to
degenerate into cerebral maladies in the offspring.
Consumption perpetuates itselft' in the race, and may
become contagious for the other parent. Uncured
syphilis is transmitted through several generations.
Scrofula, unless opposed by an excellent vital condition in one parent, will be intensified in the children.
Improper temperamental alliances often develop disease among children where it had not been manifested
in the parents. We should seek in marriage to neutralize by opposing constitutions, temperaments and
predispositions, the morbid hereditary elements which
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may be found in husband and wife. Marriage alliances
should never be contracted between two persons who
are essentially the same in temperament; who are
lymphatic and scrofulous, nervous, phthisical, etc. We
should seek to op ose the debility of one parent by a
strong constitution in the other. When matrimonial
contracts are formed, contrary to the above rules, the
wife should sacrifice her maternal desires for the welfare of the being she would otherwise bring into the
world, lest she entail upon the prospective object of
affection a life of continuous misery. Among the lower
animals the most studious care is taken to breed only
from the very best quality of stock; quantity is sacrificed to quality; antd is the oelfare of the human race of
le.ss importance?
We contend that no parents have a right to beget
more children than they can comfortably support,
and we appeal to the nobler sentiments of our fellowmen in support of our position. We assert that it is
the privilege of every woman to control her maternal
function--to say when she shall have children, and how
many. It does not follow because she is married that
she shall be robbed of her health and every enjoyment in life, in compliance to the sexual behests of
her companion; and no man of feeling, sense or decency will be willing to see the health, the beauty and
the enjoyment of his wife sacrificed to excessive childbearing.
A host of writers-medical and non-medical- are
arrayed against the subjection of woman to the in-
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famous laws of modern civilization, which are too
often upheld by religion. By the laws of our country
it is a criminal offense to procure, or aid in procuring,
or instruct any woman by what means she can regulate
the number of her offspring by preventing conception. Under this law she must beget children, even
though she knows they must suffer and die of some
hereditary malady. Under this law she must beget
children and bring them up in poverty, and subject
them to starvation, vice and crime. But one alternative is left, and that is the criminal one of fticide, or
child-murder! Indeed, this law demands that she sacrifice health, happiness, principle, and even life, in
obedience to the demands of this most infamous enactment, in the passage of which she had not even a
minority vote.
Could the one single law of Providence governing
reproduction be suspended or reversed, and every man
be compelled to have just one child, even though they
might have the benefit of the following rules, the first
act of our next Legislature would be the repeal of this
obnoxious law, and every man would provide himself
with a preventive.
The distinguished writer, John Stuart Mill, says:
"It is strange that intemperance in drink, or any other
appetite, should be condemned so readily when incontinence
in this respect should always meet, not only with indulgence
but praise. Little improvement can be expected in morality
until the producing too large families is regarded with the
same feeling as drunkenness or any other physical excess."
8
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The eminent Raciborski, in taking the position that
avoidance of offspring to a certain extent is not only
legitimate, but should be recommended as a measure
of good, says :
"We know how bitterly we shall be attacked for promulgating this doctrine, but if our ideas only render to society
the services we expect of them, we shall have effaced from
the list of crimes the one most atrocious, without exception-that of child-murder, before or after birth--and we shall have
poured a little happiness into the bosoms of despairing families, where poverty is allied to the knowledge that offspring
can be born only to prostitution and mendacity. The realization of such hopes will console us under the attacks upon
our doctrines."
Dr. Edward Reich says:
"After reviewing the multitudinous evils which result to
individuals and society from the too rapid increase of families, it is much to be wished that the functions of reproduction be placed under the dominion of the will."
Dr. Napheys remarks:
"Men are very ready to find an excuse for self-indulgence,
and if they cannot get one anywhere else they seek it in religion. They tell woman it is her duty to bear all the
children she can."
In his work on Fecunlity, Fertiliy and Steri!ity, Dr.
Duncan, in considering the subject of the size of families, says:
"Neither the arguments of Malthus, nor any others, apparently justify us in calling on a healthy couple to limit the
number of their children, when they will receive a fair education and such an outfit as will enable them to produce so
much wealth by their labors as will probably insure them
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again st want. It way wvell be dobted, whether for the sake
of self-ildulgence, and with a littl omo r elh, such a
coullle wvouild b' jstified in placinig a limit to the numr of
thec~ir" chiildrecn. B~ut thrink of notlici and too frequent case
Thlink of a mnr and wona strug;gling with loverty, aslute or relative, with m~or"e chrildren already than they know
ow to eduicate, to clothe, even to feed ! Think of the woman
owced with ill heatlt, Peevils from petty trials! Think of
thec chiildren, echl on its arrival regarded as a misfortune, if
not a curse, growing up unhealthy, ill-cared for, dirty, ignorat,
with no better lroslect tln to reet the life of its
Would these 1)arents do wrong in refuswrtched pall irents!
ing to be instnrumrenltal in mutcltiplying a race of pauper
an and woman
Between these two extremes may not each
asky themuselves the question, whetler ay duty obliges then
to procreate children whose advet they wvi ll lore?
"Somne may be shrocked even at the question, rgarding the
birtl:hs of chilrclen as the special intervention of Providence.
We shall not quarrel wvith these persons, rememberg what
are the faculties and possible destin of each child born; but
wevccannot refuse to see that Providence will not send childr n wvithout some action on our part. There is no obligation binding on men and women to begin the begetting o~f
children. saving begun, must they gof on perforce ? T'he
ar"gum~ent as to interfer~ing withi Providence is quite disregarded niow as to epidemics, and it is a ittle difficult to
see the distinctio~n betwceen inter"fer"ing to prievent exccessiv~e
d~eaths and excessive births. Indeed , if we disturb the .old.
bahince by preventing a high death-r"ate, it seems almnost incumnbent on us to restore*the equtilibr"iu by dimi~nishing the
birth-rate. It seems a strange +doctrine that wee, wth our
x for ou r
privilege of free-wcill, with r~eason, with religion
guides, shall be debarred all choice in this matter, and.be re+dued to a- level with brute beasts, eaceh species. of whiichi
limited by, death and suffering alone. We~ wholly disagree
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with those who indulge their senses and expect Providence
to protect them from the consequences of their incontinence."

I am convinced from careful study and extensive
research that society or population would not suffer if
the act of generation was wholly under the dominion
of the will, for there are as many sterile women who
desire children as there are fertile ones who wish to
avoid them. The force of this observation is more
apparent when we assert that in about ninety-five
per cent. of cases of sterility the barrenness may be
corrected.
The intelligent and impartial consideration of the
subject is necessary, and should be taught rudimentally in our schools, even though it were advisable to
establish special schools for the purpose. The law
against preventing conception does not regulate the
number of illegitimate children, nor diminish prostitution; for, if the fear of conception is the only barrier
the law opposes to the unlawful indulgence of the
sexual propensities, it is too feeble to merit a moment's
thought. The immoral care nothing for it, while on
the other hand, wives who cannot resist or evade the
responsibilities are compelled to beget offspring under
circumstances of the most lamentable and cruel kind.
" Had woman the possession of herself, and the control of
her maternal functions and duties, instead of grevious sufferings and privations, she would have health and beauty;
not only of her own organization, but she would become the
mother of children equally vigorous and lovely. Surely,
nothing is more wicked than to bring into the world such
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numbers of helpless and innocent beings to doom them to
poverty, ignorance and crime, because of their parents' inability to make necessary provision for them."-Pancoast.

I have no wish nor intent to break any law, nor encourage others to do so, no matter how unjust it may
be, but for tile sake of the oppressed I seriously hope
the attention of legislators will be given to the matter, and that it may receive proper scientific investigation.
The influence of the mother over the career of her
child is immense, and it should be rightly directed.
A noted divine has well said, "to be good mothers of
men and women is the greatest thing in all this world;"
and we will add, the better the mothers the better the
children in every respect, for
" The hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rocks the world."

Physical conditions may be cultivated, but the germs
must first exist. It is difficult to give other than what
we have, or transmit what we do not possess.
It is a mistaken notion among many newly-married
people that they do not want children. Many who
have thought thus have had occasion to regret their
olly, when later in life the wife finds herself permanently sterile, or finds herself suffering from disease which the unphilosophical and unphysiological
methods of preventing conception she has -practiced
entail.
The age of the wife has an important bearing upon
not only her health, her fertility and severity of labor,
but upon the constitution of her offspring. Every
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man and woman should possess a plentitude of life
before they communicate it to another. The body
should have attained its grovth for at least a year,
and every function be fully and perfectly established.
After puberty the pelvis of the female undergoes important anatomical changes to fit her for child-bearing. These changes require time (several years), and
it is not until they are completed that she is fully
qualified to perform her part in the process of reproduction.
Comparison of the skeletons of males and females
after puberty sllows a marked difference in their relative breath and depth, that of the woman being greatest, for two reasons, viz: The accommodation of
certain organs which are peculiar to her alone, and
the easy expulsion of the fcetus when conception is
completed. The age at which this pelvic difference
matures varies from twenty to twenty-five, and conjugal unions should not, on an average, be formed prior
to the earliest period indicated. Between twenty-five
and thirty is the period of the greatest fertility, and
first confinements between there ages are least difficult and dangerous.
Aristotle observed:
"To the female ser premature wedlock is particularly
dangerous, since, in consequence of anticipating the demands
of nature, many of them suffer greatly in childbirth, and

are liable to produce imperfect offspring.
His observations are fully confirmed by writers of
the present day. The children of such marriages are
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sickly, puny and defective in mind and body. They
inherit more readily the defects of their ancestors,
and, as a rule, die at earlier years than the progeny
of better-timed unions.
Dr. Napheys says :
"A too youthful wife finds marriage not a pleasure, but a
pain. Her nervous system is prostrated by it; she is more
liable to weaknesses and diseases of the womb; and if of a

consumptive family, she runs great risk of finding that fatal
malady manifested after a year or two of married life. It is
very common for those who marry young to die young."

Admitting that there are many exceptions to this
rule it is no argument in favor of early marriages,
because there is nothing to be gained except in rare
instances. It has been argued in favor of early marriages that uterine diseases in young girls are sometimes cured by it. The risk is too great, for in every
case where one has been benefitted hundreds have
been made worse. My own observations of the results
of early marriages conform to the foregoing. Many
mothers have suffered from uterine and nervous diseases, while their children have possessed puny constitutions.
On the other hand, marriages late in life are equally objectionable. Barrenness is more frequent after
thirty, while the first labors after that age are apt to
be more protracted and dangerous. The farther this
period has passed the more rare first births become,
and at forty-six the child-bearing period of woman
ceases entirely, though some notable exceptions have
been known.
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The occurrence of pregnancy occasions peculiar
changes in the mental and physical condition of the
prospective mother. The menstrual function is suspended, and a profound impression is made upon the
nervous system. Changes in the breasts occur. The
appetite is often changed and becomes peculiar, or
even depraved. There may be unnatural longings
for certain articles of food, salivation, heart-burn,
palpitation, pains in various parts of the body, etc.
Mental peculiarities develop; the pleasant, confiding,
gentle, gay, loving woman becomes hasty, passionate,
jealous and bitter. Sometimes those who are naturally bad-tempered become much more pleasant. During
the first two months the abdomen is less prominent
than natural, and may even continue until after quickening, but after this time it steadily increases until
delivery.
One of the most annoying symptoms of gestation is
morning sickness. In some instances it becomes so
severe as to seriously endanger life. It has been an
old axiom that a sick pregnancy is always a safe one,
and that the absence of nausea and vomiting foreboded danger to the mother or child. For my own
part I cannot understand why a condition so extremely unpleasant is a healthful one, nor can I understand
why a condition of the stomach that is pathological to
a non.pregnant woman, should be physiological to a
pregnant one. My own observation does not coincide
with the time-honored proverb, and I prefer to believe
that nausea and vomiting depend upon conditions
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that it is not only desirable, but proper, to relieve. In
a large per cent. of cases that are so severe as to require professional attention, it is evident that in the
early stages the irritability of the stomach is propagated to the stomach through the sympathetic nervous
system, from the uterus and its appendages. Anything
that renders the nervous system weak and irritable is
capable of producing this condition. Experience has
proved that remedies addressed to the stomach for the
vomiting of pregnant women are generally futile,
while remedies addressed to the nervous system succeed. The application of a small quantity of chloroform over the pit of the stomach lessens, or for a time
suspends, the irritability of the gastric nerves and
controls the vomiting. The injection of a strong solution of bromide of potassium into the rectum allays
the irritability at its source, and relieves its remote
influence. The dose for the purpose should not be less
than a draim in an ounce of warm water. Where the
sympathetic vomiting has set up an actual inflammation of the stomach, then it will be necessary to address remedies to the stomach as well as to the nervous
system.
We have already referred to the influence of the
mother upon the health and character of the child,
and it will not be out of place if we here briefly
consider the subject of mothers' marks and beautiful
children.
Although there is a great diversity of opinion about
how mothers' marks are produced, yet the very fact
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that they do exist is evidence that there must be some
cause. We will, no doubt, always be confronted with
instances in which these marks cannot be traced to
any assignable cause; and, on the other hand, "assignable causes" will have proved inoperative. The profession have very generally conceded that the mind
is capable of producing certain diseases in various organs, and that it has been instrumental in curing
such diseases when they have existed. Admitting this
fact, together with the hereditary transmissibility of
disease, we can understand how these marks are
produced.
Some writers have urged that there is no nervous
communication between the mother and child. While
we will not debate this point, we are certain there is a
direct communication through the blood, which is
sufficient, were we to leave "sympathy " entirely out
of the question, and if one quality may be transmitted
through this medium, why may not others ?
No one will attempt to deny that during pregnancy
the mother is unusually susceptible to external impressions; and, in view of the accumulated evidence,
we regard it safe to state that any external circumstance that is capable of making a profound or prolonged impression on the mother, may, through the
blood or sympathy, affect the child in utero.
We might bring forward numerous instances to sub.
stantiate our views, but we regard them as entirely
unnecessary. Every neighborhood has its examples.
The prospective being is really a part of the mother
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herself, and will be subject, to a very great extent at
least, to the same influences.
A practical conclusion suggested by this consideration is to remove the prospective mother as far as
possible from the operation of those influences that
may make unfavorable impressions upon the fragile
structure of the unborn, and surround her with such
influences as create a healthful, cheerful and agreeable state of thle mind. This should be remembere4
by husband, attendants, associates, and all who are
brought in contact with her. rhe mind slould be
agreeably occu pied-- refinement, pure emotions, noble
sentimernts, eq mnimnity should be cultivated, together
with everything that contributes to good nature, enjoyment and serenity. Avoid the presence of unsightly and disagreeable objects, and as quickly and
quietly as possible divert the mind from them. Gratify
unnatural "longings" as far as is consistent with reason and circumstances, and thus terminate their influence. Do not worry yourself about something you
cannot help, nor anticipate trouble that may never
come to pass. Cultivate control over the will. Dismiss
unpleasant thoughts and unreasonable fancies as
quickly as possible; think of something else; do not
listen to the horrible and terrifying stories which
neighboring gossips delight to tell, nor be kept in a
state of terror and anxiety about the termination of
the conception, by the yarns of those meddlesome old
grannies who are always knowing to some case that
was just like yours, and something happened. Every
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community is unfortunately cursed by such busybodies. Heed them not; they are no more capable of
judging of your condition, or predicting the future,
than they are to be President, and their tales are
nearly always imaginary. Contemplate grace and
beauty, and by suclh a course you will be not only
likely to avoid mothers' marks, but beget healthful,
talented, beautiful children. In a word, keep the
mind free from unpleasant subjects, unhappiness,
anxiety, anger, etc., but filled with agreeable fancies
and charming im ages; cultivate graceful attitudes;
remember that your course now must be reflected in
the future character of your unborn babe. The ancient Greeks surrounded pregnant women with statuary, paintings and enlgravings, and with good results.
It is well known that artificial feeding is one of the
fruitful causes of infant mortality, consequently when
no physical condition exists to prevent it, every mother
should nurse her own child. With birth the cares of
maternity are increased, and the obligation is imposedupon the mother of nourishing the little being she has
brought into the world. Science has pointed out that
it contributes to her physical welfare, and is to most
mothers one of the pleasures of maternity.
I do not, however, wish to be understood as advising all women to nurse their children. Many women
cannot supply milk of the proper quality, and while
they might be benefitted by nursing under such circumstances, it would be extremely detrimental, if not
absolutely destructive, to the child.
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CHAP-TER III
IS PAIN NECESSARY?
The Aurstwer to thtis Impr ortanrt Quetio--Ias the Almighty a pecial
I)esi/gn in Aflicting Womnan :V-It the I)escdts of Adam Escape
P'ain, why not the I:)eseenlants of E~:ve --Spcial ProvidensE.tficacy f 'rayer-- The Pe~rformaznc o
ealthy Function Painless-Cildbirth is Naturul, and shouldl 1 I'nless-Pin a Sign of
1)isease-AII1 WV~omen (10 not Sutler--neivilized Usually Escape W'h y V--Instan es -Oh1s tetrial Literature Nearly Silent-Pain is
Unnuatural and tUnnecessary.

To the chidbearing woat-n few questions are of
greatcr import, anal it is to be hoped the writer will be
able to convince his readers that the question may be
truthfully answered in the negative.
When we observe th~e little suering the lower aniruals experience in bringing foarth their youung, we are
at once led to inquire, is it necessary that the h~umxan
female, created in the image of God, should suer as
she does in childbirth ? Why is shie specially sele cted.
to endure such agony? Can the Almighty have any
special design in afflicting her thus?
Physiologists tell us that the healthy performance
of any function is unattended with pain.. Nlatural
processes are painless,. and that pain is the result of a
morbid ondition. It is conceded that child-hearing,
being necessary to the perpetuation of our species, is
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the natural function of woman; consequently, if we
accept the doctrines of physiology, we can only infer
that childbirth should be witlout peril, AND WITHOUT
PAIN.

We cannot believe thlat the Almighty ever intended
woman should suffer such terrible misery, while her
male companion, equally interested in its results,
should wholly escape. If sucll be te design and it is
necessary, then why do some suffer so much more than
others? If the ldescendants of Adam are enabled by
any means to practically escape the curse pronounced
in the gardeun, why not the descendants of Eve ?
This may seem sacreligious to those who are ever
ready to blame Providence for their mishaps; but
while we respect the opinions of all, we cannot help
noticing tha
t
those who are the most ready to attribute
to the dispensation of Providence all their ills, are
generally very prompt in seeking human interposition
to mitigate the suffering occasioned by such special
dispensation. A genuine attack of colic or cholera
morbus will take the special dispensation doctrine out
of a man in very short order; and though he may
pray for another special dispensation to relieve him,
he is generally anxious that a speedy messenger be
dispatched for a doctor about the same time; and
what is colic or cholera morbus in comparison with
the pains of childbirth ? Let those who have experienced both answer. If it is right to relieve the pains
of the one by human eforts, is it not right to relieve
or prevent the agony of the other ?
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The truth is, Providence is no more to blame for the
suffering of one individual than of another, and will
not suspend or reverse any law to accommodate anybody. We are born subject to certain organic laws,
and if through willfulness or ignorance we violate
them, we must suffer tile consequences. Providence is
no more to blame for disease and pain than for picking of pockets, or stealing horses. We have charge
of our constitutions, and if we will not learn how to
care for them--learn how to prevent disease and
pain---then we must suffer them, anrd no interposition
of the Almighlty need be expected, nor will the plea
of ignorance be accepted in extenuation.
For our part, we cannot believe the Almighty the
cruel, merciless tyrant many picture Him, but believe
in His wisdom, mercy and justice. He has placed at
our disposal abundant means for our relief if we will
but comprehend and apply them.
It is not our purpose, however, to discuss the pain
question upon its theological merits, still if there is
the efficacy in prayer that has been accorded to it, if
the pains of childbirth are a consequence of the curse
uttered in Genesis 3, 16-17, and if the purposes of the
Almighty are ever changed, it would seem that there
has already been prayers enough offered for woman's
deliverance to have effected it, for certainly she has
suffered enough to satisfy the Devil, much less a
God.
Perhaps some enthusiastic Malthusian will set up
the claim that the pains and perils of childbirth are
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necessary to constitute a check upon over-population.
If that is the case, it would appear that after being
tested six thousand years and proving a failure, it is
about time the plan is abandoned and some other one
tried.
It is very evident that all women do not experience
the same degree of suffering, and we infer there must
be some good reason for the difference. Every effect
must have a cause, and the question arises, are we not
capable of ascertaining the reason why some suffer
less than others, and, by applying the same conditions
to all, ameliorate the suffering of all?
Travelers tell us that the females of uncivilized nations suffer less in childbirth than those of civilized,
and we cannot entertain the idea that the heathen
mother is more a favorite in sight of Heaven than her
Christian sister. Hence, some other explanation is
necessary, and we come to believe that the difficult,
painful and tedious labors are due to some physical
condition of civilized woman, which the uncivilized
escape.
The uterus is a hollow, muscular organ that gradually enlarges as gestation goes forward until the termination of pregnancy, when, for certain reasons
unnecessary to consider in this connection, it contracts, and, after repeated efforts, expels its contents
amidst intense suffering.
The heart is a hollow, muscular organ that, by its
alternate expansion or dilation and contractions, receives the blood from the veins and sends it coursing
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again through the arteries to every part of the body.
Its contractions are forcible, and represent an amount
of muscular power immensely greater than the uterus.
The stomach is also a hollow, muscular organ that,
by its contractions and motions, churns, mixes and
comminutes its contents until prepared for expulsion.
The bladder is another hollow, muscular organ that
dilates slowly as the urine accumulates within its cav-.
ity, until a certain degree of distention is reached,
when it.contracts and the urine is expelled.
All of these organs are supplied with nerves of sensation, yet they perform their natural functions without pain.
The general structure of the uterus is similar to the
other organs mentioned, and expels its contents by
contractions, in a manner similar to the others; then
why should its operations be attended with pain and
the others escape ? This reason is plain. The heart,
stomach and bladder are in a healthy condition, and
in that condition not sensitive to pain. Let them become affected by disease and every contraction they
make is performed in agony.
In dyspepsia the stomach becomes diseased, and the
dyspeptic knows what it is to suffer; yet he does not
believe his pain is necessary, and quietly submit to it
without an effort to effect a cure.
Inflammation and other diseases of the heart create
intense suffering and disturb every function of the
body.
When irritation or inflammation of the bladder
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occurs every contraction is attended with the most
excruciating agony.
Thus it must be apparent that when these organs
are in a healthy condition their functions are painless,
and are performed in an almost unconscious manner;
but when a pathological state is developed agony is
the result. From this we rationally infer that the
reason the contractions of the womb are attended with
pain is because some morbid condition of it or adjacent structures exist.
All accouchers have remarked that cases are often
met where the contractions of the womb are prolonged
and vigorous, and yet the woman will complain very
little. From this we are led to infer that the anatomical construction of the parts are favorable to the process, and that the uterus and its attachments have not
been rendered sensitive by morbid conditions. A
healthy uterus is not sensitive, and parturition should
be painless.
The eminent obstetrician, Dr. Dewees, argues:
"Pain in chddbirth is a morbid symptom; that it is a perversion of nature, caused by modes of living, not consistent

with the most healthy condition of the system; and that
such a regimen as should insure such a completely healthy
condition might be counted on with certainty to do away
with such pain."

Prof. Huxley says:
"We are, indeed, fully prepared to believe that the bear-

ing of children may, and ought to become, as free fi om
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danger and disaility to thre civilized woman as to the
savage."

Pn coast, ine hris Ladcties' Medical Guide, says:
SIt is a coinnion belief that gstation is a period of (lisease
andl suffier"ing, and that partturition is nevitably a painful
and dagerous pr1oc~ss. Now the great truth yet to be
learned is the reverse of suclh im ressions.
t is just as
natural for a vomlan to bring forth children as for a shrub
to produce flowers and friuit. In a state of health no natural
Irocess is painful. L'aiz, in all cases, is a sig of diseaseit has no other sigrnifican ce. in its healthy condition the
uterus receives thte ger"m of a new being, provides it with
proper nourishment, expands to akle room for its development, and , at the tinme appointecd by nature, dilates its oening and contrtacts -- a series of involuntary and painles
mauscular efforts --so as to throw the infant into the new
existence, wvhich its growrcth tdemands. It performs its own
proper functions, just as the lungs, the heart or the stomach
perform theirs, because it was formed by the same Infinte
Wisdom and Goodness who rdained that pain and sorrow

should be the consequence of sin, and wvho ordains that
health and happ iness shall ever be the r#esult of obedien~ce to
the

laws" of life."

t is ell known that the slave women of this country required very little or no attentionr at confinement.
Their lab ors are g eneral ly of' short duration, the pain
modcerate, an~d the woman is nxot incapacitated from.
performing; her usual avcations only a, few hours.
Amng~ the poorer classe, i. e., those who are roust,
toil for the
bhut compelled to depend upon thei r da
ursastrangder, we oten
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speedy, and often with no attendant, except, perhaps,
the husband or a little girl-- not even a midwife;
the woman gives birth and in a few hours resumes
her usual duties.
It is generally known among the American Indians
that the avocations of the squaws are seldom, if ever,
interrupted by an inconvenience from pregnancy or
labor, except for a very short period at the time of
birth. My brother-in-law, Dr. S. T. Baker, who has
spent many years on the western frontier among the
Indians, where he had excellent opportunities to observe and acquaint himself with their habits, informs
me that a pregnant squaw does not occasion any concern from her companions. She performs the usual
drudgery of her life up to the very hour of her labor,
making no preparation for the coming "pappoose."
When she realizes that the hour for delivery is at
hand she enters her cabin or betakes herself to
some stream or spring, gives birth, washes the young
"Injun" in the cold water, straps it upon her back,
and before she has been scarcely missed at all has returned a full-fledged mother, and resumes her labors
unconscious of having undergone any very wonderful
ordeal. If the band to which she belongs is on a
march when she feels that labor is upon her, she
leaves the trail, and beside some brook or spring
spreads her blanket, is delivered, washes the infant,
straps it upon her back, mounts her pony, gallops on
after the rest, which she overtakes after one or two
hours' absence. If they experience any of the annoy-
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ances of pregnlancy that afflict the dughters of artificial life, they pay so little attention to them as to
attract no notice whatever.
15 ]PAIN

ECSARY

Caseaux remanrks:
" Thlcere are certain femals

wvito have the happy privilege

of being delived withaout any, or, at. least, very inconsiderof observable pi.
I had the opportunity at the citte
ing a youtng wtromani in her first labrt, who wasaroused by
th e pirns at four o'clock in the oring and was delivered
at six. During tliese twao hours she suffered so little that
she dicl rnot consider it n ecessary to alarm any one, until the
pains becamte a little mnaore severe, when the midwife was

summroned and found the head had been delivered."
Nearly all physicians can recl cass in their expe
rience when , having been ha stily summoned, they
have found, on their arrival a few minutcs later, that
delivery was completed, and that they had been summoned as soon as the woman herself realized that the
labor had begunr.
In an English work on1 midw ifery we findl the folIlowing statemnents:
Th
'lat a respectable ladly, th~e wvife of aleer-, wvas actually
deliver"ed on ce in her" sleep. In anothe+r instance a woman
bo~re eighat children without ever having lao pains, and her"
deliver"ies were so sudden andc devoid of sensible effor"t that,
in more than. one instance, they tookl place uncler ver~y awi ward circumstances."
W'hile practicing medicinle in th~e eastern part of
thi State, several years ago I wscalled several mlles
into the country to attend a case of obstetrics. On m
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arrival the husband informed me "that his wife was
not much sick, and that he guessed that it was a false
alarm." As it was storming violently, and was near
the dinner hour, I concluded to have my horse cared
for and get dinner myself before my return, whether
it was necessary to stay longer or not. On entering
the house I found the wife assisting in getting dinner,
which was nearly ready. She remarked she was sorry
to have called me out in such a storm for nothing.
Dinner over she resumed her household duties, but
suddenly sitting down in a chair remarked that it
was not a "false alarm" after all. We assisted her
upon a bed as quickly as possible, and in less than
five minutes from the time she called her husband
the child was born. The after-birth was soon delivered,
and a good recovery followed. She assured me she
had not experienced any pain.
Such cases could be indefinitely multiplied did space
permit, or if it was necessary; but admitting them to
be exceptional cases, they prove the possibility of painless childbirth.
We know there are many authors who regard pain
as essential to childbirth, and think woman must ever
suffer as she does now; and we have been not a little
surprised in examining obstetrical literature to find
how little attention has been paid to considering the
causes of pain, or to any effort towards prevention.
The idea of making childbirth easy seems to have
been wholly overlooked in the endeavors to develop
means to relieve difficult labors. Evidently they have
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regarded this grand function of the uterine system a
pathological instead of a physiological process.
The duration of labor is a subject upon which considerable difference of opinion prevails. On account
of the change the abdomen and its contents undergo
at the time, the delivery should not be so quick, but
that the contractions of the abdominal muscles may
have time to adapt themselves to the change, and
from one to three hours is not too long. This, however, is a much shorter time than is usually occupied,
and labor is said to be "natural" when it lasts from
six to thirty-six hours, and the woman kept in bed two
or three weeks. The dangers to be apprehended from
too rapid delivery are rupture of the perineum, flooding or syncope.
From the foregoing it must be evident to the unprejudiced mind that childbirth is a natural process,
when the mother lives in accordance with the laws of
health. Natural labor is an easy, short and painless
act. Natural labor is never painful. The organic
nerves that supply the uterus are never sensitive in a
healthy state. Irritation, debility, congestion and inflammation render these nerves sensitive and painful.
All pain, difficulty and danger are the consequences of
violating natural laws. Banish disease, enforce hygiene, establish health, and labor will not be difficult.
All of these assertions will be proven as we proceed,
and full directions for relieving the pain, or of preventing it, will be given, that will convince those who
try it that pain in childbirth is unnecessary.
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CHAPTER IV
CAUSES OF PAIN.
Unhygienic Customs--Physcal Conditions-Social Influences-Slavery
of Different Stations of Life Contrasted-Irritable Nerves-Curvature of Spine--Malformations-Tight Lacing-Shape of PelvisFemale Diseases--Improper Treatment-Errors-Marital Relations
-- How the Condition of the Child Affects the Mother-Its Size-

Hardness of its Bones--All
operative.

these Causes can be Rendered In-

The causes of pain at childbirth are various, and
may depend upon the condition of the mother or
upon the condition of the child, These causes may
be either remote or proximate, direct or indirect. In
some cases the causes will have ceased long ago, but
their effects will remain. Unhygienic customs beget
morbid conditions and thus render natural processes
painful. Any cause that can retard or oppose delivery
and protract labor increases the suffering of the
mother, and, if continued beyond a certain point, endangers the life of both mother and child.
Childbirth to be proper and painless requires that
the shape of the mother be perfect; every organ must
be developed, and the pelvic bones be anatomically
correct in shape; no deformity is admissible; the distance from the junction of the pubic bones to the sacrum must be sufficient to permit the passage of the
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child without too great a degree of pressure. There
must not be any unnatural obstructions. The abdominal, pelvic and uterine muscles must possess sufficient power that when expulsive efforts begin they
may complete the process without undue delay. The
nervous system must be quiet and the mind must be
at ease. Every tissue must be healthy; no morbid
conditions present. Then the child must not be
deformed, too large, nor its bones too much ossified.
Secure these conditions and labor will be materially
shortened in duration and the suffering reduced to a
minimum.
Modern social customs impose upon woman artificial
modes of life that impair her constitutional vigor, deform her body, pervert her functions, render her an
easy prey to uterine diseases and to prolonged and
painful childbirth. These customs are indirect or remote causes of pain, because they create conditions of
life which, in their turn, render pain unavoidable.
The uncivilized mother, uninfluenced by fashion, with
the abdominal and pelvic muscles well developed by
the exercises to which her life subjects her, her hips
broad and deep to support the burdens she iust often
carry, her nervous system not rendered acutely sensitive by debility or disease, almost entirely escapes
the pains and perils of childbirth to which the society
woman falla a victim.
Bring the matter nearer home, and let us compare
the slavery of the two classes-the one woman a slave
to fashion and society, the other a slave to physical
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necessity. The first, malformed by dress, the muscles
undeveloped, and the sensory nerves intensely sensitive from manner of life and disease, suffers long and
severely at such times, while the other, well formed
by nature, developed by the exercises her position in
life necessitates, with no irritable or inflamed nerves
to annoy, pays no attention to it further than the inconvenience occasioned by a few days' absence from
workland the additional tax upon her resources for
the maintenance of her child. Again, during pregnancy and probably for some weeks after delivery the
suffering of the fashionable woman has been continuous, while the other has scarcely noticed her
condition.
There is a noticeable difference in the degree of the
anterior curvature of the spinal column at its lumbar
portion, between the lower ribs and the hips, in the
two classes of women - the society lady's back bending
inward or forward considerably the most, so that the
power of the vertebral pile to support weight from
above downward with ease is diminished on account
of the greater angle, giving rise to the sensation of
"backache, as if it would break in two."
This is one of the results of tight-lacing and insufficient physical culture, and to any one who will consider physical laws, its influence in producing female
diseases in prolonging labor and increasing its pain,
must be obvious. This increased curvature throws
the abdomen forward beyond the direct line of the
body, and in childbirth much of the abdominal mus-
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cular effort, particularly of the diaphragm, is lost,
because it is expended in the direction of a line with
the pubic bones instead of the cavity behind them,
the pubic bones opposing a force that no muscular
effort can overcome, even were such a result desirable.
In such cases the labor is protracted on account of the
improper direction of the muscular force, which is
often feeble on account of the customary inactivity of
the muscles prevenltilng their natural development.
The woman who, in her daily labors, is compelled
to perform such exercises as develop all her muscles,
particularly the erector muscles of the spine, to support the hlenvy weight she is often obliged to carry, by
developing a natural condition, prevents the extra
curvature the other sustains, so that when labor comes
upon her, her abdominal muscles, acting in harmony
with the efforts of the uterus, effect an easy and quick
birth, because no force nor effort is lost by being
directed in a line contrary to the direction the child
must take to make its exit.
Another way in which tight-lacing becomes a cause
of painful childbirth is by confining the movements
of the diaphragm so as to enfeeble it; at the same time
the abdominal viscera are compressed into a space too
small for the healthy performance of their functions,
and being prevented from escaping upward, naturally
gravitate downward, and by their pressure displacing
the organs of the lower abdomen into the pelvis. The
circulation is rendered defective, and the vitality of
the pelvic organs being impaired, they become con-
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gested, sore, tender, irritable, painful - diseased - a
condition of things that necessarily cause pain at
childbirth.
Deformities of the bony structures of the pelvis
necessarily increase suffering and imperil the lives
of both mother and child in a direct ratio with the
degree of deformity. In such cases child-bearing
should not be attempted, for when the deformity is su
great that instrumental delivery is impossible, but
one of two alternatives remain, Embryotomy or
Casarean section, the first of which sacrifices the
child, and the second is pretty certain to sacrifice the
mother.
Tumors within the pelvis retard and endanger delivery according to their situation, size and structure,
and if they involve or press upon nerve filaments
they occasion very great agony. Their removal must
be effected before delivery.
Inflammatory diseases of the womb necessarily increase the suffering. This organ is profusely supplied
with nerves which are involved in the inflammatory
process, and thus become acutely sensitive, as every
woman who has been affected by it can testify. It is
so sore and tender that the slightest touch is painful,
much less the severe efforts of parturition. Inflammation also gives rise to another source of pain,. a
change in the structure of the tissue inflamed, by
which its elasticity is greatly diminished. Occurring
in the neck of the womb, it is easy to see how this
may cause pain by interfering with the dilation of the
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mouth of the womb, a condition that must take place
before the birth can occur. In its natural state the
circular muscular fibers that exist here are capable of
great distention, but when rendered inelastic by the
products of inflammation the dilation is intensely
painful and may rupture the fibers.
The employment of caustics, and incisions in the
neck of the womnb for the cure of disease or removal
of strictures, is apt to be followed by cicatrices which,
being inelastic, are liable to unequal dilation and an
increase of pain. Necessary as these practices may
be, they are certainly open to this objection, high
authorities to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
one having a scar or cicatrix on their person knows
that it will not stretch like other tissues, and is often
very sensitive. Some writers have labored hard to
prove that the tissues of the uterus were not subject
to the same laws as tissues in other parts of the body,
and consequently, the results of inflammation, caustics and incisions would not affect the womb umfavorably, but it is certainly presuming very much upon
the healing power of nature to say the least.
Any cause that can render any part of the generative apparatus sore, sensitive and tender, whether
inflammation, ulceration, swellings, common leucorrhoea, diseases of the bladder, piles, and, in fact, anything that impairs the integrity of any tissue, whether
of the generative organs themselves or adjacent structures, necessarily increase the sufferings at the time of
birth. Undue dryness of the passages may also be
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considered a cause, and can usually be overcome by
artificial means. Any emollient or unirritating oily
substance applied freely will answer.
Anything that increases morbid irritabilityincreases
the suffering, which may even be rendered intensely
acute even though not the slightest change of structure
be visible. This increased sensibility is probably due
to some change in the nerves themselves, which, in
the present state of pathology, we are not able to
appreciate. One thing, however, is certain; that morbid irritability is a concomitant of exhaustion, and if
the nervous system has been debilitated and irritated
by masturbation or sexual excesses an increase of suffering will be pretty likely to occur. Rigidity of the
perineal muscles is apt to cause pain in the latter
stages of the labor. Sometimes the rigidity is so great
that the perineum will rupture instead of relax, for
the prevention of which slight superficial incisions
have been recommended. In this condition anesthetics are beneficial, and so are relaxants, if the management previous to this time has not been proper or
effectual. (See subsequent chapters.)
From the time when labor begins until it terminates there is usually more or less continuous suffering
of variable intensity, so that speedy delivery is desirable as a means of ending the suffering. The labor,
however, should not be so short as to occasion the
dangers alluded to in a previous chapter.
The condition of the child as a cause of pain remains to be considered, and is of the very greatest
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importance, because we have it in our power to control the condition of which we are about to speak
without danger or detriment to the child or mother.
The average weight of the newly-born child is said
to be seven pounds-some are considerably smaller,
others much larger. I have seen children live and
thrive that did not exceed five pounds, and I have
been present at several confinements when the child's
weight exceeded ten pounds, and one instance when
the child weighed fifteen pounds. Births are said to
have occurred when the child has weighed eighteen
pounds, but such instances are exceedingly rare, and
must certainly be difficult and painful. The reasons
are obvious.
Beyond a certain size, as the weight of the child increases under ordinary circumstances, the pain and
difficulty of the labor increases. Dropsy of the head
increases the trouble. Wherever tle head will pass,
if there is no deformity, the rest of the body will pass,
the passage of the foetal head always being the most
difficult and painful part of the entire process of parturition. The larger the child, of course, the larger
the head will naturally be, so that it is a proper consideration to inquire how we may, with safety to both
mother and child, control the growth of the child
in utero, and we introduce the subject here because it
has a direct bearing upon the suffering of the mother.
It requires no argument to convince any one that
while a small child may be born with little or no difficulty or pain, the same mother may find it absolutely
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impossible to give birth to a large child - to a child
with a large head, or a deformed child.
We now come to consider the bony development of
the child as a cause of pain and difficulty at childbirth. It is often a subject of remark that the formation of bone in the skulls of some infants at birth is
not nearly as far advanced as in others, and yet such
children thrive equally well.
At birth the bones of the cranium have not been
united by the ossific process, but admit of considerable
mobility, so that by pressure the shape of the head
may be materially changed, temporarily, without injury. Applying these observations to the transit of
the child through the maternal passages and we
speedily arrive at the conclusion that the softer, more
spongy, cartilaginous these bones are at birth, the
more compressible the head will be, and the more
readily it will adapt itself to the passage, changing
according to the necessity, while, if the process of ossification - bony development - is well advanced, such
adaptability cannot take place, the labor will be more
difficult, greater pressure will be necessary and more
pain experienced.
Everybody is well aware that a soft body or substance the same size of a hard one will readily pass
through an opening or tube through which the hard
body cannot pass at all, or only with great difficulty.
In the early stage of development bones are soft and
flexible, being composed of animal matter -gristle but gradually become hard by the deposits of calca"
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reous matter--lime---ithin their structure. All bones
do not undergo this hardening process simultaneously, but it is completed in different bones at different
periods of life. There seems to be no good reason why
the bony system should have progressed beyond the
cartilaginous stage of development at birth, for there
is plenty of time after this event for osseous development before any very great necessity for the presence
of bone will be experienced by the child.
It is a well-established fact in physiology and therapeutics that when bony development is tardy, and the
bones are incapable of supporting the weight of the
body protecting its cavities, or preserving its symmetry, even when the process of teething is delayed, the
administration of some of the preparations of lime as
a medicine, or the selection of a diet containing considerable lime, is productive of good results. The lime
administered artificially as medicine or naturally as a
food, supplies the deficient constructive element, and
the development of bone goes on to completion. This
being the case, the questions naturally arise: If we
can increase the supply of bone-producing material
when deficient, can we not diminish it if excessive?
If we can hasten development, can we not retard it ?
If we can retard it after birth, can we not before birth?
If we can retard ossification before birth, then why can
we not absolutely control the condition of the child's
head and keep the bones sufficiently flexible to admit
of easy delivery? All these queries can be answered
in the affirmative. Experiment has proven that such
5
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results are not only possible, but that they are safe
and practical.
Nervous excitement may be a cause of pain. It is
well known that some persons suffer far more from
the same cause than others, and it is reasonable to
suppose that the more nervous the woman is during
gestation and delivery, the more intensely she will
suffer. It is those who lead artificial lives, or those
whose constitutions have been shattered by disease,
that are troubled with "nervousness;" and, if no precautions are taken, it is reasonable to expect that such
persons will suffer most at childbirth.
Having briefly considered the most important causes
of pain, in the subsequent chapters we shall endeavor
to instruct the reader how to render these causes inoperative, and to remove the parturient female from
their influence.
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CHAPTER V
HYGIENIC MA~AGEMET
The Obtjects of Hg iene-H-Iow Surroundings Affect Pregnant Womeflow She Mu. t Conduct H erslf--What Exercise Is Best, and how
the toom Out Doors to Air it-The
and When to Take it--urning
Difference between Basuthing nd Soking-What Kind of Baths
are Best, their rroperties, etc.--The Fitz Bath-Sleep-Dress-The
Spartan Law--Hiow Sexual Influences Affect both Mother nd
Chtild--All I'ein, Difficulty ancl Danger Unnatural.

The object of hygiene is to secure th most prfect
health possible and prevent sicknes. To this en it
may b e necessary to place certain restrictons upon
our customary hazbits. We say restrictions because
muany of the habits we may have developed b arti
fiial modes of life are apt to be inconsistent with
perfect phiysical d.evelopment.
The specialI obj ect in introd uci ng th e subj ect h~ere
is to secure focr the mother the most perf ect physica~l
v her unborn.
stan dard, and, at the same+time, endow
childc with a perfect constitution.
Thbe pregnant woan should avail h.erself of ever
possible means to imrprove her physical health, and
avoi every influence thiat can possibl fret, annoy,
disress, orr in. any wa injure her.
ust assoThe husband , and thoe who ha bituall mx
ciate wth her, shxoul endeavor to preserve the+tran-
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quility of her mind, remove all sources of anxiety,
relieve all annoyances, and by every possible means
contribute to her vigor, cheerfulness and happiness.
Her associations should be of the niost cheerful, pleasant, graceful and happy character, such as remove her
mind from gloomy forebodings, anxiety, fear and selfishness. She should never be surrounded with any
imperfections, nor be annoyed with the contemplation of misery, deformity or unhappiness. She should
never be compelled to hear stories of horror, which
Dame Grundy so much delights to tell.
Before important surgical operations are performed
more or less time is generally spent in putting the
patient in the most perfect physical condition possible, that the system may be the better enabled to bear
the shock of the operation, a change that will result
in diminishing pain and danger, and hasten recovery.
If physical perfectioi is a matter of so much consequence under such circumstances, how much more
important it is when the welfare of two beings is at
stake ?
If conception occur while the woman is nursing
another child it should be weaned at once, for her
physical forces will rarely, if ever, enable her to maintain both without impairing their vitality and injuring herself.
The pregnant woman should not lead a life of
indolence, nor should she, on the other hand, indulge
in prolonged or violent exercise. Much must depend
upon the natural vigor she possesses.
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Owing to the extreme liability of some women to
miscarriage, they will find it necessary to avoid motion almost entirely. This no doubt proceeds from
some local weakness or irritability that is aggravated
by motion. Fortunately, such cases are rare, and the
best treatment is quiet, with passive motion. This
condition frequently disappears after a certain period
of gestation has been reached.
With this rare exception exercise is always benefi.
cial if moderately indulged, and is most beneficial
when carried on in the open air, but should never,
under any circumstances, be so active or long continued as to induce fatigue. Probably walking is the
best form of exercise that can be taken, although
when the pregnancy is far advanced it may become
so difficult and painful that it may be omitted. When,
for any reason, walking is not advisable, riding in an
easy carriage may be substituted. No matter whether
she is to walk or ride, care shouli be taken that it is
agreeable and pleasant There should be some agreeable, animating object in view The woman must
not be made to realize that the walk or ride is a forced
routine. The mind, as well as the muscles must be
diverted, else the exercise becomes monotonous and
tiresome, a damage instead of a benefit. The same
road or path should not be selected each day; the
mind is to be occupied by new attractions; a variation
of scenery and circumstances. The exercise should be
frequently repeated and not too long continued, and
should be carried on in the open air in the sunshine.
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A gently active life is best calculated to preserve the
health of the mother and her unborn child. The object is to increase and conserve the physical forcesto invigorate. Violent or prolonged exercise is to be
avoided. Running, dancing, rowing, lifting, carrying
heavy weights, as well as riding in uncomfortable or
uneasy carriages, over rough roads or upon horse-back,
are objectionable. Railway travel is unwise, the continuous jar of the cars being equally as dangerous as
violent jolting.
The more nearly delivery approaches the more repose and quiet may be indulged. The use of the sewing machine is to be refrained from.
Pure air and plenty of it is the rule, and not only
should the exercise be taken out of doors as much as
possible, but the air of the rooms she occupies should
be free from impurities. The air should be frequently
changed, and is best done when the rooms are unoccupied. Give them frequent airings and avoid extremes
of heat and cold. Perfect ventilation does not imply
that the rooms are to be turned out of doors or the
temperature reduced to the freezing point. A small
opening at the topland bottom of the rooms will secure
a constant change of air-a constant admission of
oxygen and escape of carbonic acid gas--and yet the
temperature may be maintained atan agreeable pitch.
It is a mistaken notion that cold air only is pure. The
apartments do not want to be dark. Let in the rays
of the sun; receive their vivifying influence. Plants
will not thrive in the dark, and neither mother nor
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child can flourish without sunlight. Sun baths are
decidedly beneficial. Sit in the sun half an hour or
more daily. Feeble women will find it an agreeable
tonic.
By exercising in the forenoon we get the use of the
best physical strength, and at a time when every organ
is in the best condition to profit by it. It is then that
exercise is a pleasure. In the morning exercise is apt
to refresh. In the afternoon it is liable to fatigue. In
the forenoon we are most apt to have sunshine, and
the air is purest and most exhilarating.
Bathing is beneficial when properly employed, but
extremes must be avoided; there is no sense in soaking
a person to death on the one hand, nor completely
obstructing the pores of the skin with dirt on the
other. The temperature of the bath, the time of its
employment and the object to be attained must always
be considered.
It is folly to suppose the same kind of bathing will
answer every purpose, for bathing implies something
more than mere cleanliness; the temperature materially influences the result; and while one woman may
be greatly benefitted by a cold bath another will be
injured by it. Those who have an abundance of
vitality will find the cool, or even cold, bath beneficial
and agreeable, while those of a feeble constitution
may be so chilled and injured by it that reaction failing to occur serious internal congestions, and even fatal
consequences may follow.
As a rule, bathing should be agreeably tempered to
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suit, varying from cold to hot, partial or complete,
plunge, tub, sponge, douche, sitz, etc. Probably the
temperate or tepid bath will be suitable for the greatest
number. Immediately after emerging from it the body
should be rubbed thoroughly dry with a coarse towel
that proper reaction be induced. Usually the bath
may be continued from three to ten minutes, and the
lower the temperature the shorter duration.
Cool baths are most beneficially employed in the
fore part of the day, the object being mainly to secure
its invigorating effect, while the warm bath, on account of its soothing, calming influence, is most beneficial in the latter part of the day or evening.
Women who have previously been in the habit of
cold plunge or shower baths should not discontinue
them now; but if they have never accustomed themselves to them it is doubtful if it is best to begin them
while in this condition, lest the shock they occasion
cause miscarriage.
The temperature of the different kinds of baths
var:es considerably, as will be seen from table:
Cold bath,
Cool bath,

.

.

Hot bath,

30° to 600 Fahr.
°
°
"
. 60 to 75

.
.

.
.

750 to 850
850 to 920

.

.

920

.

.

.
.

.

.

Temperate bath,
Tepid bath, ..
Warm bath,

.

..

"

980

"
"

. 980 to 1100

"

to

Nervous women will find that a warm bath, taken
just before retiring, will allay irritability, nervousness,
and induce agreeable sleep. It moderates pain and
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soothes the entire system; and if not continued too
long will not debilitate, but rather invigorate. Bathing should not usually be indulged in while digestion
is going on.
Baths may be medicated or not, as desired. For the
purpose of cleanliness the tepid sponge bath is most
available, though the sponge employed briskly in the
morning, moderately cool, and followed immediately
by a brisk rubbing, is to be commended; and those
who have not the facilities for immersing the whole
body will find it an excellent way to apply the tepid
or warm bath at night.
With reference to the employment of the sitz bath
we cannot do better than quote from the well-known
author, Dr. Shew:
"Pregnant women receive much benefit from a constant
use of this bath. A small tub of sufficient size, set upon a
very low stool, or anything by which it can be raised a few
inches, is quite sufficient. Unpainted wood is the best material, metal being unpleasant and cold. The water is used
from one to five or six inc;hes deep. The length of time this
bath is used varies from a few minutes to two hlours or more.
To avoid exposure to cold it is best to uncover only the part
of the person to be exposed to the water. This bath has the
effect of strengthening the nerves, of drawing the blood and
humors friom the head, chest and abdomen, and of relieving
pain and flatulency, and is of the utmost value to those of
sedentary habits. It is sometimes well to take a foot bath,
tepid or cold, at the same time. If a large quantity of cold
water were used in this bath it would remain cold too long,
and thus drive the blood to the head and upper part of the
body, which might be very injurious; but the small quantity
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of water used at once becomes warm and thus admits of
speedy reaction. In some local diseases of the lower parts,
when there is inflammation, and the cold water feels most
agreeable, the water is frequently changed. If there is any
inclination to headache, or too much heat in the head, a cold

bandage upon the forehead and temples is good.
well to rub the abdomen briskly during this bath.

It is often
The sitz

bath may be used by any person, whether in health or otherwise, without the slightest fear of taking cold. Let those
subject to giddiness, headaches or congestions of blood in the
upper regions try this, and they will at once perceive its
utility. In those troublesome itchings which often afflict
pregnant women, this application may be made as often as
the symptoms occur, and will be found a sovereign remedy."

It is not desirable that any shock should be given
the system, and the temperature at which the bath is
begun should usually be about that of the tepid bath.
It can be employed at any time of day, and is agreeable in the evening at such times as when the warm
general bath is not being used.
Plenty of refreshing sleep is essential to the welfare
of both mother and child. At least, eight hours is advisable. It favors the tranquility of both mind and
body, and not only relieves the uneasiness and inconvenience sometimes attending this condition, but is
a potent preventive of habitual miscarriage. The
sleeping room should be quiet and airy, neither too
warm nor too cold; the bed moderately hard; the covering light, but sufficient to prevent chilliness; mattresses are to be preferred and feathers prohibited.
Occasionally, a nap during the day is admissible, and
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frequent rests desirable; but in resting it is not best
to sit on cushions, for, by the warmth of the body they
occasion, they induce congestion of the l)elvis, a condition particularly to be prevented.
The dress should be loose and comfortable, and so
arranged that unequal pessres
is avoided. It should
be suspended from the shoulders instead of the waist
and hips. Stays and corsets, if worn at all, must be
loose enough to adlliit of perfect freedom of the abdominal muscles, and after the fifth month had better
be laid aside. Any attempt to conceal her condition
by lacing, stays or tight dresses cannot be too severely
condemned, and will be certain to be followed by bad
results, lwhich, in many instances, will not admit of a
remedy. The Spartan law directed that pregnant
women should wear large dresses, so as not to prejudice the free development of the precious charges of
which nature had rendered them the momentary depositories. Care should be taken that the breasts are
not pressed upon, nor injured in any way. Flannel
underclothing is always best, unless in the few exceptional cases where the skin is exceedingly sensitive.
In no case should tight garters, it, indeed, any, be
worn, on account of their tending to obstruct the circulation and cause cold feet and the knotted condition
of veins, that give so much trouble subsequently.
The sexual relations at this time should be of the
most moderate character, for it certainly will, if freely
indulged, exhaust the mother and impair the vitality
of the child, inducing in its constitution precocious
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sexual development. rrlle mind should be free from
thxe subject, and every circumnstance that has a tendency to promote desire should be studiously avodedFor this reason separate beds and even sleeping rooms
for both husband nd wife are to be recommended.
On the other hand, uigrtificd desires, where so gret
as to gain control of the mind, are liable to mark the
fcx tus with an insatiable appetite. It is for this rea
we counsel moderation, and believe the moderate gratificationr. of any ppetite, when consistent with reason,
is better than absolute denial. Temperance is the best
conservator of health and jpleasure.
" Just in proportion as the mother observes tite laws o
health, so will the labor be short or protracted, hard or easy.
Just a life is natural, labor is natural, and a natural labor is
nt paiifurl or dangeroufs. Thle organic nerves which supply
the uterus are neer sensiive in a healthy state.

It is only

in disease thatL they. have+ pain. A ll th~e pain, d"ifficul ty and
da nger of childtbir~th is th~e Yrsut of disease. Banish disease
and we rid out-selves of its consequ ences,"
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CHAPTER VI.
DIETETIC MEASURES.
C'opoimJition af the L)iiterent I iitid of Food--low th.e Mother's Foo
Affaects Cilbirth-The First ExJperimnt and how it ItesultedA Very Libeiaral iietay -- +oodl tha: t Contaim Phosphate of Lim
l to be Carefully Atoid -A cid--The Eglish Lady's Expement-usut th~e Mother Eat icr Two ?-T
Extra Amount o
Nourishment lequiredi.

Since thle coposition of diffcrent kind of food has
been determrinede by ebemical analysis, the influence
of diet upon phlysical conditios is caple of comprehension, and there no longer remains any doubt of
the importance of a well-selteld diet in regnancy.
It has been proved thant at least some of the unpleasant
phenomena attending this condition can be overcome

or avoided by a properly regulated diet.
We
' have already had occasion to allude to the infuence bony devTelopm ent of the futus exert s upon
the ease or difficulty of ch ildbrth, and it is nowa appropriate that wve consider th e relationi of dieit to bony
or osseous developmi~ent. It is well. knowvn tphsio logists that the various structutres of the body are
elaborated from the m~aterials suppied by the food, and
that if certain nutritive elements are defcient,those
structures into the comp~osition of which th ey enter
mrnust necessarily be defect ive.

I
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Bones are cOmOsel very largely of calcareous or
earthy ma tters, and the process of ossificat is not
completed in all the bones until the individual has
retiched adult life.
In te early stages of ftnl life, what afterwards bcomfles bone is in a state closely resembling gristle, and
it is not until several onths have elapsed that the
depaosit of eart y attrs tke lce in this gristly
substance, but so rapidly dIoes it then take place that
at birth some of thle bon es hanve acquire~l consderale
hardness, a.nrl thus preserve th form and shape of the
child. Tis bony developmnt, therefore, we desire
to retard in o rder"to ren der the birth easy; nd as the
earthy substances tat form bone, a well as the materinls that coniposc the other structures of the child,
ust necessariy be derived fom the lood of the
aother, and hier blood in its turn b suplied by her
food, the question naturally presents itself, why cannot the foond of the mther be selected so that there
shl l be a suffcien~cy of all th~e nutrident aterials except that whiich occasions the ha.rden ing of bones?
So far as e know,athis subject wa first broughlt to
public notice by an English chem~ist r naed Row-.
botha, byth publicao of asma ll pamhlet in.
1841. This pamphlet is n~ow ot of print, but the
principles it contined hav been made the central
ML Holbrok . D., to which very valuable little
gral indebte for many imprtn sugwork I
gestons.
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Mr. Rowbotham's idea originated from reading the
physiology of the development of the foetus, from
which he reasoned that the clcareous substances being deposited from the mother's blood, a diet deficient
in this element would materially affect the character
of the Wirth. ;His wife having suffered severely in
two previous births he determined to try the experimnent of a restricted diet, with the hope of relieving
her suffering, and the result bein so satisfactory that
he made it public in the pamphlet referred to above:
" She h~a, on this occasion, two years and a half after the
last dliveiry, adtvnced fu ll seven months in prenancy before
she coinmenced the expteriment, at her husband's earnest nstance; her legs and feet were, as before, consideraly swelled;
the veins distended and knotty, atnd her health dimiishing
"She began the exlernt
in the first week of Jaxnua r,
181.
She cornmenced y eating an apple and an ornge the
first thing in the lor ing
Iiigt.and gain ntt
This was
continued for about four day-s, when she to just before
breakf st, in additin to thle appnle and orne, the juice
of a lemon mixed. with sugar, and at breakf ast two or three
roasted apples, taking a small quantity of her usual food, viz..
whleaten br"ead anid butter'. During the forenoon she took ane
orange or tw o and an app le. Focr dinner she tto fish and.
flesh in small quantities, and. poatatoes, greens and, apples,
thne apples sometimes peeled[ and cut into pieces, somaetimes
boailed whol1e, alton g wcvith potatoes, somxetimes roasted before
the fire and afterwards mnixed with sugar. In the afternoo~n
she sucked an orange or ate an a or sonic grapes, and
always took some Zemon ,juice mixed with sugar or tracle.
At first the fruits acte d strongly on thie stomach and itestines, but this soon cuaed, and she couald take several lemons
wvithout inoanvenience. Fo~r -supper she had. sgain roate
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apples or a few oranges and rice, or sago boiled in milk
somzetirres the apples peeled and cored were boied along
with the rice and sago. On several occasions she took for
supper apples and r"aisins or figs, with an orange cut among
them, and all stewed together. Two or three time a week
she took a tespoonful of a mni.xture made of the juice of two
oranges, one lemon, half a pound of grapes and a qitarter of
a pound of sugar or tr"eacle. The suar or treacle served
nainly to cover the taste of the acids, but all saccharine
matters are very nutritious. The object of giving these was
to dissolve, as mu ch as possible, the earthy or bony matter
she head taken wvitha hxer food during the first seven months of
her" resgenaney*.
"She conittintued in this course for six weekb, when, to her
sur"prise and sacisfaction, the swelled and prominent state of
hr" veins, which li d existed before she began, had entirely
subsided ; er legs and feet, whlich were also swelled consiera bl, adc returned to their foriaer state, and she became
so lighlxt and active she could run up and down a flight of
muore than twenty stairs with moi aae than usual, when
she was perfectly well. 11r health became unwontedly excellen~t, and scarcely° an ache or"a pain affected her up to the
night of heer deliv°ery. E:ven her"breasts, which, at the timge
she comm~nenced th~e exper~iment, as well. as dur"ing her former
pregnancies, wer"e sore and tender, became entirely free fromr
pain, and remained in the vfery best condition after her" de-.
livery and during h~er nursing.
"A t nine o'clock oin the evening of Marc+h 3d, after hving
cleaned

her apartments, she was

in

the adoining yar~d sh~ak-

ing her own carpets, which she dhid with. as much ease as any
one else could have done. At half-past ten she said she be lieved her time haad come and the accoutcher wssent for.
Aft one o'clock the surgeon had left the roo m. li knew
nothing of the experiments being made, bu to bi
asked,
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on paper, by thle husband, two days afterward, if he ' could
pronounce it as easy and safe a delivery as he generally met
with,' replied, on paper: 'I hereby testify that I attended
Mrs. Rowbotham on the third instant, and that she had a
safe labor and more easy than I generally meet with.' On
his asking the female midwife if she thought it as easy as
usual, replied : 'Why, I should say that a more easy labor I
never witnessed; I never saw such a thing, and I have seen
a great many labors in my time.'
"The child- a boy - was finely proportioned and exceedingly soft, his bones were all in gristle, but lie became of large
size and very graceful, athletic and strong as he grew up.
The diet of his mother was changed on his birth, and she
ate bread and milk and all articles of food in which phosphate of lime is found, and which had been left out before.
She also got up from her confinement immediately and well.
After her last delivery, in July, 1838, full ten days elapsed
before she could leave her bed, and then she swooned at the
first attempt. On this occasion; March, 1841, she left her
bed on the fourth day, and not only washed but partly
dressed herself. Had she not been influenced by custom and
somewhat timid, she might have done so sooner. To be assisted appeared like a burlesque to her, not to say annoyance.
She had no assistance from medicine. In the former pregnancy she had subsisted very much on bread, puddings, pies
and all kinds of pastry, having an idea that solid food of this
kind was necessary to support and nourish the featus, and it
is quite right to suppose that nutritious food is necessary for
this purpose; but nutritious food can be had without that
hard and bony matter which is so large an ingredient in
wheaten flour. For instance, the West India grains, sago,
tapioca, rice, etc., have little of it; and M;r. Rowbotham
made a table of substances with the proportion of phosphate
of lime in each, so that it may be avoided in the food during
6
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pregnacy and used aftcrwrds in nursing when the bones
and teth a~e made.ic hat contarins otath
atr
"Beans, rye, oats, batrlcy, hare ot so much earthy matter
as wheat; potatoes and peas not more than lf as much;
flesh of fowls and oung anials, ne tenth; rice, sago, fish,
egs, etc., still les; chxeese, onse-twenteth; cabage, saoy
brocol i, ar"tihokes, calcworts, asparagus, end ivea, rhubarb,
cauliflower, celery a nd f'resh vegetables generaly, turnips,
carroats, on ions, radishes, garlics, parsley, spinach, small salad,
cucuibrs, leeks, beets, prsnip, ngnel-wu rtzel, mush rooms
andt all kinds of herabs and flower average less than oze tlh;
app les, ears, ilftIin s, cherrics, strawberries, goseberries,
raspberries, ct" rcberies, blackberries, 1kuclebe"res. currn ts, melons, olives, pachles, apricots, pineapples, nectarins, p)oe ranates, dates, prunes, raisins, fis lemons
limes, oags and grap"ces, on an average, a two hured
times lss ossify ig thaen brecad o athing
else prer
of
whreaten four"

With such an extensive list of non-ossifying eiles
to select a dietary fromn, and the culinary ingenuit
of' ost wme
n , it does not seem that thle a
tite for
preparation s of wheat would, be very diffiut tor appese A varied -diet is absol~utely essential to health,
and an oasiona meal, of which. wh1eat brea forms
part, m a bperm itted, more particularly in theeal
month s oaf gestao, but ine the three latr mnths
when ossifiction is goin on, the mo~re careful the
diet is seleted to exclude phosphate of lime th~e
better.
There is no dnger of injury to the mother or child
bythis dietetic cours e, for it is imposible to exclude
l clcreous ma tter, yet the quantity ca be s imin-
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ished as to retard instead of favor ossification. The
list as quoted above may not be absolutely correct, yet
as the fruits that are most advised contain so much
acid that they probably hold the calcareous matters
in solution and prevent their deposition, consequently
the list is practical and the results satisfactory.
As regards drinks, in many sections the water contains, in solution, considerable quantities of lime; the
water is hard; consequently, rain or snow waters are
best. Boiling such hard water before using will cause
the precipitation of considerable of the lime, as may
be observed by the formation of the crusts in the teakettle. 'When it is necessary to use hard water it
should be boiled and cooled before using for cooking
or drinking. Tea and coffee may be moderately indulged in, and of the two tea is least objectionable.
Cocoa contains less lime than coffee, though coffee is
a good nutriment with this one exception. Lemonade or drinks made of acid fruits, jellies, etc., are
unobjectionable, and the acids they contain will, to a
certain extent, hold the earthy or calcareous bony
matters in solution and oppose their deposition.
Women living upon the foregoing diet will have
little desire for much drink of any kind. Swelling
of the feet and limbs rarely occur when the fruit diet
is employed, and cases suffering from such difficulty
when the diet is begun w generally experience decided relief
There has been no objection offered to animal food.
Indeed, we would advise-that it form a small portion
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of the diet, particularly in debilitated and feeble
women, but in those of full habit it had better be
sparingly eaten, as it is heating, while the acid fruits
are cooling. Lamb, veal, chicken and fish are the
most appropriate meats for this condition.
Inordinate and capricious appetites for improper
and noxious articles should, of course, be opposed, but
when the longings can safely and properly be indulged
it should be gratified. With the diet list advised very
little, if any, annoyance is to be apprehended.
The benefits to be secured by a well-regulated diet
are not merely h ypothetical, but have been fully substantiated by experiment. Soon after the publication
of the pamphlet referred to, an English lady of high
respectability resolved to profit by the idea, and as
soon as she thought she was pregnant she abandoned
bread, potatoes and milk and subsisted on the West
Indian grains, rice, tapioca and sago, fruit of all kinds
and vegetables, and when she ate meat she ate that
whichl was young, drank lemonade and tea, both of
which were made of distilled water. She did not suffer an hour's inconvenience during the whole time,
the birth was easy, and the child, though very soft at
first, grew rapidly and became large and strong.
Numerous others have tried it that we know of and
have been reported by others, and not a few have
come under our own obseration, in all of which the
results are mainly the same. Several have tried the
plan at my suggestion and the results have, in every
instance, been highly satisfactory.
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1lj)ose nations among which childbrith is comparatively easy, subsist mainly on a diet in which bony
mazterials are very limite1. Females of tropical climates, where the diet is very largely fruit, sutfr very
little at childbirth. The Amnerican Idians eat very
little whl~eat, nd thie samie is true of the colored slaves
of the South .
It is a very proplular but erroneous idea that the
mnother must gorge herself throughout pregnancy in
order to support and nlourish the unborn - that she
must "eat for two." Tl~his i a very great mistake. On
the contrary, instead of eating more than she wants
she should be govern ed by the dictates of hunger, and
never eat an extra mouthful. The amount of nourishmen t the foctus requires day by (lay is very trifling
indeed. As a result of such a mistaken notion she
disorders the stomach, becornes heated and feverish, is
troubled wvith headach~e andl dizziness, and lays herself
liable to nurrmerous inte+stinal disorders; and if assimilatioij is active in J~roportion to tine in creased amaount

eaten , sh e becomes ext rmely fleshy a.nd uncoinforta-

ble, and will be liable to much annoy ance from swelling, cramping or numbness of th~e ext remities.
Figure the matter out for y"ourselv-es: T.he average
duration of pregnancy is two h~undlred a~nd eighty
days; th~e average weight of the+chlild. and placenta
(ar fh does not exceed ten pounds, and gen erally
not over eigh t; then tern pou nds .give one hundred
and. sixty ounces, or 'but little morre tha n half ane
ounce a day is required.
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Admitting that during the first four months the
amount required will be much less than in the last
four, as we zmore nearly approach delivery, the greater
will the amount required become; nevertheless, the
average remains the same. Laying the question of
average aside, there is no use of the mother commencing to lay in a surplus for at least the first six
months, though during the last three the amount of
nourishment igt be slightly increased. She should
also bear in mind that if by excessive eating she increases the nutrition of her child, she increases its
growth, and for every ounce she increases its development beyond a given point, she unwisely diminishes
the ease of delivery.
Numerous authorities might be cited on the subject,
but we do not regard them necessary; the proposition
is of too easy comprehension to require argument, and
unless morbid conditions supervene to require a modification of the amount eaten for therapeutic purposes,
the dictates of hunger will be by far the best guide
how much will be best, always bearing in mind, let
moderation in all things prevail.
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CHAPTER VII
REM1E3DI A L TREATMENT.
LDiseases Must be Cured-An Indian Tradition-What the SaWS doSqjuaw Vie-Ah Favorite Preparution and What it Cures-The
Properties of Blue Cooiah-Its Power to Prevent Pin and Miscarriage--Proof that RIemedies Prevent Painful Labor-Mothers'
Cordial-Experien ce of P:'hsicians---'he Vaue of lack Coho
-- ow these Medicines are to be Ued-Management of Contipation-"Precription s-The Kidneys Must be Kept ealthy-What
Ca uses Morning icknes-s-The Fallacy of its Necessity-Managenrent--Shall ILogings be Gratified.i or Not-Flatulence and CcVaricose or Kntted Vein-Heartburn-Piles-Shall Diarrhea be
C,'hecked -Couglleaache ---Itclg-Wkeuline-The leeping Room-F'aittintlng;-Palptation-welled Feet-Prssure of the
Womb on Veins a Cue-Cramps--Abortion-Erroneous Idehlow Maternal Rtesponibilities are Evaded-Legal ConsiderationIs the Crime Justifiable I)-Preventon of Conception or Abortio
--It is lurdler--Its E:ffect upon the Woman-Unintentional Cause
--Premonitory andt Actual Symptoms-Hemorrhage the Greatest
Immxedliate IDanger - My F irst Case- Pireventive Measur"e and
W hen Necessary-Nervousness -- Sore Nlples-Leucorrhea- Iportant Advice-FlNalse Pains Distinguished fromh True Ones-Intense Sufferin g from Irritable Bladdler.

Although th e measures already advised aire oif the
utmost importance, and. will certainly exert a pow erful infuence ovrer the ease and sa fety of delivrery, the
mother's recovery' and the future welfare of the child,
the re rem~ains to b considered ot her agencies, in the
efficacy oif which we hiave almost uanlimited confidc~ee
---aences wchc exercise a, positivre curative influ-.
ence over thos e ab ~normal conditio~ns that so frequently
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attend, or co-exist with pregnancy, and which so often
complicate and increase its difficulties.
These agencies-therapeutic in character- may be
employed in conjunction with the hygienic and dietetic
measures already detailed, and will act in perfect harmony with them, and mutually increase the value of
each other.
We have seen the dietetic and hygienic measures
employed alone with the most decided benefit; and
have, in other cases, tried the therapeutic treatment,
we are about to advise - when the other could not be
made available - with the effect of rendering the
labor short, easy and safe, as well as of controlling
any unpleasant symptoms that presented during the
progress of the pregnancy.
All women are not affected in the same mannerall constitutions are not alike-and we will often
observe during pregnancy, pathological conditions
which had their origin long before conception occurred, or pathological conditions may be developed
during gestation. There may be abnormal conditions
which do not depend for their present existence, or
are in any way connected with pregnancy, yet, if allowed to proceed, will seriously militate against a
short, easy or safe delivery. Again these morbid conditions may have an intimate connection with the
gestation or preg;ant state. The present and future
welfare of both mother and child necessarially depend
greatly upon our ability to control or remove these
conditions.
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At the risk of seeming inconsistent, or of appearing
to lack confidence in what I have already written and
advised in the preceding, chapters, I shall consider
those remedial agents which have in my hands and in
the hands of my professional acquaintances, accomplished so much for the relief of suffering woman.
There is a tradition that the Indian woman of this
country, for two or three months prior to delivery,
resort to drinking an infusion of a plant known as
squaw vine or partridge berry, in order to render their
delivery easy and safe. Whether this tradition has
any foundation in fact or not I do not know, nor does
it seem that I need care so long as the tradition
has developed a knowledge of a remedy of the greatest possible consequence to the parturient female.
Whether the squaws drink it or not, there is nothing
more certain to my mind than that it does possess the
truly wonderful and beneficent properties ascribed
to it.
In the American Dispensatory, by Dr. John King, we
find the following reference to it:
"It is said that the squaws drink a decoction of the plant
for several weeks previous to their confinement, for the purpose of rendering parturition safe and easy. * * * * *
Partridge berry is parturient, diuretic and astringent, used
in dropsy, suppression of urine and diarrhea. It seems to
have a special affinity for the uterus, and is highly beneficial

in all uterine diseases. It appears to exert a powerful tonic
and alterative influence on the uterus. Dose of the strong
decoction, from two to four fluid ounces, two or three times
a day.

The berries are a popular remedy for diarrhea and
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dysuria. It s highly recommended s a remedy for sore
ni~pples, used as follows: Take two ounces of the herb, fresh,
if possible, and make a strong decoction with aint of water;
then strain and add as much god cream as there is liquid of
the decoction; boil thc whole to the consistency of a soft
salve, and wvhen cool anoint the nillles With it every time
the child.l is removed from the breast."'

Hl: e, in his Newv Reeies,

as:

"1 would recommlend it far fals
e pains, uterine wntacniti,
scarrty ad delaytig
eses,
ds~it'ia and scanty urine wth
)2fi/IIRC~ls

sedi~n pjf*7

In procuring this remedy it is best to obtain i
its botanical name, itch a pens, as there are several
plants known in different parts of the country b the
mint, partnalme of squaw vine, sqmnczw berry,
ridge bery and other similar name, which would
have a tendency to confuse any one not familiar with
botay, and it is necessary to get the right plant.
n is a lway s thie est form for administraAn infusio
tion , andwill be found mo st efficacious, for I must
coanfess, thoughl I hgave tried several specimens of fluid.
extracts, they have' failed to ,affrd the satisfactionr I
h~ave derived from the infusioan of the recently gathered plant. It is advisable no~t to rely on th~e plant
that ha been gathered more than a year, asit is apt
to loocse its strength and become inert itf kep longer.,
Th'le actio~ nof this remedy, eitherralon~e oar in combinationx, is to act genrtly upon th kidneys and.
urinary organs, relievin g irritability and moderatel
i;ncreasing the flow of urine. It .cleanse th blood,

:
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sootes any nervous excitement that may exist, rem oves palin and soeness, and eectually overcome
tory conditions of the female
any miorbid inflama#
rep roductive organs, strengthens the uterus ad establishes such a healty condition as results in an eas
and safe (leliver,.
When. the lower extremrities are swollen, as is often
thxe case after the pregnilancy is well advanced, owing
to an obstruction of thle circulation, I have seen this
remedly produce th1e most decided and speed relief.
I have given it in thte treatment of various uterine
disorders wvith theF
vost satisfactory results, but the
con sideration of those coplaints having been ae
in this edition, the subject of aseparate chapter, furthierallusion to such use of it in this connecton is
y.
un necessar
is
another plant that posesse a similar and
Thlere
deserved reputation, and I have frequently combined
thnem with the happiest result.

I allude to liue co-

hosh, the botan~ical name of wvhich is 6'aupnlkyltunz
Thctcrides, alsoc known as squaw rooct, of which Dr.
Hdale, in his recent popaular work on N4ew R1emedies,
"The aborigines and ear"ly settlers claimed for it the powrer
ofpreventing tedlioust a~nd p aiaful laxbo s. This testimny has
been substantiated bey mny prominent and trus tworthy physicians of thne eclectic school, as 'well as. of the honicepathic.
A few oif ou r school have dlenied it such power, but thxe
weigt of evid~ence is against them. D r.. . Small is sure,
froam the obhservation of macny~ years, that it atually prevenits
the n ual sufferings whlich nitav wom en unde rgo.
la
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testifies to the singular fact that many women who have
taken it for such purposes have overrun their time to the ex-

tent, in some cases, of ten or twelve days. The cases referred
to, however, all had very easy labors and a good recovery.
" My experience has been so uniform and conclusive on
this point that I do not hesitate to assert that it prevents not
only a too painful labor, but it prevents those premature

labors which are so common among the weakly women of
this age."

I have repeatedly used a combination of the two
with the most satisfactory results. I obtained the
fresh materials and administered them in the form of
a sweetened infusion, sometimes adding other agents
that seemed specially demanded. In very many instances have I made use of these remedies in cases
which had hitherto underwent the most terrible sufferings at parturition, with the effect of enabling the
mother to have a very speedy delivery, almost absolutely free from pain. In those females who had
taken it there was very little of the inconvenience
usually experienced in the latter months of gestation;
the mother made a wonderfully speedy recovery, and,
in some instances, were entirely relieved of uterine
disorders to which they had for several years previously been subject.
While practicing medicine in the central part of the
State of New York, so favorable were the results attained by using the foregoing remedies in the form of
the sweetened infusion which I then prepared, the
remedy acquired such a reputation that.very many
parturient women procured it that they might go
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through childbirth without pain; ad though it was
taken in hIundreds of cases where Tcould not attend
the confi nment, I have never known of a single instance of failure; but, on the contrary, received many
testimonials of its efficacy and thanks for the benefits
derived fromn it. rr'liere are many women who will
remxember taking what I thren termed the "mother's
cordlial,'' the composition of which I did not reveal to
them, but which consisted mainly of an infusion of the
squaw vine and blue cohosh, preserved with suficient
sugar and alcoh~ol to rencler it lalatable and secure its
preservation while being used.
In using an infusion of these plants an ounce of the
squawo vine anld hlaIf an ounce of blue cohosh should be
steeped in a pint of water and the whole taken in the
course of three or four d:ays. When one is used alone
a greater quantity should be employed than when
both are used together.
vrhere is still another plant that is indigenous to
this coun try whlich enjoys a gro~wing reputation, novt
on ly for the relief of those morbid conditions that
render ,gestation and. (lelivery painful and tedious, but
as a remnedyr to expedite delivery . T refer to the lack
cohos or 'Jrnix'ccfuga Racernosa, also k.now as Maty.
Giv-en in small doses for two or three weeks, there
can be little doubt that it has the p ower of renderin~g
the labor very short and easy.
D~r. Scudder, of Cincinnati, editor of th.e .;Etclie.
Medical Journal, speaks positively on the subj ect, as
folltows:
"Pregnancy is a phyiological conditi n and there should
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be little or no pain, ae.l or unlleasantness associated with
it. If there is it sould be looked after at once and removed.
Thaese unplcasantruesses can and should be reiliee for the
comnfort of the mothrer, and more espcsialle because this vill
lbab ly render thae ior
easier ad the getting up better.
Let me again call attention to aCroety as a panes pr"parraa, though doubartless most of aur readers ive teted it.
If there are pins ad aches iai the rgin of tile uterus, tendterness on pressure, o" soraene s at iiiiy lrt of the utern
glob; if tire movnermts of lt=i chill are painful, or terte is
pain in the lpelvic articulationsl
ar, fiuihl , if during the last
remedy.
montih tere are false ain, )flrcot/Is i likely to b
with relief, and
I have used it timae andil again inr thlesea
in others duirig tile last six or eight weeks of gestation,
simply to fcilitate and make tile labor easier, and I am satisfied nritla good results."
makes the fob
t Rmdeies
the tor
In ale's No
lowing allusion to it:
"I ystocia (dtifficult labo) is one of those aorml conditions wvhich come under thte doain of liomo.pathic medication. It is useless to cling to tie antiquated superstition tat
Saam rnmust suer thle 'pangs of chlildbirth.,' Dy=stociai
alw~ays thae result of an abnoarmacl condcition of tile tissuaes
concerned in tile fuanctions of childbearing. * * * *
Ihave attend~ed many womenn whose previous labors hadc beean
exceedingly painful-almost unaendurable wvihout ether bt, owng to the admEinistration of cimi cfga uing tile
last week of pregnancy, they suffer v"ery little. So many oif
thilese cases havea o icurred in my practice and in that of m
colleagues that it isnot proper to afect skepticism or uanbelit.A a rule, first labors are+painful and. protracted while
subsequent ones are les so ; but if five oir six are very painful, and each one seems to be more painfual tha~n th last, w
cao xpect the sevent to be painless exepit from sm
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remed ial interfcence. Now', if in such cases emiczfuga, Caulopibohc n or v; thrn~ztnl is given, andc the woman's next labor is
1?Evidently, that the medicine
easy, wvhat are we to think
effcted a change of cond'cition firom abormal to normal.
"'Insuch cases give thle cimictfga at lest two weeks l)1"evious to the expected date of labor, in doses of one to ten
(irlops, two or three times a dafy, thne doses re~eated oftener

as the date al~proaches.",
T'he preparation alludedc to by Prof. hale is the
homcopathic mother tincture, and when it can be
obtained will represent very certainly the virtues of
the drug. Aln infusion of the root, one-half ounce in
a pint of boiling wa°ter, of which the dos may vary
fromn a teaspoonful to a talespoonful, repeated three or
four times a day, w"ill also answer. The fl
extract,
when reliable, in doses of from three to eight dros
may be used.
Were I going to use it without having used either
of the other remedies, I rould advise that its employne t be given earlier, say at least two months before

delivery.
If' too much is taken it will produce an unpleasanlt
fullness in the head.
Th~le condition of the bow elIs must be looked after,.
and any disposition 'to constipation o~vercome. If' the
woman is of a full habit and costive I would. advisea
sm all quantity of Epsomn salts daily, just enough a
dose to produe a free andl n~atural evacuation. They
cool the systemn, relieve determination. of blood to the
head wcith d~izziness, swelling of the feeL, etc., prevent
nausea and a host of the discrder8 that a ten const-

s
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pation. We are well aware the taste of salts renders
them objectionable to very many. When such is the
case they may be disguised and thir value enhanced
by dissolving themn in hard cider in the proportion of
half a pound of the salts to a gallon of old cider, of
which the dose wvill be two to four ounces once or
twice a day. rflie object being to maintain a natural
condition, the dose must necessarily be varied accordingly.
Other saline laxatives may be used in their sted,
such as Jochelle salts, seidhitz powders, citrate of mag
nesia, crab orcha rd salts, etc., in quantities sufficient
to regulate the bowels.
It so ha.ppens that women who are not plethoric are
often troubled with constipation; Indeed, constipation
is a very common condition, and is often a source of
very great trouble.
A Dr. Thomxpsonr, of Mississippi, author of a domestic
practice) recommnnlxeds a prescription which he calls his

"Complound Syrup of Butternut or Anodyne Alterant,"
composed as folows:
*Extract Ilyoscyzimus,
But3c
ternu~t.............1
Bi-C~arbocnate Soda,
.U
OJil as~safras,

Simplle Syrup

ounce.

,

A

.
.2

drops.
I dint.

Mix all together, and the dose will be from one teaspoonful to tablesponful oince or twice a day.

:Ho claim s to have give n it throug;h pregnancy in
*A litough :Dr. Thompson does not specify what form o( extrat he
means, it presumed he intends fluid extra cts, asthe solidc extrac ts
such proprtios would betoogra fo r the dose advise.
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women who had previously endured very severe labors
on account of bearing very large children with the
effect of contributing very greatly to the health of the
mother, and by causing her to bear small children,
securing easy and safe deliveries. We have never
tried it under such circumstances, but know it to be
an excellent medicine in the constipation so commonly associated with piles.
The syrup of buckthorn, sold in nearly all drugstores, is a very agreeable laxative, much in use. Since
its introduction into general use, the CascaraSagrado
has become deservedly popular, and we prescribe it
with the fullest confidence that it will effectually relieve nearly all cases of constipation, whether occurring during pregnancy or at any other time. The
formula, which I have found most satisfactory, is:
.
I ounce.
Fluid Extract Cascara Sagrado,
. 1 dram.
.
.
Tincture of Nux Vomica,
.
3 ounces.
.
.
.
Simple Syrup, .
Mix and take a teaspoonful two or three times a day. This
may be flavored with anything that is preferred. Those who

object to the nux vomica may omit it. Teaspoonful doses of
the fluid extract of Wahoo, or Euonymus Atropureus, in

syrup, one to three times a day, answers admirably also.
The condition of the kidneys must always be remembered and any irregularity corrected. When the
kidneys are not kept sufficiently active the general
health suffers, and if this condition occurs about the
time of delivery, renders convulsions liable. Inactivity of the kidneys is sometimes the cause of the
swelling and dropsical cond ition of the lower extremiI
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ties, though such a condition is usually due to pressure
of the enlarged uterus upon the returning current of
blood th~rough the veins into general circulation. The
diet e have recommended will usually keep both
bowels and kidneys in a normal condition, and the
squaw vine being diuretic is generally all that will be
needed; but, should the urine become scanty, the following m ay be relied upon, and will restore the kidnleys to a healthy condition:
1 dram.
2 drams.

Acetate of Potatlsh,
Fluid Extract Inrwarf Elder,
Sweet Spirit of Nitre,
.3

Essence Wintergreen, ,

.

.

ram.

Waiter to make 2 ounces.
Mix. Dos ---A teaspoonful in water three to six times a
da, It will, if praevious instrctions are obee, be very

rare that this prescrip~tion ivill be rendered necessary.

There is a peculiar action goin on in the uterus
during the evolution of a new bein, and some functions may not readily adapt themselves to the new
order of things, and the wvoman is liable to a series of
incoeieneces wh*lich, while they cannot be said to
constitute a real disease, are very annoying ,nd sometimues are aggravated to such an ex tent as toendanger
her welfare. Ev en were such not the case the annoy-,
ance they occasion demands our endeavors for their
prevention and relief.
Although .the instructions already ,given. will. be
f'ound adequa~te in mEost cases, it so happens that soameties remuedial aid is necessary; and, at th~e expense
of becoming tedious, I wil venture to detail the treat-
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ment I have found mnost successful, though we desire
it ever borne il mind that hygienic influences are of
thel very greatest importance. Usually, many of the
annoyances or ailments of pregnancy are due to causes
of remote origin, the influences of which have continued to the present, and impairing tle vital forces,
and more less seriously derangilg those functional performances that constitute the phenomena of life,
Morning sickness is usually an early symptom of
pregnancy, and is the most annoying during the early
months, generally ceasing entirely after the quickening. It often occurs immediately after conception has
taken place, and is by many regarded as a very important and certain symptom of pregnancy. In some
cases it disappears after the first few weeks to reappear
during the last weeks, when it is, no doubt, due to the
pressure upon the stomach of the enlarged uterus.
When it occurs near the end of a pregnancy it usually
takes place after eating. In the early stage of gestation, though the nausea and vomiting may occur at
any hour of the day, it most often occurs in the morning; and after it has subsided is often absent until
the next day.
This unpleasant condition is rarely attended with
much danger, though the annoyance is great, and it
is generally presumed that it is propagated through
the sympathetic nerves to the stomach from the uterus.
A no less authority than the celebrated Caseaux claims
that it depends upon some morbid condition of the
uterus, as inflammation or ulceration, but that it is
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rarely fatal. It is sometimes so severe as to cause extremne emaciation by interfering with nutrition, and
sometimes endangers miscarriage.
Singular as it may seem, well-authenticated cases
have occurred in which the husband experienced the
morning sickness instead of the wife, a phenomena
only to be accounted for by the unexplained and, perhaps, unexplainable mystery of "sympathy" propagated through the sexual contact. Some authorities
have claimed that when nausea does not occur miscarriage is liable; or if tile full term is completed a
difficult labor will be experienced, a claim in which I
certainly cannot concur. While practicing in Saratoga county, N. Y., a case came under my observation
in which the husband was so afflicted with nausea and
vomiting that he was the butt of many a good-natured
joke. His wife did not experience the slightest inconvenience during her "term;" her labor was of but two
or three hours' duration, easy, and she made a good
recovery. In three successive pregnancies was this
phenomena repeated.
Much good may be anticipated from the dietetic
and hygienic advice already given, for among those
who have tried it, the absence of this annoyance was
particularly noted. I am led to believe that the sickness and vomiting of pregnancy depend more upon
those unnatural conditions developed by the impositions of modern social customs than upon any natural
relation to reproduction.
The power of the squaw vine and blue cohosh to
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control irritable conditions of the uterus, renders them
very effectual remedies in the nausea and vomiting,
though their action on the stomacl directly is of no
consequence. When the sickness and vomiting occurs
immediately on getting up, it may be prevented by
taking the breakfast while lying quietly in bed. Small
pieces of ice slowly dissolved in the mouth and swallowed often have an excellent effect, and so do cold
compresses applied over the stomach.
When the vomiting continues througl the day, the
stomach itself is liable to become diseased and digestion be deranged. It is well to look after the condition
of the bowels in such cases. Bromide of Potassium,
by allaying the excitement of the nervous system, is
an efficient remedy, and may be used as follows:
Bromi de Potassium,
.
.
.
2 drams.
Cinnamon Water,
.
.
.
. 3 ounces.
Dose-A dessertspoonful two or three times a day.

This will be the most appropriate in those cases in
which there is great headache, or determination of
blood to the head. This dose may be doubled or
trebled, if necessary, as I have given the smallest dose
generally employed.
An injection of bromide of potassium into the rectum is sometimes attended with good results, when its
administration by the stomach cannot be tolerated or
is of no value. Thirty to sixty grains dissolved in two
or three ounces of liquid starch, thrown up at once
and retained, is the proper amount. Dr. Meigs frequently advised equal parts of sweetened tincture of
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rhubarb and the compound tincture of gentian, to be
taken after meals; but this would do little good except
there was some primary derangement of the digestion.
Cloths wet in laudanum or chloroform and laid
upon the stomach are often beneficial. The mustard
plaster is worthy a trial, as is also a plaster composed
of various spices applied over the pit of the stomach.
'When the vomiting is not prolonged or the straining not severe, little attention is generally given it;
but when it becomes so bad as to endanger miscarriage, then the most effectual means are to be employed. The acid fruit diet generally controls the
sickness and arrests or prevents the vomiting, and for
this purpose lemon juice is often valuable. It may be
taken in doses of a tablespoonful mixed with an equal
part of water.
The effervescing solution of citrate of potassa or
magnesia is sometimes very efficacious, and acts as a
laxative at the same time; and, being an agreeable
drink, will often be tried before other means are resorted to. It will be in harmony with the principles
of the fruit diet.
I have used small doses of nux vomnica, when other
remedies failed, with good results. Being a nervous
stimulant it rouses the nervous system out of the condition in which reflex irritability takes place, and
restores the lack of co-ordination that is present in
such conditions:
20 drops.
.
.
Tincture Nux Vomica, .
Water,
. .
.
....
4 ounces.
Dose - A teaspoonful every two or three hours.
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+ arbon'ted drinkls are often valuable, the carbonic
aci gas acting as a sedative upon the sentient extremities of the nerves supplying the stomach. It is
upon this principle that the French remedy known as
th e potion of ierc is beneficial. It is as follows
36 grains.
Citric Acid,
Sliple Syrup,
Bti-Cabonajte of Potassa,
3 ris
4 ounces.
Wate r,
Dissolve the citric a.cidl in half of the water and add the
syr upi. Dissolve the pot:assa in the remainder of the water.
The dose is a tabicapoolfu of each, taken ne aftr the other.
It may be repeated. every hloulr or two if necessary.
.

.

.

.3fligan.

.

.

.

.

The union of the acid and alkali in the stomach
liberates the carbonic acid gas in the stomach and
gets its full action there. It is very areeable an

efficacions.
Prof. Simpson, of Edinburg, recommends the oxlate of cerium, or nitrate of cerium, and in the hands
of some practitioners they have proved effectual agents

in doses of thlree to five grains, frequently repea~ted,
but in their use I have been disappointed1.
Iced champagne will he found. excellent in vjery
many cases.
T hose 'of our readers whoa believe in homoc~opath~ic
remnedies are recommended to try aconite, nux veratruin, paulsatilla, cuprumb, bro mides, lobelia, ipecac,
arseni c.
Depra ved appetite is also regardled by many asa
signfcan~t sign of pregn~ancy. The womanmyb
seized writ adesire for somae utnnatural substance, and
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will often eat chalk, magnesia, charcoal, slate-pencil,
etc. They often want some article of food which they
may have previously disliked, and often such articles
will be found acceptable. When it can be done without too great an inconvenience this morbid appetite or
"longing" may be gratified, but when it cannot, the
woman should dismiss it from her mind. We do not
place as much stress upon the gratification of these
unnatural appetites andl desires as many, yet, as they
afford a comfort to the mother, we suggest that when
practicable they may be indulged. A healthy condition of every function will soon do away with them,
and to this end we should seek to improve the woman's
condition by every possible means, rather than attempt
to relieve such desires by special means alone. The
course already prescribed will generally soon overcome longings, and to give her some unexpected
article of diet will often break the "longing." If a
morbid condition exists in the stomach let it be met
with appropriate remedies. Diseases of the stomach
not belonging to this treatise must be omitted.
If the appetite fails, let the woman abstain from eating for a meal or so; or if her strength fail on account
of it, let the appetite be "coaxed" by some unexpected
delicacy, and small quantities of highly-nutritious food
be tried. Those who try our hygienic, dietetic and
remedial plan will seldom be annoyed by loss of appetite or such morbid conditions; but should they fail,
change of climate, scenery or surroundings will often
work wonders when combined with the treatment
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recommended for morning sickness. Should they fail,
it will be advisable to consult a physician.
Flatulence generally comes from a bad state of the
digestion and is often associated with colic. In such
cases it will be found better to eat a little, and often,
than to eat at long intervals and much at a time.
Certain articles of diet will induce an attack, and
when they are known should be avoided. Allowing
a weak or irritable stomach to go long empty, and
then filling it to repletion, will generally provoke an
attack of colic if anything will. Avoid indigestible
articlesf diet, chew the food thoroughly, and if remedies are needed a grain or two of cayenne pepper will
often relieve, or ten to fifteen drops of tincture of
capsicum and myrri (number six) in sweetened water.
They act by increasing the power of natural digestion.
A little peppermint or camphor water will generally
expel the wind and give relief. An injection to move
the bowels will succeed. Some of these plans are generally available and can be had on short notice, but as
a remedy nothing can excel the following:
Tincture of Colocynth,
.
.
.
SWater,

.

.
.

.

15 drops.
.

4 ounces.

Dose- A teaspoonful repeated every fifteen to twenty
minutes during the attack, and afterwards, to break up the
tendency of the trouble to return, a teaspoonful three or four

times a day for several days.
Varicose veins is the name given to the symptoms
where the veins of the lower extremities become distended, knotted and painful. T'hey do not often show
themselves in the first pregnancy, but are apt to appear
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later in life and become worse with each successive
pregnancy. They are very much aggravated by tight
garters and corsets, neither of which should be worn
during this condition. They are caused and aggravated by any circumstance that is capable of impeding
the return of venous blood from the extremities.
A free action of the kidneys, skin and bowels has
a tendency to relieve them, and I have seen them
greatly benefitted by tlhe squaw vine compound. Rubbing the extremities towards the body aids in emptying them, and is beneficial. A well-adjusted laced or
elastic stocking is ome of the best remedies, and can
be obtained from a druggist or surgical instrumentmaker. A roller bandage, applied from the toes to
the body, answers the same purposc, but is difficult to
apply so as to make an even pressure and admit of
freedom of locomotion. An elastic perforated bandage is easily applied and retained in place. When
neither of these means are available and the veins are
troublesome the woman should remain in the recumbent position as much as possible, or sit with the feet
well elevated. An abdominal bandage so adjusted as
to raise the uterus and its contents upward, and thus
remove the pressure from the large veins as they pass
upward through the pelvis, will also be effectual.
Pregnant women are frequently troubled a good
deal by the distressing symptom called heart-burn,
for which it is customary to resort to alkalies. They
merely neutralize the acid that is in the stomach, but
do not arrest the causes to which it is due. The use of
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alkalies interferes wroith the principle of it diet and
should be avoided if possible. heart-burn is generally dUe to ani impatnirlnent of digestion, and in too
manny cases to over-etig---the fd
fermenting instead of digestig.
rfhe proper treatmeit is to avoid it y abstemious
living; ad, if it occus, fastin-skip a meal ocasionallv. I hve found those remedies that aid digestion to be the moast vauabitle in relieving it. Five to
tenl grains of ppsin just befoe or after a meal will
often succeed. Chrcal
wvil le found available in
matny cases, andcl is le ss o~ljcctionable than alkalies.
Five grains of sul).-nitrate of bismuth repeated three
to six times a day is n effectual remedy. I have
found: acidls among the best remedies, The following
is usually a successful prescription:
D~ilultc N*itro-M u riatic A.cid,

.

.

oiwe.

Dose - .A teaspanful in awinae glass full of water after

eatting.
It ma.y be greatly a:ided by dimrinish~ing, the qu~antitsy eaten, and also by avioidling saccharin e and
starchy fo~ud.
Piles, a dlistressing complain t, is oane of the frequent
annoy ances of gesttion, and may be cause by prolonged constipation or anythiong
,tatostructs th~e
hemo rrhoidal ve+ins . T.hose wvomen of afull hit are
especially liable to then . Ordinarilyr, th~e pile tumrsr
are small and are oif little conseq uen c ebeyond the
annoyance theyf ccasion; but when they are large,
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painful, and become inflamed, they require the services of a physician, for while an operation for their
radical cure is seldom justifiable during pregnancy,
every effort to obtain relief is a duty. In treatment
the first point to be looked after is to secure and maintain a moderately open condition of the bowels. This
may be secured by the tfruit diet, exercise, bathing and
injections. In the selection of purgatives it must be
borne in minld that only the mildest kind are to be
employed. The prescription given on page ninetytwo for compound syrup of butternut is a good one,
and I am well satisfied that the butternut has a specific
action in this trouble.
Although a very disagreeable medicine, castor oil
is a very efficient laxative. Pills containing aloes,
podophyllin, calomel and other drastic cathartics must
be avoided, for while they have a tendency to aggravate the piles, they are also liable to produce miscarriage. After each movement of the bowels the parts
should be well-sponged with cold water and an ointment of galls applied; or, what I prefer, a bit of linen
or cotton wet in distilled extract of Ilamamelis, or witch
hazel, as it is more commonly known. An injection
of a few drops of this remedy into the rectum after
the bowels have been moved will often accomplish
very much in the way of a cure. When properly prepared it is perfectly unirritating. I often have it taken
internally at the samo time, in five to fifteen drop
doses, two or three times daily, and regard it as one
of the best remedies we possess. T he abdominal band-
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age, as advised for varicose veins, is worthy a trial, the
two conditions being similar in pathological characters. Piles often disappear entirely after delivery.
Constipation must be avoided. A daily evacuation
of the bowels is essential to health, and to neglect for
several days together the performance of so important
a function is highrly pre judicial, for if long continued
it sooner or later develops a variety of ailments often
of a serious character, among which we may notice
feverishness, loss of appetite, indigestion, wakefulness,
headache, lhorrible dreams, sickness of the stomach,
bearing down pains, piles, etc
This troublesome complaint is more easily prevented
than cured, though a cure can almost always be effected. Habit has very much to do with its development and cure. The habit of evacuation should be
encouraged daily, and the best time is in the morning,
soon after breakfast; the bowels having then been
quiet during the nighlt are stimulated to activity by
partaking of food, and consequently have a'natural
tendency to act at this time, and whether-the desire is
felt or not the attempt should be made, which may be
aided by an injection of tepid water. The influence
of the diet and exercise, which have already been
recommended, is exceedingly beneficial in preventing
and curing costiveness. A glass of water drank at
night and another the first thing on rising, and an
orange eaten before breakfast, will work wonders.
Kneading the abdomen will aid. The use of purgatives is to be avoided, for while they will usually
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unload the bowels at the time, they generally impair
their functional activity, and if often employed there

is usually experienced a greater degree of constipation
than before. In the selection of remedies very much
is to be considered, and when the case is serious it is
best to have competent medicical advice, for the reason
that there are several varieties of constipation, and the
remedies that will be efficient in some cases will be
worse than useless il others, and the indiscriminate
employment of cathartics will often endanger abortion.
Before the case has become serious, we know of no
remedy more generally useful than the prescription
for the Cascara Sagrado, given on page ninety-three,
where this subject was partially considered.
Diarrhcea, looseness of the bowels, often occurs as a
sequel of constipation, or in alternation with it. Some
women are troubled with it more or less the entire
term, while others are afflicted with frequent attacks,
sometimes coming on without any assignable cause.
When it occurs as a sequel of the constipation it is
generally of a watery character, secreted by the lining
membrane of the bowels, as an effort of nature to discharge the retained waste matter. When not severe
it is salutary and relieves headache, heart-burn, nausea, etc., and usually regulates itself when the offending materials are discharged. When, however, it is
severe or prolonged it should receive proper attention,
for then it weakens and predisposes to piles and abortion.
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Ordinarily, very little medicine need be given, for
rest in the recumbent position and a strict diet wil be
sufficient. If there is griping and pain in the bowels,
the tongue furred, f"everishness, and the discharges
mixed with mucus, I would advise
rfinctt,,.e of A1conite Root,
1 drop.
Ipecac, in tincture~, 10 dr~ops; or powder, 5 grains.
WVatr,
4 ounces.
Dose-- A tes+oonful every hour or two until relieved.
Whlen there is a good deal of nausea and prostration
the followig I often find efficiet:
fluid Extract of eratrim,
5 drops.
Water",
4 ounces.
Dose -Ah teaspoonful every alf hour.
If there is a good deal of irritation of the stoach,
take the following:
Tincture of Pulsatill
a,.20
drops.
RElMDAL TEATMET

.

.

l

.

.

nconite,

.

i1

Water,
4 ounces.
Dose -- A. teaspoonful every hour or two.
Wrhen th e trouble is of a, bilious character, I wrould
select:
Tincture of N'ux vomica ,
5 drops.
cc
1
to
Manadr'ake,
Wa ter,
4 ounces.
D~ose - A. teasp~oonful every twro or three hours..
When the diarrhcua is painless, but rather profuse,
take the following:
..

.

.

'Tincture Cintchona,

.

.

1

c ram.

Doose - A teaspo~onful every thr"ee ho~urs.
Whenever the foregoing tinctures can be obtained
at a hono opathic pharmacy they are to be preferred&
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T1'he following mixture will be found equal to almost
any case, having been repeatedly tested by myself
and others, and is appropriate to a great variety of
cases:
(ChJooform,
.
Tincture Op ium,
'' Camplor,

.

2dais
1

.

Tinc. Rhttubrb to make2 ounces.
Iose - One-half to one teaspoonful, repeated according to
the severity of the4 attack, from one to four hours, until relieved. It may be iweceded or followed by a mild dose of
castor oil writhi advantage.
A troublesomne cough somnetimes occurs, but unles
it becomes so severe as to prevent sleep, or endanger
isca rriage by the violent concussion of the abdomen
it irroduces, it sellomn requires attentin. A teaspoonful of paregoric, occasionally repeated, will usually
afford relief, but as I do not desire to use oastes when
they can be avoided, before resorting to the use of
paregoric, I would try a teaspoonful of either of the
followirg
.
1 dram.
T inctur e Colinsonia,
4 ounces.
Watcr,
Mix.
Oir,
ras.
xtsera,
.... 2
Tinctur ro
.

.

Or,

Tinc ture IRed CloVer,
Wate:',
.

.

1 dam~.
d unces.

Or,
A infusion of redc clover may*be drank in small quantities.
This +doesnot apy to diseases f the lug, aseonsumption or bronchitis. Such diseaes need proese-
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sional advice, though these remedies will often afford
relief.
A very large proportion of pregnant women are
troubled with headache. The causes are numerous.
The influence of pregnancy upon the nervous system
contributes to the production of headache by inducing determination of blood, constipation, indigestion,
and is liable to aggravate neuralgic, rheumatic and
constitutional headache. We can usually do more to
cure headache by attention to diet, exercise, and overcoming the causes that occasion it, than by any special
remedies addressed to the head. If it persist after the
appreciable causes are removed it will be best to consult a physician. Those who carry out the advice
already given in this and the two preceding chapters
will not be troubled much with this symptom. Bromide of potash and ammonia in solution, as recommended for convulsions, in teaspoonful doses every
three or four hours will be apt to relieve these headaches.
When moth and liver spots occur on the face they
are very annoying to some. The general supposition
is that they cannot be removed. Painting them once
or twice with the compound tincture of iodine (Lugol's
solution) will usuallyremove them. Those who would
object to the color of the ;iodine while it remains
may try the colorless tincture of iodine. Apply thoroughly.
Some women will be troubled with intolerable prumritus, or itching, of the genitals and adjacent parts.
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While it is occasionally met among women not pregnant, it is more often an accompaniment of gestation.
It frequently occasions the most exquisitely excruciating agony. Absolute cleanliness is one of the first
requisites of relief, thle frequent use of water-and to
this end we can heartily endorse Dr. Shew's advice in
regard to the use of the sitz bath. iMaintain the most
perfect cleanliness of the vagina and those structures
that can be in any way influenced by its secretions.
The sitz bath may be used as often as the itching returns--several times a day. After the bath a lotion
of borax in water may be applied, say one ounce of
borax to a pint, or two teaspoonfuls of aromatic spirits
of ammonia in a glass of water. Sulphite of soda, one
ounce to the pint, applied freely. These lotions may
be applied successively until relief is obtained. Thus
far it has been impossible to always select the most
appropriate one without trial. The following lotion,
after bathing, will often succeed when others fail:
Chloral Hydrate, .
.
.
.
1 ounce.
.
. 40 drops.
Ilydrocyanic Acid Dilute,.
Rose Water to make 1 pint.

Mix and apply freely.

I have noticed in some cases acids would succeed,
and in others alkalies, though the bath is one of the
great remedies. When it proceeds from disease of the
womb that should receive proper attention.
Inability to sleep is particularly annoying to pregnant women, and should receive prompt attention, for
if long continued it may give rise to serious conse-
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quenccs. It may be due to lack of exercise or too
steady con finement in heated rooms. Dyspepsia is a
comlmon cause, and should be overcome by a wellregulated diet and avoidance of late suppers. Tea and
coffee may be reckoned among the causes, and should
not be taken in the afternoon or evening ly tlose who
are apt to be wakeful. Reading anythig exciting in
the evening, writing, or any severe exercise of the
mind, has a tendency to prevent sleep. Incorrect living is the underlying cause, and to correct it is the
first step towards cure, and if the cause can be appreciated and understood we shall succeed.
The sleeping room should be well ventilated and
quiet -- neither too warm nor too cold. A regular
hour for retiring is advisable. A glass or two of cold
water before retiring may aid in inducing sleep, and
a warm bath taken at ninety to ninety-six degrees just
before going to bed will often prove a valuable remedy.
A rapid sponging and rubbing the surface of the body
has much the same effect. It is not advisable to take
opiates, if possible to avoid them, and for this reason
we will not give any recipe for them, nor for that
other abused drug, chloral hydrate. When taken let
their use be sanctioned and directed by a physician
who can observe their effects. The remedies recommended in the beginning of this chapter usually'control any unnatural excitement, allay irritability and
nervousness and produce sleep. The American nervine, or lady slipper, may be used with them with
advantage. Ten to thirty drops of the fluid extract
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in the afternoon and again in tle evening will usually
promote sleep, or it may be used in infusion with the
infusion of squaw vine and cohosh. When they fail,
fifteen to twenty grains of the bromide of potash may
be taken, dissolved in water, at a dose before retiring,
or it may be added to the last dose of the aforesaid
infusion. If preferred, it might be kept in a solution, thus:
.

Bromide of Potassium
Water, .

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

3 drams.
3 ounces.

Dose - A dessertspoonful to a tablespoonfil.

It is not best to use it wlen it can be avoided, as its
long-continued use occasions more or less disturbance

of the stomach.
Fainting may occur at any period of gestation,
especially when tight-lacing is indulged in, or the woman has to remain long in heated rooms or bad air.
It is specially liable to occur at "quickening." It is
to be treated the same as when it occurs at other times.
Lay the patient in an easy position, the head low, and

loosen the clothing; allow the cool air to blow in the
face; sprinkle a little water in the face, or have her
inhale the fumes of ammonia, or "hartshorn," as it is
more commonly called. Camphor may be rubbed
upon the face and neck. Avoid excitement or alarm.
She should remain in a recumbent position until entirely recovered.
Palpitation is a frequent annoyance, and is most
liable to occur in nervous women and those who pay
too little attention to the rules we have already pre-
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scribed. It is generally sympathetic, and it will be
better to remove the cause by regulating the functions
of the various organs than to resort to drugging for
the removal of one of the symptoms. If it is severe
and prolonged it will be well to have some competent
physician examine tle heart and, if necessary, prescribe.
The same causes that operate to produce varicose
veins may give rise to swelling of the feet and hands,
and, in rare cases, of the whole body. The swelling
of the extremities will usually be of a dropsical character, pitting upon pressure. Obstruction to the return
current of blood through the veins causes an infiltration into the cellular tissues of a watery fluid, and is
quite a common ailment of pregnancy. During the
night, or while lying down, it usually diminishes considerably to reappear when the extremities are again
placed in the most dependent position. Of course it
may be induced by diseases of the heart, liver and
kidneys, but when these maladies are not present it is
pretty safe to suppose that it depends upon pregnancy
and will disappear entirely after delivery. It seldom
requires any special attention further than what can
be secured by bandaging, as advised for varicose veins,
the recumbent position, the fruit diet or the use of the
squaw vine. I have seen the latter perform wonders
almost in this ailment, and it is safe and applicable to
the general aspects of the woman as well as to a special
symptom. The free action of the kidneys favors
relief. There are very many of the more vigorous
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diuretics which can be employed with benefit, but as
they will be so rarely needed when the hygienic, dietetic and remedial measures already prescribed are
employed, that I will leave their emlloyment, should
necessity for them arise, to a phlysician who sees the
case. For my own part, I have found the directions I
have given already to be equal to the necesity, even
if they are simple.
Pressure of the pregnant uterus on the sacral nerves
is liable to occasion cramps in the lower extremities. Some women are very much annoyed by them.
Change of position in lying down; turn frequently
from onle side to the other so that the pressure shall
not be too long continued upon those nerves that are
distributed to one or the other extremity; avoid lying
on the back long at a time, as that position is most
apt to bring pressure upon the large blood vesels and
plexuses of nerves. Frequent changes and brisk friction with the hand are better than drugs. A properly
constructed abdominal bandage so arranged as to support the enlarged abdomen, and rather lift it by straps
from the shoulders, will often put an end to this disagreeable symptom.
Some women are habitually liable to miscarry or
abortion when they reach a certain stage of gestation,
and a woman who has been once the subject of this
accident is much more liable to a repetition of the occurrence than one who has not. In early married life
the idea often obtains that children are not desirable
for some reason or other, and not succeeding in pre-
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venting conception a worse crime is resorted to. How
many women have found to their sorrow that the
damage they then do lays the foundation for a miscarriage at every succeeding pregnancy. For this
reason alone hundreds of homes are lonely and desolate. When once a woman has aborted there is a
disposition to do so again when the same stage of gestation has been reached, and the more times she aborts
the stronger the disposition to do so becomes. Many
have resorted to fccticide in early life to avoid maternal responsibilities, only to find by and by, when
children are dlesired, that they cannot have them,
either because they are lost by miscarriage in spite of
precautions, or else the shock their reproductive organs have sustained by the previous abortions has left
them no longer capable of conception.
There are few subjects of greater importance to
society than this, and I might exceed the entire space
of this volume with its consideration. Whether accidental or intentional, there are few, if any, accidents
that can befall a pregnant woman of a more serious
character than abortion. And while it was not my
intention to discuss the question in its social or moral
aspect, yet when we consider that the great mass of
women are debarred from familiarity with those
means by which they can limit their offspring by the
prohibitory laws of the country, we can the more
readily comprehend the incentive to the greater
crime. Legally deprived of the one means they resort to the other, and I question whether this law is
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not the cause of infinitely more harm than good.
It is to be regretted that it is so, but facts are stubborn
arguments. Prevention of conception may be morally, socially and physiologically justifale, tn 11w
neve!
crime of f liicle
With the folloing quotation, from Dr. Naphey's
Ph'ys'ical i fe oif l 'onzc, I shall close the moral consideration of this unpleasant subject:
"Fro,
"m the monent of concept on a new life commnces; a
new individual exists; anotler child is add to the faily.
The miotler whso deliberately sets about to destroy this lire,
either by wtant of care, by taking drugs or by using instrumeids, commits as great a crime, is just as guilty, as if she
strangled her ne- born infarnt, or as if she snatched from her
owrn breast her six-mnonths dr"ing and dashed out its brains
against th e wal. Its blood is uon her head, an a sure
there i9 a God and a jurdgment that blood will e required of
-- ch ild-murder-the
her. The c rime shle commits is mr"
slaughlter"of a spech less, helpless being, whom it is her duty,
beyond all things else, to cherih tnd preserve.
"The crime is comnvr ; it is fcarfullcy l revalent. Ilunr eds of persons are devoted to its perpetration; it is th~eir"
tr"ade; in nearly every"village its m inisters streteh oaut thleir.
bltoody hand
cs to lead the weak woman to suffer"ing, remorse
addeath. Those who submnit to th~eir tr~eatmen~t are" not
generally unmarried women whlo have lost their vir'tue, but
the mother"s of famiilies, respetable Gh'Iris tn matrons,
mx+rember of churchxes, and walking in the bet ter classesa of
"We appeal to all such with earne st and wvith threaotening
wordcs. If they have no feeling for the fruit of' the womb, if
maternal sentiment is so callou3s in their breasts, let them
kne that such produced! abor"tions are*the constant caii cof
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violent and dangerous womb diseases and frequently of early
death; that they bring on mental weakness and often in-

sanity; that they are the most certain means to destroy
domestic happiness which can be adopted.

Better, far bet-

ter, to bear a child every year for twenty years than to resort
to such a wicked and injurious step ; better to die, if needs

be, in the pangs of childbirth than to live with such a weight

of sin on the conscience."
Physicians are united in saying that the crime of
abortion is more prevalent in the better classes of
society, who have ample means to provide for the increase, than among those to whom each additional
child adds an extra tax and often a serious burden.
There is no reason to d well upon this subject here,
but the time is approaching wlen those who have the
welfare of the race at heart must choose between two
evils--prevention of conception on the one hand and
abortion on the other. The physical damage doue to
woman, the moral and social damage to society, will
demand consideration when the population question
is forced upon us, if not beftbre. Were we to decide
thle use of terms, we would select " abortion" to mean
the intentional or artificial induction of the premature
expulsion of the foetus; "miscarriage" to mean the
accidental and unintentional production of the same
consequence. The terms are, however, used synonymously.
There are numerous causes of miscarriage. Some
abort at a certain time without any assignable cause.
Any violent exertion, anything that occasions shock
or spasmodic action of the abdominal muscles, the
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irritation of piles, excessive sexual indulgence, a blow,
a fall, violent emotion, nursing, riding over rough
roads, abuse of cathartics, disease and displacement of
the womb, affections of the ovaries, the occurrence of
fevers and eruptive diseases, excessive vomiting, weakness, plethora-any excitement that is capable of exciting contraction of the uterus is liable to terminate
in miscarriage. The occurrence of this accident in
the first pregnancy is very apt to establish the habit.
Women who marry late are more prone to miscarry
than if they marry earlier in life.
The .ymptoms of abortion are rather variable, of
longer or shorter duration, from a few hours to several
days, and the consequences are equally various. At
first there is uneasiness, languor, weakness, with aching pain in the back, more or less severe. These may
be regarded as the preliminary symptoms, and after
they have continued for some time, symptoms of labor
supervene and resemble the labor at full term, and are
in very many cases much more prolonged and more
severe. The mouth of the womb, for physiological
reasons, is not as readily dilated as at the full term;
and, in consequence, more prolonged efforts are usually necessary and greater suffering experienced, and
inflammations more apt to follow.
In the beginning of the active stage of miscarriage
the pains are slight, short, and recur at long intervals.
As the process goes on they last longer and are more
frequent and severe. A discharge of blood or mucus
may be observed, and, as it proceeds, there is pain in
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the back, extending round the loins into the abdomen
and perhaps down the thighs, increasing in regularity,
frequency and force. The pulse is quickened, the skin
hot, the patient makes voluntary expulsive efforts to
aid the contractions of the womb, and ultimately the
contents of the uterus are expelled.
Sometimes the fatus will be expelled with little
pain, scarcely any hemorrhage, and a quick recovery.
In other cases it may come on with hemorrhage, and
after a protracted and ipainlful labor the foetus will be
expelled. The placenta, or afterbirth, may remain,
and may not come away until it has been dissolved
and thrown off with the discharge that follows, and
will be very offensive. So long as the placenta, or any
part of it remiiains, hemorrhage is to be feared and
irritation or fever liable,
Preceding, accompanying and sometimes following
the miscarriage there may be alarming hemorrhage.
It may be internal or external. When external the
patient and friends may be deceived until a fatal termination is the result. When internal the patient
gets pale and faint, exhausted, the pulse becomes
quick and thread-like; there will be headache, shivering, pain, the abdominal cavity fills up and becomes
larger than the stage of pregnancy will warrant; after
a time the membranes give away, the flood-gates of
life are opened and the vital current escapes with a
gush. The woman may die from internal hemorrhage
without its escape. The more nearly the woman has
approached the natural term for delivery the less the
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danger. Ordinarily the hemorrhage constitutes the
primary danger, and it usually cannot be perfectly
and permanently controlled after the progress of the
labor has well advanced until the contents .of the
womb are expelled and the organ has contracted.
The hemorrhage is sometimes alarming, profuse, fatal.
Well do I remember my first case. I was not the
family physician, but he had been sent for - he had
not come--the hemorrhage was alarming---my youth
was the objection, but something must be done - the
danger was imminent -- I was called - I found the
patient pulseless, blind, deaf, and as white as the sheets
upon which she lay. Soaking through the bed, from
which several vessels of coagulated blood had been
removed, dripped the sanguine tide until it had run
across the room and was dammed in a large pool in
the corner. Without waitiing to deliberate or question - and, I confess, without a ghost of hope- I put
ten grains of gallic acid in a tablespoon and, filling it
with whisky, forced apart her rigid jaws and poured it
into her mouth -- she swallowed - I hold the wristten minutes of agony - a teaspoonful of fluid extract
of ergot in whisky - the hemorrhage is slackeningperhaps the supply is exhausted, but I can feel a thrill
at the wrist. I repeat the gallic acid and whisky and
the womb contracts- the foetus is expelled - there is
no hemorrhage-it is arrested and the woman saved.
The family physician arrives and gladly I turn over
the case; and whether my practice is scientific or not,
whether nature or medicine is deservting of credit, I
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get the praise of having saved a life that a moment
before had been considered as hovering on the brink
of eternity !
In the management of miscarriage three indications
present, from which a selection is to be made: First,to
prevent it occurring if possible; second, to arrest it;
third, to carry the patient safely through the process,
provided it cannot be prevented or averted.
If aware that a patient is in the habit of aborting
I should advise the lhygiene and diet already recommended, together with the squaw vine and blue cohosh
already considered, to which we would advise the
same amount of Vibrnum, or, as it is vulgarly known,
cramp bacrk. This, with perfect rest in the recumbent
position, absolute quiet, a calm, unruffled mind, unstimulating food, and the avoidance of sexual relations
are the essentials of success.
If we can carry the patient past the fifth month we
shall generally succeed. For drugs, the three mentioned cannot be excelled. Regulate the bowels with
some of the means already mentioned, and if the
irritability of the uterus continues, we must resort to
opium - a grain in powder or pill every four hours
until all pain is relieved, to be repeated if it recurs.
The action of the opium is as positive as anything can
be, and if the symptoms are active alternate it with
the fluid extract or strong infusion of the cramp bark.
This is, as its name implies, a potent remedy, and has
stood the test of years. It may be given freely. It is
said that the planters of the South formerly compelled
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their pregnant slave women to drink an infusion of it
in order to frustrate their attempts at abortion.
Should our efforts fail in preventing the miscarriage
it must be managed like a case of labor (which see).
Hemorrhage being the greatest danger, if it becomes
too free I would give five grains of gallic acid in a
wine glass of cinnamon water, and repeat as often as
may be necessary; or, if cinnamon water or tea is not
at hand I would not wait, but use plain water. Cinnamon is, however, valuable of itselt Ten drops of
oil of erigeron on sugar may be given in its place, or
even ten drops of fluid extract of Canuabis Indica.
Care must be taken to assure the entire removal of
the secundines. There will be danger until everything
" has come away."
If we can ascertain the cause of abortion we can
usually overcome it, or remove the patient from the
sphere of its operation.
It is not expected that the unprofessional reader is
going to rely implicitly upon the directions we have
given. In cases that are alarming or troublesome a
physician must be called - one who can determine
the questions that may present obstacles to others.
Our wish is to furnish means of prevention and aid
the physician in arresting or conducting the process
of miscarriage.
Among the results to the mother, other than death,
from either accidental or artificial miscarriage, are the
whole train of ailments of the reproductive organs of
woman. Displacements, infl.mmations, ulcerations,
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deformities, ovarian disorders, leucorrhoea, irritation
of the bladder, barrenness, mental disturbance, general ailments, etc.
Those who are subject to nervousness know what it
is without any special description. The nervous system is impaired, irritable, and though there may not
be any pain the sensation is even worse; no position
seems the proper one; a general uneasiness prevails
without any nausea; no special organ appears to
blame, and yet in the majority of cases there is a general impairment of function. We can accomplish
much in improving the general condition by the dietetic and hygienic means already laid down; but the
peculiar nervousness will, in many cases, demand
special prescriptions. Do not resort to opiates or Dover's powders, morphine nor chloral hydrate, lest you
become habituated to their use. When these drugs are
used it should be under the supervision of a competent physician. The squaw vine and blue cohosh are
excellent to allay nervousness, and when it continues
in spite of them, I would add to them the lady slipper,
or American nervine, in the proportion of one ounce
of the root to a pint of the infusion; or, when the
squaw-vine infusion is drank freely, one-half ounce
will be sufficient. Under its use quiet sleep is encouraged, and a general improvement is induced. A pill
of asaftetida is good, and may be taken ift the other
does not succeed. When these remedies are employed
it is seldom, indeed, that narcotics will be required.
Some women suffer untold torture from sore nipples
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during the period of nursing, and occasionally before
delivery. When such is the case it is advisable for
two or three months before delivery to institute a
course of training for them and gradually harden or
"toughen" them. For this purpose an ointment may
be made of the squaw vine, as has already been mentioned, or some astringent lotion may be employed.
The application of tincture of myrrh twice a day for
six or eight weeks before delivery will usually succeed.
Equal parts of tinctures of myrrh and golden seal
cannot be surpassed. At the same time rub the nipples between the thumb and finger, not, however,
severely enough to make them sore. A solution of
alum is good. It is always best to harden them before confinement, as after the child has begun to nurse
it is exceedingly difficult to cure them, and they often
become deeply fissured and extremely painful. In
such cases borax is of great value. Take one or two
drams of borax, one ounce of glycerine and three
ounces of rose water; mix and apply several times a
day. Tanin in a little water with a little glycerine is
a useful remedy, either before or after childbirth, in
the proportion of ten to thirty grains to the ounce.
In fissures, the application of collodion forms a perfect
protection from irritation, and should be applied often
enough so that it does not get removed. Under its
protection an exceedingly tender nipple will heal and
become healthy. It forms a more perfect protection
than the rubber nipple. It can be got at all drugstores prepared ready for use. Its contraction is some-
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times so great as to cause pain, but this objection may
be obviated by the addition of a small quantity of
Venice turpentine, with which fact all druggists are
familiar and can supply it properly prepared. In applying it, of course, there must be an opening in the
coating of collodion, at the point of the nipple, through
which the milk may flow. Any druggist will explain
the manner of application. A rubber shield or a glass
nipple with rubber tube, such as are sold at drugstores, may be used if the soreness is so great she cannot bear the pain caused by the child nursing.
Leucorrhca, an exceedingly prevalent affection, is
usually due to the existence of some disease of the
uterus, or vagina, of which it is a symptom. When it
has existed prior to conception it is very apt to continue, and often gives rise to very great annoyance
from the debility, soreness or irritation it causes. The
treatment will be essentially the same as when it
occurs in those who are not pregnant, though instrumental treatment will be inadmissible. Absolute cleanliness is essential; the sitz bath is excellent. The
decomposition of the perverted secretions gives rise
to irritation and must be overcome by ablutions, injections, etc. Injections may be made of tepid water
or soap suds, or they may be medicated. They should
be used daily, or oftener, to be of any use, and no force
should be permitted. An infusion of white pond-lily
root is an injection in which many have great confidence. Carbolic acid, five grains to a pint of water
used at a sitting is an excellent disinfectant, and exerts
9
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a control over the abnormal discharge. Common soda,
a teaspoonful in a pint of water is good; astringents
in the form of infusions may be used. Hemlock bark,
oak bark, golden seal root, crane's bill, are all applicable, but should not be used too strong. As a rule,
an ounce or less to a pint of hot water, standing till
cold and used after the proper steps to secure cleanliness, will be about the strength adapted to the majority
of cases. The remedies advised in the beginning of
this chapter are of great advantage in this complaint,
and the tincture of pulsatilla, in doses of two or three
drops three times a day in addition to the foregoing,
is a good remedy. It can be procured at any wellregulated drug-store, especially where homceopathic
remedies are kept.
The list of remedies for this complaint could be
greatly enlarged, but as some of them might have
a tendency to cause miscarriage I have purposely
avoided them. The discharge being a symptom of
disease of some portion or portions of the reprodluctive
organs, the proper time to pay the most attention to
its cure is when the delivery has passed; hence, simple means only are recommended, first and foremost
of which is cleanliness.
Neuralgic or rheumatic pains are liable to occur at
any stage of gestation, and are often very annoying.
They can be distinguished from true labor pains, which
they stimulate, by placing the hand upon the abdomen.
In true pains the uterus can be felt to contract and
harden with tlhe occurrence of the pain, but if it is a
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false pain no such sign will be noticed. They are
often associated with colic (which see). If they become
too troublesome a physician had better be consulted,
as he can lest understand their origin, and by removing the cause overcome the eflfect. We do not apprehend that many of our readers will be troubled with
them if they carry out the measures already described.
Many women suffer during the entire term of pregnancy from an irritable condition of the bladder,
compelling them to urinate every few minutes, passing a few drops at a time, with pain and burning.
In the early months it may be due to mechanical
irritation from pressure of a displaced uterus against
the neck of the bladder, and later on from pressure
upon the body of this organ. In numerous other instances, however, it cannot be attributed to any such
mechanical cause, but is due to some abnormal condition of the bladder itself. Usually, the urine is not
increased in quantity, but rather diminished, and
often scalding.
Thle measures already advised in the chapter on
hygiene and diet will usually prevent this trouble, or
the employment of the squaw vine will overcome it,
but occasionally a case may resist these means. I
would then advise:
Fluid Extract Gelseminum,

"
Water,

"
.

Populus,
.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

15 drops.

1 dram.
.

2 ounces.

A teaspoonful every two or three hours till relieved, to be
renewed if the trouble occurs again.
I have also found the homceopathic remedies, can-
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tharis or apis, to relieve this condition. I have em
ployed them by putting five drops of the mother
tincture in half a lass of cold water and iving a
teaspoonful every hour until relieved. As soon as
relieved stop tyking them. A tea made of couch grase,
drank freely, is a very efficient reuwdy for this coniplaint.
It is not best to rely on unprofessional advice in
case of convulsions, thoughi until the physicia arrives
the following mlay be given in teaspoonful doses every
half hour or hour.
romide of Potashl,
Watr,

.

.

1
.

.

.

.

dram.

1one

A host of remraedies have been trie in this ilment
n. mnyv plans advised, but as professional aid must
be employed, we do not think it best to adv ise, particularl as it does n ot com e within the scope ofa
popular work .
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CHAPTER VIII.
ANESTHETICS.
A Pricel ess oon and. P'erfectly Sae--Accidents Among Dentist_Theoreticl Objectionw not Sutained in Practiec-The Degree of
Insensibility I)e ire ;d-honuldul Other PlaFal, this will make
Lahor P'ainlesM--rho Shall1take Them ad Who Shall Not-flow
Long Cotinued--Views of Physiian-Why this Chapter Is Introducedl.

The discovery of ana'sthesia wrought an importat
change in the practice of surgery and conferred
priceless boon upon mankind. The power of ansthetics, of wh ich eter and cloroform are the most
important and frequently used, to suspend the senibility without at the same time (IeStroying life, s indeed wronderful. With th~em we are enabled to so
effectu ally subdue pain that under their influence the
most painful surgical operations can be performedl
without the knowvcledge of the sub ject. T.heyr produce
absolute insensibility to pain. Much has been said regarding the safety of their emp}loyment, and although
we admnit there is adanger, it is e ry seldom that the
person to be oape rated upon. chooses the pain of the
operation in preference to the dlanger of the arne~sthetic.
T"he question of danger, how ever, is scarcely wocrthy

tJ
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ien we take ito account the freof a considertion wh
of
ana
sthetic
administration and the very few
quency
accidents. Wre hea2r of more accidents occurrin
am1ong; dentists thni anyhere else. Unfortunate as
suchl circumstance is, it is really no reflection upo
thie imortnce, or, if you pese, the safd1 1 of ninesthetics. rlie reasons wvhy accidents ccur more freqently amog dentists are plain. There can e no
dout but the sittingT positio4n is more unt ivorable
thasn thie hlorizoltal, a cirustance that requires no
extended argument here. Dentists are not supposed to
be so well aquinltedc with ph siology an l palogy
tlat they can select their eases with the skil surgens
do . Again, they do not usually possess or understand
the eploymnent of restoratives as wel
phyeicians.
Agin, we must remiembi er the frieuency of administration in dental offices.
We only hear of the accidents; and though a dentist
mary adm
rninister ame hds
sthetics in thousan

of cases with

no unfavora ble result, shoauld th~e n:ext case provre fatal
it is heralded to th~e world, an either th~e dentist oar
th~e an tusthetic condened.
I do not wtish to be un~derstood as atempting to
d:efend the den tal profession , for th~ey are doubtles
c aable oif making their own defen ce; but I desire t
show that even un der such circumstances as they are
comelled to employ these gents, thie percentage of
danger is ver small indeed. As near as can beas
certained but one case proves fatal in tw elve thousa
dinistraions,
fact that reduces the ris to such
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an extent that when proper precautions are taken to
insure safety, no one need have any fear.
I have during my life been present at the administration of chloroform or ether in several hundred
cases, and have never yet seen a person die from anasthesia. During the late war I had an opportunity for
one year (spent in a large hospital) of seeing them used
very often, and have since used them in my own practice to considerable extent, and observed their use by
others, and in all I can recall but two instances in
which any trouble occurred, and in those resuscitation
was easily effected with the battery, artificial respiration, stimulants, etc.
Surgeons who have had very extensive experience
with these agents assure us of similarly safe results.
While it may be impossible to determine an exact
relation of the number of accidents to the number of
anamsthetic administrations, by collecting the experience of hospitals and armies we are able to arrive at
approximate results. Some who have collected statistics find a much greater mortality than others.
In Wood's Library of Standard Medical Authors on
Anasthesia, by Prof. Lyman, of Chicago, we find the
following collection:
"Andrews, of Chicago, collected statistics of 92,815 cases
of etherization, including 4 deaths, or 1 in 23,204; 117,078
cases of chloroform anesthesia with 43 deaths, or 1 in 2,723.

Dr. Coles, of Virginia, collected 152,620 cases of chloroform
inhalations with 53 deaths, or 1 in 2,873.

Richardson's in-

quiries in the prominent hospitals of England resulted in the

t
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collection of 35,165 cases of inhalation by chloroform with 11
deaths, or 1 in 3,196.
"h ier (Chishoircn: 'What an~esthetic shall we use ?') states
that curing the 28 years fnro the time of the introduction of
chloroform there wre only 2 deaths caused by its use in the
Ioyartl Infir"ma~ry in Edtinburgh. Dring the last ten years of
that period he estimates that there were 36,500 cses of chlor"oform aniusthesia with only~ 1 deatlh.
lser, of trasburg
ad ursed chloroformi 16,000 times without a fatal case. Kid,
of London, had seen it adrministered upwards of 10,000 time
and had seen no fatal case. Richardson had seen it used in
the London hospitals 15,000 times before he met the first
fatal case. Clover hans recorded 3,000 administrations without a single death . liloth, of Vienna, had gvien chloroform
12,500 timnes bhefore he mzet with his first accident. Metuire,
surgeon to Jackson's corps of the Confederate army, reporte
18,000 administrations w ithout one death. Chisholm himself
used chloroform 6,000 times wvithrout aeath. his estimate
of the mortality from thle use of chloroform was one in
20,000.
"uI "g
n the w"ar of the rebellion, 1861-65 (circular No. 6,
p8, cloarform wa given in 80,000 cses wvith7 deaths, or

1 in 11,448."
P'rof. Lymanx dlves n umerous other obs erv#ations of
various surgeonsl, wchich he sums up thus:
Ether, 99,255 inhalations, 6 deaths,
Chlorofo r, 4,235 in~halations, 84

.

.1:16,542

eaths, 1: 5,860

The result oif his inv estigation shows amuch greater
mo+rtality observTed by some th a others, but there is
nocthing show n to whic to attribute the difference ine
the mocrtality. In such an extensive emrployment oif
antesthetics it is but fair to suppse that, in many in-
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stances, it became necessary to administer it in cases
in which contra indications for its use existed. In many
of the fatal cases, no doubt, the disease or injury that
necessitated the employment of the anaesthetic was
more to blame for the death than the anaesthetic itself
If anmcsthetics may be used to prevent pain in surgical operations, the question very naturally presents,
why may they not be equally appropriate for the prevention of pain at childbirth ?
Various objections to their employment have been
urged, the principal one of which is, that when the
patient is under the anmsthetic influence the uterine
contractions are suspended and the labor arrested.
Theoretically this objection appears plausible enough,
but it is not sustained by practice.
Obstetricians who have made this question the subject of special study assure us of the safety of ancsthesia
properly managed, and that suspension of uterine contraction under their use is the exception instead of the
rule. I have myself repeatedly administered chloroform in parturition, and instead of prolonging the
labor I have every reason to believe that it was materially shortened. Under the influence of the drug
the irritability of the-nervous system was diminished,
and those wearing, cutting, irregular and inharmonious pains that so often prevail and cause so much
suffering and annoyance were suspended, and instead
of expending the energies of the woman the natural
pains become more regular and efficacious.
In administering the anmesthetic I endeavor to secure,
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as near as possible, that state of semi-unconsciousness
in which the sensation of pain is nearly or quite suspended, without inducing that profound anathesia
that interrupts all muscular action. A good way to
accomplish this is to render the inhalation intermittent, to correspond as near as may be with the occurrence of the pains, renewing the inhalation at the
commencement and withholding it during the interval. By this method the objections urged by many
against the use of chloroform in parturition are obviated. We do not suspend natural contractions, although we afford the necessary relief without any
danger of charging the blood to the extent of endangering the life of the child.
I do not wish to be understood that anmsthetics
cannot suspend labor; such a position would be extremely ridiculous, for it is known that anesthesia
may be so profound that all involuntary action may
be suspended, the hesrt and respiration cease and
death result; but I do assert that when the anasthetic
is employed to induce partial insensibility that uterine
contraction will not be impaired. I am well convinced
that the realization of pain will cease under the administration of an anresthetic before muscular contraction is suspended, and I know from clinical experience
that the administration of chloroform or ether may be
so managed as to overcome pain and not prolong labor,
and that if all other means were to prove fruitless, WITH
THESE AGENTS WE MAY MAK1E CHILDBIRTH ABSOLUTELY
PAINLESS.

AN STH1ETICS.13
Few, indeed, are the accidents that are known to
have occurred fromx the use of chloroform in cildbirth, anxd the use of anxsthetics in midwifery practice
is justly deemxed the least dangerous occasion for their
e plOx men t. Various theories Iiave been advanced
to account for this fctr, thne most lausible of which,
to my mnind, is tha t thle partial degree of anrcsthesia
necessa.ry for the p urpose cannot be as dangerous as
the J;rofounid Ixisensi )ility nccessary in surical operations. T'here is io needl to discuss the other theories
in this work. r1.ioe faxcts that labor can be rendered
painless bey such means, even when every other plan
hias failed, and that the danger is trivial, is of far more
consequence to the woman.
I amx supported in my belief b the experience and
observation of such menon as Sir James Y. Simpson, Dr.
Tilt, Dr. W. P. Johanston, H. II. Storer, Dr. Beatty and
others, that when there is not some valid reason for
withholdirn it, the proper eml)loyment of amesthesia

is far less harmxful th~an the suff"ering tha.t toox often
occurs at such times.
When th~e patient is healthy andl rob~ust, the suffering inconsiderabjle and. the labor promnising to be short,
I should. certainly refuse to gi ve the an esthetic, simnply.
because there would be noc necessity for its ad.ministration; but in a, weak and. feble woman, sufering
intensely, hxer pain torturing heer to no eff'ect, the suffering endangering; exhaustion, IIwould not hesitate
for amoment; I would admninister the agent inx confi
dent expectation. of relieving her agony, preventing°
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prostration, regulating the uterine contractions and
shortening the labor.
It is a popular supposition that in feeble, anemic,
nervous and delicate persons the anaisthesia is specially dngferous, but this is a great mistake; a a rule,
salch peroons bear it bf. . Organic disease of the heart
and lungs constitute the przincipal valid objctions to
thle employment of thse gents, and even when the
exist I aml inclined to q ustion whether the danger is
not greatestwithout thxemn. Certain it is that nas
tietics &ave been dinisterd to patients suffering
from organic diseases of those oran, when important
surgical operations have bcen necesary, with recovery.
While he practiced mnidwifery, r. H.R. Storer, who
is considered good authorityv, made it his rule to always
administer chloroforml to parturient patients, and this
na ma,tter whethaer the labor was a rai one or not,
or wthether the patienxt had or h not orgnic disease
of the heart or lugs; believing, as he did, that not

only was it th~e 1physiian's duty to relieve pain, here
ordlinarily so exqu isite, and toa lessen thae risk to both
mozth~er anid ch~ild, aswas done by th~e relaxation oaf thae
volunatary mu scles eff'ected by the anmrsthetic, but that
for certai nmanifest reasonas clorofoarmx w as pareferable
to ether for oblstetric use.
It may be urged that to be of' utility in m~idwifery
the patient will haxve to be kept undcer the ,anasthetic
influence for so long a time that it will acdt the
daner and thus render it objectiona ble. W'hile I
would not advise the. continuanrce of theanesthetic
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ally longfer than is necessary, it is well known that in
certain surgical operations it is necessary to keep the
patient under its influenc e for several hours together.
I ave myself kept a patient under the influence of
chloroform for several consecutive hours, during which
time it was not allowe to pass off so that complete
c<onsciousnaess returnrcI,
I am glad to add, no unIal,
toward results followedl. A physician of ay acquaintaumce tells mle tha t i e once kept a parturient patient
under the inafluence of an ana 1thtic for sixteen hours
withoaut intermaission, and widi the hap)iest consequences. Sir I. Y. Simpson entions a case in which
a child wa"ns kept under it util one hundred ounces
of chloroforma had been used, orabout seventy-six
hours, and tat thae conavulsions for which it was given
were thoroughaly subduedl bay it.
Prob-ably Professor Si mpson has done more to proer
the value of clorofortn in obstetrical practice than
any other man.

His practice ha b een extensive and+

opportunities fo~r observation unasurpassed. H e mployed it in thaousanads oif cases, bocth in. hospital and
private practice, a:nd thae conclusionas he arrived at are
that it is entirelyr safe and beneficial.
Dr. Tilt says:
"In oura owvn timae thl-e sting has been taken from .the curs e
(of pain) by the discovery of chlor~oforim, for whicha one of our'
greatest men wvill ever r"ank next to, if not before, thae discoverer of vaccinaction."'
D~r. Beatty, a well-knownt

author, in somea

of

is
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writin gs speks of it in the most enthuastic manner,
and says:
is properly condcted, it is not
W hen its emnployente
attended with any~v intjtrious effects upon either iiitter or
child."
In aothxer, aind a later papper, he says
"I havce cotinutedi to usEe chlloroform with the happiest results. I have not pressed it upon a~, and rejoice, at the end
of two yerits' additioual experience, to b ae to state that
in all eases its utse has beeii proctive of the gratest relief
nd hcl
appiness, atnd that in o catse ha1s anytig unpleasant
occrr~ed to either mlother or child during its diitration,
or subisequteznt to declivery. It will be easily imagined tht
y contfience iri the ptowfer of the agent has increased with
mty e perietce."
In the .Pk sfca. Life otf Jo n, Nphey says:
"Is it possible to avoid the throes of labor, and have children wtvithot sufferintg? Tliis is a question wich scce
answers inx the affirative. Medical art brins te waters of
Lethe to the bedlsidie of wornn in her hour of trial. Of lte
y ears cloroiformt and1 ether hav ben emp loy ed to lessen or"
a nnul the paain s of chaildbirth w ithl the sam e succss that has
attend ed their tuse in surg",ery,. Th3eir admxinistration is never"
v ushtet so as to produtce comp lel teonsciousness utnles~s
som e operationr is niecessary", but. relye so as to diminish
sensibility and rendecr th~e pa ins end~urable. T'hese agents
arce thuts given withxot injury° to the
+ hild, and vithou t retard*ing .the labor otr exposing th~e mofther to any danger.,
When proprly emp loed they induce refr"eshiing; sleep, revie
the drooping nervoucs system and expedite del ivery."

xil
migh fil te balance of this voclum~e wit quotations from. the opiios of phyician in favor of an s-
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thesia, but it would not be of any practical value to
the woman who is about to become a mother without
a practical demonstration of its efficiency-statements
alone will not render her sufferings any less.
The author does not for a moment suppose that any
unprofessional person will ever undertake the administration of an anaesthetic. The educated plysician
alone is competent to give it with safety, and he must
be provided with a pure article and attentively watch
its progress. The patient must be in the recumbent
position at the time and the stomach empty, or nearly
so, and the drug is to be inhaled along with plenty of
atmnospheric air.
Curious and critical persons may inquire why this
chapter is introduced into this work if the directions
laid down in the three preceding chapters are of any
practical value. They may say that any preparation
is unnecessary when chloroform and ether furnish so
reliable and easy an escape from pain. In reply, I
have only to say that I have not written this little
work with a view to advocate any particular method
of proceedure, or remedy to the exclusion of others,
but to consider such means as are known to myself
and the profession by which woman may escape the
pains and perils of motherhood. That there may be
other effectual means I do not deny, but if such there
are, I have not learned of them. Were I to consider
one remedy or plan and not others, I would greatly
diminish the value of this book, and, in all probability, deprive many anxious readers of the means of
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amelioration and reliet: There are some who can
avail themselves of one of the plans described and
cannot of the others, while in some the combination
of all the means may be necessary. The directions
laid down in the three preceding chapters will, in a
very large per cent. of cases, render the administration
of anasthetics unnecessary; but in the cases in which
their employment is demanded, it is my desire that
she know of their value and safety, and, by their proper
use, we shall succeed if all other means should fail.
I do not make any claim to being the first to advocate anmsthetics in labor, or to the discovery that these
agents can overcome the pains of childbirth. It is
nothing new to many; but common as it is, it is no
less a fact that thousands of women suffer without it,
and who will continue to suffer until they are taught
to demand relief at the hands of their medical attendants.

"
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CHAPTER IX
MANAGEMENT OF LBOR
The Period when it Should Occur--The Code 1aoion-Intances of
Pratracted Labor--Preparations for Labor-Premonitory Synp.
torns-Indications of Labor--True and False Pains-Management
After it has Begun--Remuedies for Rigidous-Encouragement-1'rogress, etc.--neffectuat Labor-HEow Overcome-Flooing-Te
Cord--The Afterbirth-Care of Mother and Child-Learning the
Child to Nurse-Alter Birth---uperstitions-Disposal.

At the expiration of nine calendar months, or, more
definitely, two hundred and eighty days after conception, the fotus having advanced far enough in physical development to maintain an independent existonce, it is separated from the mother by a natural
process termed kibor, or cildbirth.
It is possible for the fcetus to survive if this process
should. occur at an earlier period, and in:stances are
not uncommon of survival at the end oif the seventh
month, or even earlier, a~nd instances are reported
where the infant has survived birth at the end of five
months; but it must be conceded that such cases are
extremely rare.
Whien labor occurs befor e the end of the ninth
month it is said to be premature.
On the other hand,. we .have abundant and well..
authenticated evidence to .show that pregnanc y may
be protractd beyond the customnary period of twoa
10
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hfundred and eighty days without any serious detriment to either moter or child. It ordinarily occurs
within a few das of the average time. The laws of
ature, however, are not absolutely invariable, and
no harmn need be apprehended should the deviation
amount to two or thsree weeks.
Considerable ditli~rence of opinion exists among
scientific physicia ns regarding the extreme limit of
vatriation. The French hve enacted in their Cde
apvleon that a child born within three hundred days
after the death or departure of the husband, or one
hundred and eighty days af'ter marriage, chal be
declared legitimate. This code admits that the leitimacy ofa child born beyond three hundred days may
be contested.
Prof. Meigs published a case, which le regarded as
trustworthy, of tile prolonglaation of the pegnncy to four
h bwlcrd and twenty days, or sizxt wees; ,fourteent mnt/s,
or fiv mont/i beyond the ordic nary term. I m1erelyt m en-

tion. the fact without any expression s of belief or doubt.
P"rof.. Atlee mention s tw o cases of prolongation to three
hund+redl and fity-six day*s. Out oif one hiundred and
sixqty cases Dir. Elasser found that eleven were paro.tracted to aperiod v-arying, from thlree hundlred to
three hundred and eighteenx days. Sir Jame s Y., Simpsonr mention s:four cases in his ow n practice in whichr
the pregnan~cy wa s pro~tracted. to, three hundred. an~d
thirty-six, thr"ees hundred and thirty-two, three hundred an~d tw"enty- tbu.r and three hundred an ninete
dasrespectiv ely
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The time lapsing between the end of the seventh
month and delivery appears to be more for the purpose of perfecting such fetal development as has been
already begun, rather than for any new development
essential to the maintenance of life. During this time
the various organs become more capable of carrying
on the functions for which they were destined, and it
is during this time that the greatest proportionate increase in size and weight occurs.
The cause of labor at this particular period is
shrouded in more or less of mystery, yet the opinion
seems to be gaining ground that it is due to changes
in thie structure of the placenta and its membranes,
or as they are more commonly called, the afterbirth.
The fcetus being capable of maintaining its independent existence, the destiny of the placenta as a connecting link between mother and child has been fulfilled,
and it undergoes retrograde metamorphosis - fatty
degeneration -- its attachments to the walls of the
uterus are gradually severed, and the separation has
been so far completed by the end of the ninth month
that its expulsion as a foreign body becomes necessary,
which is effected by the uterine contractions immediately, or very soon after the birth of the child to
which it is yet attached by the cord.
In the following directions for conducting a labor
it is not presumed to interfere with the duties of the
medical attendant, who should be present from the
beginning to the completion of the process. Neither
is it expected that the readers will assume the respon-
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sibility of management, but it is hoped that by these
and the foregoing directions the patient and physician may be aided, the labor rendered short, safe
and easy.
Certain preparations should be made in advance,
particularly the clothing of both mother and child,
the bed and its dressings.
The mother should be provided with an abundance
of napkins and soft cloths that may be at hand whenever desired. Chemise and night-dresses should button
in front and not be too long, so that tley can be readily changed when soiled; during the labor she should
wear a loose gown, of tiny light material, so as to admit
of the greatest freedom of motion. No clothing should
be worn susptnded by bands at the waist.
If it is decided that she wear the time-honored lyingin " bandage " after she is delivered, it should be prepared and adapted to the size and shape of the woman
beforehand, so that no necessity for extemporizing one
when needed will arise. Of late years the bandage is
falling into disuse, some physicians believing it more
harmful than otherwise, an opinion doubtless originating in the abuses to which it is too often subject.
When extemporized from a towel, sheet, straight piece
of muslin, or anything handy, it will be simply impossible to retain it in a position where it will be a
source of comfort and benefit. Thus extemporized, it
soon slips above the prominence of the hips into a fold
round the waist, where it exerts a pressure that is uncomfortable and harmful. If a bandage cannot be
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properly adjusted and retained in position it had better be dispensed with entirely. But when properly
made and gored so as to fit the hips and abdomen
and not slip upwards, it is a source of very great comfort. It should be the widest over the hips, where
there is the greatest space required, and narrowed
above and below, and, if necessary, may have straps
between the thighs. If made at about the fourth
month, and fitted to the size of the body, with a small
margin for allowance, it will not be far from right at
the time it is wanted. It should be from twelve to
sixteen inches in widtlh, and may be made to lace,
button, hook, buckle or pin.
WVhen it can be had, a lounge or cot-bed properly
arranged is the most conveniellt couch on whic delivery can take place, for it permits to the best possible advantage the assistance of the attendants; can be
readily moved to suit anry necessity, and preserves the
bed, in which she must subsequently lie, dry and comfortable. This temporary bed should be moderately
hard and firm, so that it may not sag downwards beneath the hips of the woman; the head should be a
little the highest, and the foot provided with a convenient, narrow foot-board, at an agreeable angle of
inclination, against which she may press with her feet
during her expulsive efforts. A sheet should be twisted
into a cord and fastened to the foot-piece for her to
grasp in her hands and pull upon during her "bearing
down pains." It is needless to add that this temporary
bed should be of sufficient width for convenience; that
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she may turn herself from one position to another to
lessen the fatigue of unnecessary restraint. To prevent
the bed or mattress from becoming soiled and wet, and
more particularly if the temporary bed is not employed, a piece of oil cloth, rubber cloth or oiled silk,
at least a yard square, should be placed over it, and
above which an old quilt, folded in four, should be
spread; and, if desirable, over and above this a folded
sheet to absorb the fluids as they are discharged and
admit of easy removal by being pulled towards the
foot without disturbing the bed and clothing that is
to remain. When the permanent bed is to be used
the same preparations will be made, with the additional one, to see tlhat sufficient extra folds of bedding
be placed under the mattress inl the center to prevent
sagging. Then let the bed, if possible, stand in the
center of the room.
The clothing provided for the anticipated guest
should consist of a plain piece of some soft woolen
material for a binder. It should be wide enough to
extend from the arm-pits to the lower portion of the
abdomen, but not far enough to prevent the child
from drawing the knees up to the abdomen, usually
four to six inches wide and about fifteen inches in
length, or long enough to go about one and one-half
times around the body, the fold coming over the abdomen. Next a shirt, then petticoat, and finally a
dress, none of which should be starched, and the shirt
and binder should be free from embroidery; aprons,
bibs, stockings, diapers, etc.
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In addition, there should be a pair of scissors, pins,
linen cord, toilet soap, fine sponge, a jar of pure lard,
a piece of soft muslin or linen for dressing the naval,
a box of some unirritating powder, such as is sold by
druggists for baby powder; towels, etc., in abundance,
and all placed convenient and ready for use when
needed. Warm and cold water should always be at
hand.
The premonitory symptoms of labor are generally
manifested for a period of time varying from one to
two days to as many weeks. Subsidence of the abdomen is one of the most prominent. The stomach and
lungs being greatly relieved of the pressure which
they have borne for some time, the sense of oppression
occasioned by this pressure disappears and the woman
feels unusually well, buoyant and light. This symptom may be so deceptive that she will venture abroad,
and perhaps by her unusual efforts induce labor under
ludicrous and annoying circumstances. Women who
have borne children attach considerable importance
to this sign. Another sign is an increased fullness of
the external parts and an augmented secretion, which
may even become so profuse as to necessitate the employment of a napkin. There may be painless uterine
contractions and a sense of anxiety experienced, fidgetness, sometimes a depression of spirits and other symptoms of less importance. The discharge is an important
sign, particularly if accompanied by a chill and the
fullness of the parts above mentioned, and is usually
followed by labor in the course of twenty-four hours.
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Indications that labor has begun are at first more or
less variable and deceptive. There is apt to be a desire
to pass urine frequently and evacuate the bowels. In
many cases there will be a marked chill. A symptom
of great value, however, is what is denominated as the
"show," which consists of a discharge of glairy mucus
mixed with a little blood, and is soon followed by the
" pains," which recur periodically at intervals of an
hour or less.
These "pains" may be true or false. The false pains
are ceused by spasmodic action of the diaphragm and
abdominal muscles, the spasmodic and irregular contraction of the circular fibres of the upper portion of
the uterus, and are mostly felt in the abdomen, and
are irregularly continuous; they are limited in extent
and are not attended with an increase of the discharge,
nor dilation of the neck of the uterus or protrusion of
the "bag of water." These pains have a tendency to
constantly shift from place to place.
True labor pains, on the other hand, commence in
the lower part of the uterus; are first felt in the back
and gradually extend to the front and into the thighs,
recurring with regularity and increasing severity,
power and frequency, until having attained their
greatest intensity they remain stationary a moment
and then subside, and are followed by an interval of
repose. They dilate the neck of the uterus and protrude its contents. During the continuance of a true
"pain," if the hand is placed upon the abdomen over
the uterus this organ will be felt contracting and be-
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coming harder with tile pain as it advances, and to
become softer again as the pain passes off.
Having already pointed out the means by which
the pains of childbirth are to be avoided, and using
the term pain so freely in this chapter, may seem
rather inconsistent or paradoxical, but it is only apparently so. Heretofore we have used the term pain
to indicate distress and suffering, but in this connection we use the term to signify uterine contraction,
which, as has already been shown, may be painless.
Ti'he reason for this paradox is, that by common consent the word "pain " in obstetrical parlance is used
synonymously with uterine contractions, which are,
under ordinary circumstances, attended or immediately followed by suffering more or less severe. With
this explanation the author hopes to be forgiven if he
continues to use the term according to custom.
True labor pains exhibit different characteristics,
according to the stage of the process. At first they
are "cutting" or "grinding," short, severe, situated in
the back, extending to the abdomen, loins and thighs,
and are confined to the first stage of labor, while the
neck or mouth of the womb is dilating to admit of the
exit of the child. As the first stage changes to the
second, the pains become "forcing" and "bearing
down." The woman can no longer conceal them if
she would wish to, but involuntarily she aids them
with expulsive and straining efforts. During the first
stage the suffering may be considerable if any abnormal condition existe, and the patient will be apt to be
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irritable, restless, peevish, and perhaps despondent; she
desires to be constantly changing position, but as the
pains become more forcing in character, this condition
passes off, and instead of wishing to avoid or retard
them, she involuntarily does everything in her power
to aid them.
Any question that may arise during the progress
of the labor is to be settled by the medical attendant,
and as early as possible after the labor has begun an
examination should be made, with a view to determine the progress of the labor and the presenting portion of the child. It should be made early, so that
any malposition may be corrected before advancement
renders it difficult. This tactile examination should
be repeated sufficiently often that the physician may
keep himself or herself informed of the progress of the
labor, but should not be repeated so often as to retard
the labor, or become obnoxious to the patient.
If, during the first stage of labor, the examination
reveals the nmouth of the womb hard and rigid, and
not dilating as it should; pain frequent and tormenting, I would expect speedy relief to follow the administration of the following prescription:
Fluid Extract Gelseminum,
"
"x
Lobelia,
.

.

Water,

.

.

.

.

.

15 drops.
. 15 drops.

.

2 ounces.

.

Dose-A teaspoonful every fifteen minutes until relieved.

It not unfrequently happens when this is the case
that nausea and vomiting occur, which seems to be
nature's method of overcoming this opposing rigidity
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and exciting the mucous secretions for the purpose of
lubricating the passage and expediting delivery.
The bowels should always be freely unloaded before
the labor has progressed very far, and for this purpose
the employment of an injection of warm water is appropriate. To wait for a cathartic is often out of the
question, and the physician who reads this will doubtless appreciate the advice to use the injection, particularly it' he has ever attended a case in which the
operation of a cathartic and the termination of labor
occurred about the same time.
Nature usually provides for the lubrication of the
maternal passages by an abundant secretion of mucus, together with the " waters," but if for any reason
the mucus is scanty, or the waters discharged unusually early, an artificial lubricant may be used to advantage, for which sweet oil or the mucilage of slippery elm are perhaps the most appropriate.
During the progress of labor the position of the
patient is one of considerable importance, yet I do not
believe in compelling the patient to remain in any
one position. During the first stage of labor there is
no good reason why she may not remain up and about
the house, if she chooses to, and even when the delivery takes place, the position is more a matter of choice
and convenience than necessity. Nearly all works on
the subject of midwifery mention the position on the
left side as the desirable one, and some attendants insist that the woman occupy this position from the
beginning of the second stage of labor to its comple.
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tion. So far as my observation goes, few women select
this position themselves; some will get upon their
hands and knees upon the floor; a few in various
other positions; but by far the largest proportion prefer lying upon the back with the head elevated, the
knees bent, the feet braced, and the hands grasping
something upon which she may pull during her expulsive efforts. The safety of the child, and the attention the mother will immediately require, are the
most important considerations to be observed in the
selection of position, and there is little or no objection
to a frequent change of position up to the last moment if she desires.
The room is to be kept as quiet as possible, not too
dark nor too light, and at a temperature most agreeable to the patient. Too many persons should not be
allowed in it, and those should be the ones chosen by
the patient herself beforehand, and should be selected
on account of their confidential relations to her, their
sympathy, good sense, experience and endurance.
No conversation should be permitted that is disagreeable, exciting or depressing. She needs sympathy,
encouragement, confidence and fortitude. Nothing
can be worse than to have those upon whom she relies
filling her mind with fear or discouragement. Their
sympathy must never permit them to give vent to
sorrow by expressions of grief.
During the first stage the ordinary diet may be
allowed, and at last, such warm drinks as she may
desire.
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Much harm is often done by advising the woman to
"bear down," and make expulsive efforts too early, by
which she is only worn out and exhausted without accomplishing advancement. Until the womb has been
dilated to admit of the passage of the child, no amount
of expulsive effort on the part of the mother will avail.
It is wrong to rupture the "bag of waters" until this
dilation has been effected, for it acts as a wedge that
prepares the passages and advance of the child. It is
usually ruptured at the beginning of the second stage
and comes away with a gush. If it is ruptured before
dilation occurs it will have a teodlency to retard the
labor. If it is not ruptured spontaneously after the
womb is well dilated and the labor well advanced,
this can be easily done with the finger nail. There
is more danger of rupturing it too early than too
late, and for this reason interference should be well
considered before undertaken. These remarks are
intended more particularly for the unprofessional,
though we know of some physicians who would do
well to consider them. It is presumed, however, that
the physician in attendance will know his business
and exercise his judgment, to which bystanders are
expected to yield. There are some cases where the
labor will proceed to a termination in his absence, and
in such cases the full force of this chapter must apply.
As the labor nears its termination, the pains are
apt to become more protracted and forcible, and often
more frequent, and are sometimes attended by cramps
in the limbs. These latter may usually be relieved
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by friction. An examination will reveal the presenting part of the child pressing upon the perineum or
floor of the pelvis, where it may be felt to advance and
recede with each pain, gaining a little each time.
The exertion now reaches its greatest height, the soft
parts dilate and yield; one pain follows another in
rapid succession, so that one begins almost before its
predecessor has terminated, until, with a mighty effort,
thle head is expelled, after which a short rest may
occur, then with one or two more efforts the birth is
accomn plished.
In the employment of anmsthetics I have always endeavoredl to so manage that during the last throes of
labor, when the pain is most severe, to have the sensibility the most completely suspended. It aids in the
relaxation of thle perennial muscles, and in this way
saves suffering and facilitates labor.
Nearly all obstetric writers give explicit directions
for supporting the perineum during the last few pains,
with a view to prevent it from being ruptured. The
support should be gentle, and not retard the labor,
but merely to aid the perennial muscles in directing
the head of the child in the axis of the natural outlet
without tearing through the tissues. The support
must be gentle, even and constant.
Sometimes it happens that when the labor is well
advanced, the efforts become less powerful and may
be suspended altogether, owing to muscular exhaustion. It is then that certain remedial agencies may
be called into requirement, and the question for the
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physician to determine is, whether he shall employ
forceps to extract the child, or whether he shall make
use of means to stimulate uterine contraction, and
thus effect delivery. It will be very seldom indeed
that those who have carried out the advice given in
previous chapters of this book will require a practical
solution of this question. When, however, such an
emergency shall arise, five to ten grains of the sulphate of quinine will usually be adequate, and more
particularly if her muscles are naturally very feeble.
If it is due to inertia of the uterine muscles, the
spurred rye or ergot will be appropriate, of which
one-half to one drain of a reliable fluid extract may
be given every fifteen or twenty minutes until the purpose is accomplished. I regard it as a good plan to
combine the ergot and quinine, and give it at one
dose:
Quinine,
Ergot Fluid,

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

5 grains.
dram.

Repeat the dose every hour if necessary.

This may be regarded as a large dose, but it is best
to get the effect soon, if we desire to at all. The black
cohosh, cimicifuga or macrotys, as it is variously
called, possesses similar qualities, and from ten to
twenty drops of the saturated tincture or fluid extract,
may be given every twenty minutes until the expulsive efforts are resumed. This latter remedy is open
to one objection when given in sufficient quantity to
produce this effect, and that is that it is liable to cause
an unpleasant fullness and pressure in the head. The
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reader is referred to the consideration of this remedy
in the chapter on remedial measures.
Some practitioners regard it as a good practice to
give, just a few minutes before the birth is accomplished, a dose of one-half to a drain of ergot, with a
view to secure certainty of contraction of the womb
afterwards. This is a plusible theory, and though it
may be done unnecessarily, yet little harm is likely
to result from it, and much possible good, and I have
in many cases carried it out.
As soon as the head of the child has made its exit,
the mother experiences sensible relief, and may be
assnred that the worst is over. The whole body may
follow at once, but usually there is a short pause, when,
the body turning sidewise, it is expelled by another
contraction. When the head has made its exit the
nurse or some assistant who has been previously instructed, should make gentle pressure upon the uterus
with her hands and follow it down as it contracts, and
keep up the pressure firmly until the bandage is put
on. When this is properly done it will secure the
necessary contraction of the uterus, the afterbirth will
be quickly expelled and no trouble from hemorrhage
will be liable. When flooding occurs in such cases,
it is usually because the uterus does not contract and
close the blood vessels, consequently the importance
of the advice relative to the pressure upon and grasping, as it were, the uterus as the child is being expelled, is obvious.
As soon as the head is born, it should be immedi-
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ately ascertained if the cord be wound around its neck
or not, and if it is it must be loosened, for if this is
not done the child may be strangled. Immediately
after the cthild is born it is to be laid on the right side,
its face free and exposed to the air, its mouth examined and freed from any mucus that m.y have accumulated, which will otherwise interfere with respiration.
As soon as the child cries - and it is generally sure
to find out its abilities to do so very quick - the cord
may be severed, and the birth, so far as the child is
concerned, is complete. If the cord is free from the
neck and cannot be felt to pulsate, it should be severed
at once, vwhether the child cries or not. If it does
not cry, artificial respiration is to be resorted to immediately, as described below. In severing the cord, first
take a waxed string, piece of tape, or other suitable
material for a ligature, and tie around it two or three
inches from the child's body, tie the cord again an
inch further from the child, and with a pair of scissors
cut the cord between the two ligatures, taking the oftreiterated precaution to see that no part of the child
is cut at the same time.
Several homceopathic writers have advised against
tying the cord at all, but severing without, as soon as
the pulsation ceases. When the cord is severed, if the
child breathes, it is to be laid upon a soft, warm cloth,
prepared for its reception, and handed to the attendant, upon whom the duty devolves of washing, dressing and making it presentable.
11
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If there is any delay in the child's breathing after
birth, let the cool air come upon its skin, which is a
natural excitant of respiration, or blow in its face or
mouth, or dash on a little cold water, slap it briskly
upon the back and chest, apply brisk friction all over
it. Be careful, however, that it does not become
chilled, and thus destroy its life. If this does not answer, inflate thle lungs by blowing in its mouth, and
then forcing out the air by pressing the chest, and
repeat till it gasps. Grasping it by the ankles and
swinging it with the head downward, has been recommended as an efficacious plan of restoring suspended
animation. I have never had occasion to try it.
If the short interval that occurs between the expulsion of the child's head and the rest of the body is
protracted beyond two or three minutes, manual assistance should be rendered. Friction and firm pressure over the womb is to be made, and inserting a finger into the child's arm-pit, slowly extract it. No
other course is left. Do not hasten too much lest you
favor hemorrhage. Do not delay too long or you endanger the child.
When there is no trouble about the child, a few
moments suffice to secure its separation and removal,
when the mother must be attended to; she must not
be neglected while the child is looked after.
If the pressure before mentioned has been properly
carried out, the uterus will have contracted and detached the afterbirth, and it may be already expelled;
but if it has not, and the flooding does not demand
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attention, the mother may be permitted to rest a few
minutes 1before making any efforts to extract it. If,
after waiting half an hour, there are no after-pains,
friction upon the abdomen, grasping the uterus with
one hand through the walls of the abdomen, and with
the other hand making gentle traction upon the cord,
is to be resorted to, care being taken not to use force
enough to tear the cord from the afterbirth, When
one or two efforts of the kind are not successful, the
hand it to be introduced gently into the uterus, and
grasping the afterbirth, at the same time keeping up
the pressure from without, will generally cause a contraction and both hand and afterbirth be expelled
together.
When the hemorrhage is too profuse, give ten grains
of gallic acid in a tablespoonful of water, or a teaspoonful of fluid extract of ergot, at once, and proceed
to remove the afterbirth in the manner above advised,
and apply the bandage, if such has not been done immediately upon the birth of the child. I would apply
the bandage as soon as possible after the child is born,
as it will favor contraction, expel the afterbirth, and
aid in controlling the hemorrhage.
When the afterbirth has come away, all the soiled
clothing is to be removed from the mother, the parts
cleansed with warm water and dried, and oiled with
pure sweet oil, lard or vassaline, a soft, warm napkin
applied, and dry, clean clothing put on; she is then
placed in bed and allowed to rest.
It is advisable to place under her a folded sheet or
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quilt to absorb the discharge that will continue, in
such a way that it can be removed when soiled without disturbing the bed. Attention should be given
that she does not suffer from exhaustive hemorrhage,
or make any exertion. She may lie upon her side or
back, as she prefers.
While this is being done the child should be receiving attention. It mnust be carefully washed. First,
rub it thoroughly with lard or some bland, oily substance, and then carefully wash with toilet or castile
soap and warm water. The oil is necessary to remove
the cheesey secretion, soap and water not being sufficient, for if any is left it is apt to cause irritation and
excoriations. Very often the skin diseases that occur
to infants are due to carelessness at the first washing.
;Rub the oil well in with the palm of the hand, and
for washing use a silk sponge or very soft cloth. Remember the child's skin is very tender, and must not
be treated at all harshly. Dry thoroughly. In performing this operation only a part of the child's body
should be exposed to the air at a time. Attention
should be given that every orifice of the body is thoroughly cleansed.
When the ablution is completed, examine the cord
to ascertain that no oozing is going on, for if there is,
another ligature must be put on. Take a piece of fine
linen rag, two or three inches square, and cut a hole
in the center large enough to pass the cord through,
and lie on the abdomen. Take another piece similar,
and wrap the end of the cord in it, turn it to one side
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and apply the binder middling firmly, and dress the
child. This fragment of the cord generally dries,
withers up and comes off in from four to six days.
The time may vary a little, and no force should at
any time be usedl to effect its removal.
As soon as the child is dressed it should be put in
bed with the mother and applied to the breast. By
doing this, we in a very considerable degree avert the
danger of flooding, and prevent what is known as
milk fever about the third (lay, which is apt to occur
if the secretion of milk comes on suddenly. Another
reason is that tlhe mother's breast usually contains a
secretion very desirable for the child to have, as it
acts as a laxative and promotes the expulsion of the
"mneconium"- a tarry substance found in the bowels
of new born children. The same secretion from the
mother's breast stimulates the liver, and is far better
for the child than the horrid practice that frequently
prevails in many portions of the country of feeding it
with urine and molitsses. Disgusting as such a practice is, there yet remains among the ignorant and superstitious a belief that it is necessary for the welfare
of the child. None outside of the medical profession
have any idea of the prevalence of such opinions.
If the nipple is not prominent enough to enable the
child to grasp it, it may be drawn out by taking a
bottle and filling it with hot water, or dipping it in
hot water and applying it over the nipple. As it cools
a sufficient degree of suction will occur to draw out
the nipple, then apply the child immediately. If-
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necessary, moisten the nipple with sweetened water
to induce child to take it.
It would seem almost absurd to say anything about
the disposal of the afterbirth, yet, knowing as I do,
that the traditions of a superstitious past cling with
extraordinary tenacity to all tlhat is concerned in reproduction, it may not be considered so much out of
place. I have been amused at the ceremonies to which
the afterbirth has been subjected by persons who were
otherwise enlightened and intelligent. So far as the
mother and child are concerned, it makes no differ
ence what becomes of it, only that its complete removal is effected, and to burn it or bury it is a satisfactory and effectual method of disposal.
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CHAPTER X
MANAGEMENT AFTER BIRTH.
Lookr after the Mother's Ilest-TInvolution of the Uterus-Diet of the
Mother--The Lehial I)ischare--Danger of Neglect-When It is
Unnatural w\hat is to he )one---After-Pains-Itemies-Attention
to the Bladder--The Bowels-Bloating-ilk Fever-The Nipples
and Breasts-Nuring Sore Mouth-Remedies-ing and Stuffn
the oung Emiaent as Soon as it is Born-Nuring-Why It Shoul
be D1one-Ml ilk for the Child--A Very Important Matter-Itegulating the Sleep of the Child-Proper Food for Children-Weaning
--I)ress and Bathing-oral Considerations-Medicine for the Baby
-Bowrels--Jaundice- Urine--Sore Eye-Prescriptions-VomIting
-Diarrhua--Remecies--Colic- -ltemedies -Teething-Its Trouble
and Rtemuedies.

For a longer or shorter time after delivery, the
motherw
uill continue to require attention,while the
care of the child has only just begun. The condition
of the mother will necessarily vary, depending very
much on the ease with which she has passed the ordeal,
as well as upon her previous physical condition. Heer
nervous system will have received a shock of variale
intensity, and. if the labor has been an easy one, or if
she is robust and in a, good condition to sustain such
impression, the shock will be mild. and of short duration, and in proportion to> the suxbsidence will be her
retuxrn tohealth and comnfort.
The agitation. caused by the labor wil be succeeded
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by a sense of lassitude and depression, similar to that
which occurs after any severe exercise. The circulation will be affected; the countenance will present a
dull appearance, and it frequently happens that almost before she has reached her bed, she will be attacked by a chill, that may make her teeth chatter.
Under ordinary circumstances this will soon pass off;
the circulation become natural, as manifested by a return of the regularity and fullness of the pulse; the
heat of the surface return; the skin moisten; every
function become natural, and the most perfect, calm
and delightful slumber follow. During this period a
watchfulness is to be observed. If the shock is severe
and prolonged, the prostration extreme, respiration
slow and sighing, or scarcely perceptible, the pulse
slow and weak, or rapid, small and fluttering, interference will be necessary, and small quantities of
stimulants may be given. Ammonia, wine, brandy
or whiskey in any palatable form, may be given in
small quantities and often repeated, and gradually
withdrawn as recovery becomes established.
During this time the possibility of hemorrhage must
not be forgotten, for the symptoms already enumerated
may be dependent upon loss of blood. Whoever
officiates in the capacity of nurse must make frequent
examinations to ascertain if the discharges are too
profuse, or if they are wholly arrested. If the hemorrhage is too free, it may be controlled by cinnamon
tea, five grain doses oif gallic acid in water, or one-half
teaspoonful of fluid extract of ergot. The doses to be
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repeated once in from one to four hours, as may be
necessary. Few will require such interference, and
particularly if the directions previously given have
been followed.
During this time she must be kept quiet, the room
slightly darkened, and no talking or whispering is to
be tolerated. She requires rest, sleep and recuperative repose, to restore her energies; but during
sleep she is not to be left wholly alone; a competent
person should remain with her to observe that nothing
goes wrong.
For the first few days she is to maintain the recumbent position, though she may frequently turn from
side to side, or even sit up in bed; but nearly all authors are united in advising that she remain in bed for
the most part of her time until the ninth or tenth day.
Women whose muscular tissue is more than usually
feeble will do well to remain even longer before any
exertion is made that will require muscular effort.
The reason for such advice is that the uterus, which
has been considerably increased in weight during gestation, may have time to resume its proper size before
its natural supports will be called upon to retain it in
its proper position in the pelvis. By following such
directions, the mother will materially diminish the
liability to uterine displacements. I am well aware
there are those to whom such advice will seem a
mockery. Some are compelled to disobey because
upon their daily toil depends their supply of life's necessities; others again, accustomed to the hardships
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of life, will have developed sufficient muscular power
so that recuperation will not be to them the necessity
it is to the weaker and more sensitive. In a previous
chapter allusion to these circumstances has been
m ade.
After delivery the uterus undergoes a process termed
involution, by which it resumes its previous size. On
the perfection of this process materially depends the
mother's future health. Having been increased in
weight from sixteen to twenty times, or even more, it
may be readily understood what an arrest of this process of involution implies. If this process is delayed
there will be pain, weight, aching in the back, hysteria,
and perhaps flooding. The hand over the abdomen
can detect the uterus large and tender. There is often
inflammation, or there may be a lack of muscular and
nervous power-atony. When this is the case, flooding is liable. If the mother continues the use of the
squaw vine and cohosh plants, already described there
will be little danger of an arrest of involution; but
should it occur it will be best to employ a competent
physician.
During convalescence the diet of the mother is of
importance. For the first three or four days a light
diet is to be employed. Oatmeal gruel, tea and toast,
light broth, and anything of an unstimulating character. This is to be maintained until the milk fever
has passed, which generally occurs about the third
day, if at all. When this secretion comes on gradually, but little disturbance will be noticed.
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If the diet is stimulating, the secretion of milk will
be apt to be attended with considerable fever, painful
and swollen breasts, etc., which it is desirable to avoid.
Ift however, the mother is feeble, a more nourishing
diet will be necessary from the first, and beef tea may
be given, mutton broth, etc. After the milk fever has
passed, the mother may have a nutritious diet, milk,
oysters, beef tea, mutton broth, rice, eggs, etc., etc.,
gradually returning to her customary diet, which
should be very nutritious.
After delivery a discharge termed the lochia takes
place from the mother's genitals, varying in its duration in different women. In some it may dry up in
a few days and in others continue for a month or even
longer. Its too early disappearance may be followed
by constitutional disturbances, and if not re-established will result in an impairment of the general
health, associated with some disease of the uterus and
its appendages. On the other hand, if too long continued or too profuse, it will demand attention on account of causing debilty. At first the discharge is
composed largely of blood. After a while it changes
in character, and has the appearance of a secretion.
For a few days it is of a red color, but rather thinner
and more watery than blood, and does not clot; then
it becomes yellowish, perhaps greenish, watery, with
often the appearance of puriform matter, and finally
of a soiled water appearance. It is accompanied with
peculiar and sometimes offensive odor. Upon its free
removal very much depends, and for this purpose soft
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napkins should be kept applied, and removed as often
as they become soiled. To permit this discharge to remain in the bed and about the mother is simply to endanger her life. It will develop fever and poisonous
infection. To negligence of this simple precaution
many a woman's life has been sacrificed. Frequent
ablutions should be employed, as it often becomes
acrid and excoriates the parts with whicl it comes in
contact. This may be prevented by washing with
warm milk and water, and applying some bland, oily
substance. When there is considerable fetor and the
discharge has the appearance of coming from a foul
or unhealthy sore, its absorption will be pretty certain
to cause very serious consequences of which child-bed
fever is a type. Under such circumstances I would
advise that vaginal injections of some antispeptic material be used. A wash of ten grains of permanganate
of potash, dissolved in a pint of warm water and injected at once, does well. The same quantity of carbolic acid in a pint of warm water, is also good, and
can be had at any drug store-and even if they could
not, soap suds are always at hand and far better than
nothing at all. Before using the carbolic acid or potash, use a lotion of warm soap suds to wash away the
decomposing and noxious fluids. Repeat the process
from two to four times in twenty-four hours. Place
the woman on a bed.pan and inject with any continuous syringe. If no bed-pad is at hand, fold an old
quilt to absorb the fluids and proceed. Absolute cleanliness mus be enforced.
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There is no doubt but this discharge sustains an intimation relation to the uterine involution-that it is
the method by which tile uterus is relieved of what
has now become superabundant tissue.
Caseaux remarks:
"That discharge contiinues from delivery until the womb
has regained its normal size and consistence."

During the milk fever the lochia is generally diminished. Its suppression is caused by cold, and the
mother should be extremely careful to avoid taking
cold during its continuation. If it is suddenly arrested there will be fever, general constitutional disturbance, bloating and tenderness of the abdomen, etc.
As a remedy in such a condition, I have confidence in
the administration of a tea of serpentariaroot. Add
an ounce to a pint of boiling water, and give in one
or two tablespoonful doses every hour until the discharge is re-established.
Aid it by a warm flaxseed
poultice to the abdomen and genitals. If there is
much pain and fever, one-half grain of powdered
opium may be given in connection with these other
means, and repeated in from two to four hours, according to the necessity. If the lochia becomes too
profuse and exhausting, it must be modified; a teaspoonful of wine of ergot may be given twice a day
to improve the contractile power of the uterus, and
some of the elixirs of cinchona and iron may be given
two or three times a day for their tonic influence.
These elixirs can be found in every well-regulated
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drug store, or may be substituted by one or two grains
each of quinine and carbonate of iron at a dose.
Usually, within an hour atter delivery, uterine contractions will occur, which resemble more or less closely
the throes of labor and are termed after paies. As a
rule, following the first delivery they are so slight as
to occasion little or no annoyance, but become more
and more severe with each succeeding child. Most
writers regard them as salutary, being necessary to
expel the clots that have formed within the uterine
cavity, and thus prevent hemorrhage, and to enable
the organ to diminish its size.
Prof. Bedford says:
"T'Shese pains are what are known as q(fter pahis. They
are nothing more than the contractions of the uterus ridding
itself of the fluids contained within it, and at the same time,
through these contractions gradually returning, as far as

may be, to its pristine state. After pains, therefore, instead
of being regarded as morbid or pathological, are to be classed
among the usual and necessary phenomena of childbirth.

In

a woman with her first child-a primipara-these pains are
ordinarily slight; in a multipara, on the contrary, they are
oftentimes severe and harrassing.

The reason of the differ-

ence is that, in the former case, the uterus is invested with

vigor and tonicity, and consequently soon becomes restored to
its original condition; while, in the latter, its walls are

flacid, and the contractions, therefore, more protracted."
Prof. Bedford's words reflect to a great degree the
opinions of the medical profession in this respect, and
furnish us with a practical suggestion, viz.: The more
nearly perfect the integrity of the uterus and its associate tissues, the less pain there will be after labor.
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This suggestion brings us back to a subject already
partially considered in a previous chapter, in which
directions are given for the removal of abnormal uterine conditions, and restoration of the muscular tissues
to a healthy and vigorous state, by the employment
of the squaw vine, blue and black cohosh. True, our
observations then were made with a view to relieve
the pains of labor, hut they hold equally good with
reference to the relief or prevention of after pains. I
can assure the reader tlhat this is not an unfounded
hypothesis, but an established fact often demonstrated.
There are those, however, who lave not had the
advantage of previous preparation, and for the relief
of such, it is highly proper to consider the remedial
resources at our command. When these pains are
protracted by a lax and enfeebled condition of the
uterus, a small dose of ergot will often promote the
contraction, and thus diminish their repetition. The
remedial influence of the black cohosh or cimicifuga
is similar, and may be continued while the after pains
last, in doses of five to ten drops of the fluid extract
or homreopathic tincture in water, repeated every
three or four hours.
When these remedies are unavailing and the suffering great, it may become necessary to resort to opiates
to diminish sensibility to pain. Opiates, however, do
not always act kindly, and when this is known they
should be avoided. When it becomes necessary to
resort to opiates, one or two teaspoonfuls of paregoric
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is generally sufficient, or one-sixth to one-fourth of a
grain of morphine, or five to ten grains of dover powder. I prefer to avoid opiates if possible, as they are
apt to derange the secretions, and the black cohosh
has usually met my expectations.
It not unfrequently happens after a somewhat severe or tedious labor, that the woman will loose control of the bladder, and either be unable to discharge
the urine at all, or perhaps it will constantly dribble
away from her as fast as it is formed. In other cases
she may have power to pass or retain it, but its passage will be painful, and the urethra remain sensitive
and tender.
When she is unable to discharge the urine and the
bladder is distended and painful, the catheter should
be resorted to, and it is a very easy matter to
draw 6ff the urine if the operator knows how. As no
one but a physician would be likely to attempt to pass
a catheter, no necessity exists here for describing the
operation. The woman should make an attempt to
pass water in the course of six or eight hours after
delivery. The first attempt will quite likely be somewhat painful, and if the urine is hot and burning, it
may be well to resort to anodyne diuretics, and a teaspoonful of sweet spirit of nitre may be given in a cup
of flaxseed tea. If this does not afford relief it may be
repeated, and two drops of tincture of belladonna
added to the next dose.
Should the woman be unable to pass her urine in
from ten to twelve hours, and there is any evidence
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that there is any urine in the bladder, before making
use of the catheter the following expedients may be
tried: Apply hot wet cloths to the lower abdomen
and external genitals, or a warm flaxseed poultice;
the warmth and moisture will often relax the tissues
and the discharge take place.
The influence of the mind upon matter is often
illustrated in cases of the kind, as stated by Prof. Bedford in his Principles and Practice of Obstetrics. He
says:

" I somewhere read years ago of the practice in these cases
of pouring, within the hearing of the patient, water from a
vessel slowly into a pitcher; and I can vouch for its efficacy
in several cases in which I had recourse to it. * * * *
It is a curious, but interesting circumstance that, occasionally, after the patient has made vain attempts to relieve herself, and the failure of the ordinary remedies, the moment
the accoucher suggests the necessity of having recourse to an
instrument for the purpose of drawing off the water, madam,
alarmed at the idea of an instrument, tells the nurse in an
undertone, 'Oh, I think I can relieve myself now.' The
nurse brings the bed-pan, and sure enough the bladder is
evacuated. Some persons cannot evacuate either bladder or
bowels upon a bed-pan, but seated upon an ordinary chamber vessel they find it easy enough, and particularly if it is
half filled with hot water."
When the urine dribbles away without any control,
a few drops of tincture of belladonna will generally
rectify the trouble. Give a drop every hour or two
until several doses have been given. If this fails to
be productive of good effects, Bedford recommends
12
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ten drops of tincture of cantharides twice a day in a
wine glass of flaxseed tea,
In some cases the kidneys will fail to secrete any
urine, and there will not be any in the bladder to
evacuate. In such cases the remedies must be addressed to the kidneys instead of the bladder, and a
convenient and reliable prescription will be found on
pages 93-94.
The custom prevails in many parts of the country
of giving the lying-in woman a dose of physic upon
some certain day after confinement -usually the second or third.
'Thereis no necessity of such a proceedure unless the condition of the bowels demands
it, and if the woman has kept her bowels in proper
condition before, there will be little necessity for cathartics now.
When, however, a necessity for opening the bowels
exists, the employment of a dose of castor oil the second or third day generally suffices, and also answers
the additional purpose of establishing a flow of milk.
If the condition of the milk does not require anything
of the kind, a seidlitz powder, a dose of citrate of magnesia, or an injection, will be equally satisfactory, and
often far more acceptable to the mother's palate.
An accumulation of gas in the bowels will give rise
to distention and suffering, sometimes amounting to
severe distress. Pressure will cause pain, which may
be mistaken for inflammation. In distention, the
swollen abdomen will sound like a drum if gently
tapped upon, and pressure though at first painful,
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will, if gentle and continued, soon give relief, while if
inflammation is present, the longer the pressure is
continued the more painful it will become. In this
trouble few if any remedies can equal turpentine.
Add one-half to one teaspoonful of "spirits" of turpentine to an ordinary dose of castor oil and take at
a dose. If the taste is offensive it may be given in
capsules or syrup of gum arabic. The application
of a warm flannel sprinkled withl turpentine to the
abdomen is also beneficial. An excellent homccopathic remedy is bryonia, of which five drops of the tincture is to be dissolved in one-half glass of water and a
teaspoonful given every hour.
Ordinarily, in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours
after delivery a febrile reaction, more or less severe
will be experienced. If the diet of the mother has
been stimulating, the fever will be more severe than
otherwise. If the breasts have been filled with milk
for some time, but little fever will be likely to occur.
There may be a chill, followed by fever, rapid pulse,
headache, unrest, and a more or less complete arrest
of the lochia. This phenomena may be accompanied
by distention and pain in the breasts, hence the term
milk fever. This will usually pass off in a few hours,
and generally does not require any treatment. When
severe, sponging the skin with tepid water, in which
a little soda has been dissolved, may be employed,
and a few doses of aconite given to promote sweating and abate fever. Put five drops of the tincture in
half a glass of water, and give a teaspoonful every hour.
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If the mother has taken the proper precautions to
harden the nipples with astringents, and subjected
them to handling by rubbing between the thumb and
finger, their tenderness will have been diminished
and she will not be liable to trouble. But if she has
not given the subject any attention, in a few days after
the child begins to nurse they will become exquisitely
sensitive and painful. An application of the child
will be an absolute punishment, and nursing will be a
severe struggle between duty and physical suffering.
The nipples are liable to become excoriated or cracked,
and being constantly in use are difficult to cure, for
every time the child nurses it opens the fissures anew.
When the pain becomes so great that the mother can
not tolerate the efforts of the child, she becomes liable
to another affliction. The breasts become engorged,
inflammation ensues, an abscess forms and she has a
"broken breast."
When the nipple is excoriated, the application of
astringents is appropriate, and an ointment of galls
may be used after nursing. When there is merely
tenderness, borax and water is a good applicationbrandy and water, or tincture of myrrh may be applied. If the nipple is fissured, it is a good practice
to unite the edges of the fissure as closely as. possible
and cover it with collodion, which forms an artificial
skin of sufficient firmness to admit of the child's nursing without being removed. It must be prepared by
adding about one part of Venice turpentine to six
parts of pure collodion, or it will be apt to contract so
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much on drying as to cause pain. In using it I would
apply to the fissure a solution of five grains of nitrate
of silver inlan ounce of water, and as soon as dry put
on the collodion with a brush, applying several layers
until it is sufficiently firm to hold and keep the fissure
closed and protect it from the child's mouth. Repeat
the process as often as it comes off or gets loosened.
A great variety of rubber shields are to be had, from
which protection may almost always be selected. Abscess of the breast may be due to the cause just described, to cold, to injury, etc., but is oftenest due to
carelessness in neglecting to have the milk properly
drawn. The affected breast becomes "caked," swollen,
painful. As soon as anything of the kind is noticed
apply warm poultices, and abstain from taking much
fluid. Camphorated oil makes a good application. I
have also found the oil of peppermint painted over
the entire breast a very effectual and agreeable remedy, and should be frequently repeated. The breasts
should be supported and not he allowed to hang down,
which increases the trouble. They may be held firmly
in position by several turns of a broad roller bandage
around the body. As an internal remedy give
.
Tincture of Aconite Root,
.
.
"
Belladonna,
Poke Root,
.
"'
Water 4 ounces.

.
.
.

10 drops.
10 drops.
20 drops.

Dose-A teaspoonful every hour or two until the inflam-

mation subsides.
If matter forms, as soon as it can be detected, evacuate it with the knife.
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During nursing, and sometimes during the latter
months of pregnancy the mother may be afflicted by
a peculiar species of sore mouth, which may be so
severe as to cause great suffering and seriously interfere with he the
taking of food. This condition is supposed to depend upon some peculiar unhealthy state
of the blood, and is oftenest found in those who are
suffering from an impaired condition of the general

health, among the scrofulous, etc. The treatment consists in imlprovilng the general ]ealth. Cinchona, iron,
quinine, may be taken with a nourishing diet, and
the mouth washed with borax and glycerin e in water,
chlorate of potash, an infusion of the common gold
thread or golden seal. Let them all be of a strength
that can be used without causing much pain. I have
found the baplisia an excellent remedy. I have usually given it in doses of fifteen drops of the tincture
three or four times a day. The remedy can usually
be obtained at first-class drug stores. It is also called
wild indigo, horse-Ily weed, etc. The homceopathic
remedies most likely to suit are arsenicum, mercurius,
nitric acid, etc.
Although a consideration of the child after the delivery is completed does not come within the scope of
painless childbirth, a brief allusion to the care of the
young "eminent" cannot be far out of place, and a
few pages on the subject will perhaps be tolerated by
those readers who have borne with us thus far.
Almost simultaneously with birth does feeding and
physicing begin. So extensive is the practice that a
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baby may consider itself extremely fortunate if it escapes a whole hour after it is born without having to
take something, and from that time forward there is
always a teaspoonful of some food or drug waiting for
it. If ever it ventures to test its lungs or voice, it
mustbe considered either sick or starving, and down
goes the favorite "dope." Indeed they sometimes live
in the world a whole day without getting their little
mouths empty enough to enter an objection to the
way business is done, by a cry. Ludicrous as such remarks seem, they are nevertheless too near the truth,
for, from the baby's arrival it is expected to freely partake of "pap," " sling," castor oil, paregoric, soothing
syrup, etc., etc., or else it must eat every time it wakes
up, if indeed it is not awakened to feed it.
I sincerely hope that those who read this little work
will remember that the baby is not always sick nor
hungry when it cries a little. More babies die from
over than under feeding. Nothing can be farther
from my wish than to neglect these little strangers,
but when we realize the growing tendency to keep
them half stupid with opiates in the form of powder,
paregoric, soothing syrup, baby syrup, and the like,
we are sure our language is not half strong enough.
There are times when opiates are needed, but to stultify a child's intellect and depreciate its vitality by
narcotizing, is an abomination. Since the first edition
of this book was published, I have had the pleasure
of reading a very excellent work on baby feeding, entitled "How we Fed the Baby," by Dr. C. E. Page, of
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Lewiston, iMe., which I cordially recommend to the
consideration of every nurse and mother in the land.
While a child's stomach is intended to receive
nourishment quite often, it is to be remembered that
one supply should be received and digested before
another is needed. Great harm may be done by
keeping the little stomach distended all the time.
The infant is not capable of reasoning, and will often
nurse when the stomach is distended with milk. It is
not uncommon for it to worry and take the breast
greedily, when the judgment of the nurse or mother
should prevent.
Usually at birth the breasts of the mother are filled
with a peculiar secretion in which is found an element
known as colostrum. #This possesses some purgative
properties, and will cause the child's bowels to move,
and free the intestinal canal of the dark, tarry substance already alluded to as the meconium. This secretion from the mother's breast is better for this purpose than any drug, and for this reason the child is
to be put to the breast early. Another reason is, its
efiforts will induce a flow of milk. There is still another reason, and that is, a baby. can be taught to
nurse with less trouble before it has been fed with a
spoon than after.
The breast may contain but little nourishment at
first, but still it should be regularly returned to the
breast the same, for the benefit of the mother if nothing else, as it causes the contraction of the uterus. At
first it may cause her considerable pain.
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If there is no milk in the mother's breasts it will
become necessary to supply artificial nourishment,
and for this purpose diluted cow's milk is most appropropriate. It may be diluted about half and half
with warm water and a little sugar added. Without
entering into a consideration of the relative compositions of human and cow's milk, suffice it to say that
such a mixture is the most nearly perfect substitute at
hand, and may be given about as often as the child
would ordinarily be nursed, which is on an average
about once in two hours during the day, and about
once in three hours at night. This may be varied a
little, and as the child becomes older, the intervals
should be lengthened. Ordinarily it may be permitted
to take enough to satisfy itself.
The experience of ages, and the dictates of common
sense all unite in declaring that the most natural
food for a new-born infant is its mother's milk, provided she be in a proper state of health. As her blood
has nourished during its foetal existence, it is now her
duty to nourish it with her milk. True, there are circumstances which will necessitate some other means
of furnishing it subsistence, and if the mother cannot
nurse it, the next best substitute is a nurse. In the
selection of a wet nurse, obtain one as near as possible
the age of the mother, and whose child is not much
older than the child they are also to nourish. It is
needless to say she must be free from disease. Even
when the mother herself undertakes to nurse the child,
if she becomes extremely emaciated, or attacked by
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any disease, it is best that she transfer her charge to
the breast of a hired nurse.
When a proper nurse cannot be obtained, the next
resource is cow's milk, which may be diluted, and
have a little sugar added, as already stated, and as the
child's age increases, the water and sugar should be
gradually lessened. The sugar used for this purpose
should be pure refined white sugar. Select one cow,
if possible a young one, one that calved as near as
possible about the time of the birth of the child. The
cow should be perfectly healthy, properly fed, and
milked regularly. The selection of cow's milk is of
the greatest importance.
If it is decided to "bring up" the child on cow's
milk, select a suitable nursing bottle, with a nipple
which will require the child to make a little exertion
to secure the milk. Let the bottle be simple and easy
to keep clean. Never use it to refill without thoroughly cleaning. Sour, musty, decayed milk is not a
success as a healthy nutriment for a baby. A filthy
nursing bottle is exceedingly favorable to the development of disease germs, and a potent child destroyer.
These may appear to be small matters, but they are
potent in results. The newer the milk the better the more natural it will be. The mother's milk must
be healthy and the diet must be appropriate, for it
will have a very great influence upon the child. If
she eats any articles of diet that disagree with her it
will affect the child. Medicines taken by the
mother during nursing will have an influence
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upon the child similar to the effect they have upon
the mother.
The child should be taught the habit of seeking the
breast at regular intervals. This is easily done if undertaken at the commencement. We are more or less
creatures of habit, and it is mucl easier to form a
habit thlan to break one. Babies learn quickly and
unlearn with difficulty.
The evils of excessive nursing must he borne in
mind, for it exhausts tlhe moter and breaks her down.
It may be that slhe may not have milk enough, then
it will be necessary to rely partly upon cow's milk.
Should the mother's health decline under nursingher recuperative powers be inadequate to the demands
of the child and her own system, she had doubtless
better wean the child or resort to feeding it cow's milk.
It is a mistake for her to take large quantities of
fluids to make more milk, as it impoverishes her, and
does little to benefit the child. If the fluids she takes
are nutritious and improve her health and strength,
as well as increase the flow of milk, they may be continued, otherwise abandoned. If she has too much
milk, she must be very careful and not allow her child
to nurse too much, and thereby injure it.
I am often called upoh to decide if beer or the prep.
arations of malt are beneficial, and I am inclined to
believe they are, if they agree with the nursing mother. They usually improve the appetite, increase assimilation and aid nutrition, and in this way aid the system to appropriate nourishment from food to supply
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the demand. If they fail to do this they had better
be left off.
In infancy there is a necessity for considerable sleep,
and when the sleep is calm and natural it should be
continued without interruption for considerable time.
A young child will be apt to sleep between each feeding, and it is a question of importance to decide
whether the child should be waked up to nurse. After
the foregoing remarks on habit there cannot be much
doubt on the subject, and I would advise that it be
done, so that there may be as great a regularity about
sleeping and eating as possible, and if this plan is carried out the trouble will be materially reduced. Usually for the first month or two the child will pass twothirds to three-fourths of the twenty-four hours in
sleep. From the second to the sixth month, it will
naturally sleep twelve hours at night, waking three
or four times to nurse, and taking two or three naps
during the day.
It should not be expected to sleep too much, for as
it becomes old enough to notice objects it will amuse
itself with playthings and not sleep so much. Until
a child is two years old it will require a nap in the
forenoon and one in the afternoon. As it grows older
it will sleep less. By a wise provision of nature
the amount of sleep in health will usually regulate
itself, though the mother may take advantage of it
and divide the sleep during the day into regular intervals, for her own convenience and the welfare of
the child.
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Do not bury it beneath a mass of heavy bedclothes,
nor cover it so lightly that it will be chilled. Maintain as nearly as possible an even temperature. The
room should be moderately darkened while sleeping.
There should be plenty of pure air, but care is to be
taken that it is not left to sleep where a current of
air may blow upon it. Do not cover its face with the
bed clothes. Give it plenty of room. A crib is better
than to have it sleep in the bed with the mother. Its
bedding should be freely and frequently aired, and
kept free from all unhealthy odors.
As a rule it will be best that the child be confined
exclusively to its mother's, nurse's, or cow's milk until
it is six months old. The organs of digestion in children are very easily deranged and many kinds of food
are disproportioned to their digestive powers. Iiarrhoea will often manifest itself as a result of poor or
unhealthy milk, and will also occur when food does
not agree, and will cause more or less colic.
When a child is six months old it may have a
mouthful now and then of the mother's food, or arrow root, corn starch, powdered rice in milk do well;
powdered crackers are good, and from these simple
articles a variety of nutritive and easily digested
articles can be prepared. Begin at first with a very
small quantity, and gradually increase. Variety is as
necessary for children as for grown people. They become disgusted and tired of one kind of diet, and their
constitutions require variety. This is an important
point, and really is the secret of good nutrition in
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children. Meats are not much required except under
direction of a physician, until after weaning. Let
them have a crust of bread when they get so they can
hold it. They chew or suck it and get nourishment;
it teaches them to eat, amuses them and favors teething. When the mother has carried out the fruit diet,
and lived on non-osseous materials, the child should
have food containing lime, and the various preparations of wheat are beneficial, but must be given in
moderation. There will frequently arise circumstances that demandI a change of diet. When the child
does not thrive on milk, or is afflicted with cholera
infantum, I would then give beef tea, mutton broth,
etc., as a change, and they will sometimes be found to
agree fir better than milk. People living in cities
will often find it impossible to get milk that will be
good. Then the artificial substitutes will be necessary. An article called mincasea may be tried in
many instances with advantage. I am satisfied many
children will die if we adhere to a rule in selecting
the diet, and I am convinced from experience that it
is better to vary the quality and kinds of food given
and lengthen the intervals between feeding. When
anything disagrees it should be discontinued instead
of forced.
There are numerous articles of diet in the market
for children--Liebig's, Ridge's, Horlick's, etc.-and
they have some merit; still from coarse wheat flour
a diet can be arranged by the ingenuity of the cook
that will be agreeable and beneficial. Care is to be
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taken to avoid overloading the stomach, and not feed
it anything too rich for the digestion. Milk must of
a necessity enter largely into the composition of its
food the first year of its life.
In feeding let the same regularity be observed as is
advised in nursing. When the teeth have come, it
can begin to chew, and meats may be given-the tenderest meat of a fowl, and they will enjoy eating it
very much-broths, soups, gruel, bread and milk.
When it has no teeth to masticate meats, eggs may be
given.
Until the child is three'or four years old and perhaps older, it will need feeding oftener than the regular hours at which its parents eat. It will need extra
meals between breakfast and dinner and between dinner and supper. Be careful to prepare its food well,
and regulate the hours according to its needs.
It is a very foolish idea to disregard the choice in
food, or starve them to certain articles or frugality, in
order to make them tough. Privations are not intended for infancy, and upon us depends their future,
and we should endeavor to render their constitutions
vigorous and energetic by a well-selected, well-regulated and sufficient diet.
Give the baby a drink of water often. Many mothers never think of this, and the little things suffer intolerably from thirst which milk does not quench.
This causes babies to nurse when they do not need it.
Offer it to the child frequently whether it nurses or
not, Don't be afraid of water, and don't adulterate it.
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Pure, clear, cold water is as grateful to an infant as an
adult, and will contribute to its health and good nature.
It is often a question of considerable importance
when to wean the little one Nothing is gained by
nursing too long when no circumstance demands it,
and on the other hand there may be danger in weaning it too early. As a rule, from twelve to fifteen
months is the proper age. They should have been
for some little time previously gradually inured to
the substances from which they must hereafter derive
their nourishment, before the change is abruptly
forced upon them. Should the mother become pregnant again during nursing it will be best that weaning take place at once.
The season for weaning is important During the
hot weather, intestinal disorders are most prevalent,
and any digestive irregularity it is known will generally give rise to diarrhoea and other disorders of a
similar nature, and unless some circumstance renders
it imperatively necessary, it is not best to wean during hot weather nor just preceding it. The mother
should arrange to wean early in spring, so the child
may become accustomed to different food before the
hot months, or else she should defer weaning until
those months during which there is the greatest infant
morality have passed. To wean infants in a city in
hot weather is fatal in a very large per cent. of cases.
Cow's milk in the cities in summer is always a question of serious investigation, and no matter how care-
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fully managed, it is certain if the milk is all right
when it leaves the dairy, by the time the infant gets it
it will have been influenced to some extent. The
country is certainly the place for babies in the sumiler.

It is a popular, but mistaken idea, that children become accustomed to hardships by exposure, and this,
together with vanity, which latter is often construed
as maternal pride, often subjects them to a system of
dress in which the very parts that should be covered
and protected from the cold are exposed. If mothers
are particular to expose to public view any portion of
the child's body, let them cut out a piece from the
clothing immediately over the heart; but keep the
neck, arms and legs covered and protected. This pernicious custom of low-necked dresses and bare arms,
while very pretty, is a fruitful source of catarrhal and
pulmonary affections. The surest and safest way to
toughen a child is to take every precaution so that it
may pass through the first years of its life without any
ailment. Every child should be clothed so as to thoroughly protect it from dampness and cold. As a rule,
fine, soft flannel, Canton flannel and calico are the
materials from which the clothing can be made.
Fine, soft flannel next the skin, except where it would
be too often wet, is better than cotton material. The
dress should be loose and easy, to admit freedom of
movement. It is to be sufficient in quantity to protect from atmospheric vicissitudes effectually, and
m st be regulated by the season and the weather.
13
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Every article of dress worn through the day should
be changed at night.
The advantages to be derived from regularity of
bathing are usually underrated. The bath serves
several purposes, of which cleanliness stands first
It is an absurd idea to bathe children in cold water.
The sedative influence of the cold is too great; it fafors internal congestions, and often lays the foundation for serious diseases.
Every morning the child should have a bath, the
temperature of which may be gradually reduced until,
after a few weeks, it is not much above the temperature of the room, but never to coldness. Usually in
infancy the temperature may be near one hundred
degrees. The water should not be too warm. After
a time the morning bath may be reduced to eighty
degrees, or even seventy, but it must not be done at
once, nor should the child remain in it too long. The
child can be soaked to death as well as not bathed
enough. Some have an idea that a child can't bathe
too much. This is absurd. As a rule, a few minutes
in the morning is enough-as much as should be tolerated.
In the evening a warm bath may be given for its
soothing effect, and a sponge bath at the same time is
most desirable, though if the child is irritable and
restless, immersion of the body for a couple of minutes
will be beneficial, and if it is of a feeble disposition a
little salt may be added to the evening bath. The
child must not remain in long enough to induce per-
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spiration after it has been taken out and wiped dryif it does, the bath will do more harm than good. An
hour or two after eating or nursing should elapse ere
the bath is given. The room should never be cold,
and care is to be taken that the child does not take
cold. The skin is to be thoroughly dried after the
bath with some soft material. Very little soap is
necessary. There is but little oily matter to be removed from a child's skin, and warm water will usually remove other impurities. Whatever soap is used
must be unirritating or it may cause skin diseases.
As a rule, children are more intelligent and observing than supposed, and they quickly form habits that
are not easily broken. They seldom thrive well when
peevish or fretful, while good natured children ore
most generally healthy. Their dispositions are naturally cheerful and joyous, unless sickly, neglected or
mismanaged. The following remarks from Buchanan's Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, are well worthy
the attention of mothers, even though their author
has been guilty of unprofessional conduct:
" The entire system of nursery discipline, too, has a direct
tendency to call into action, at an early age, the passions of
the child, rather than to still them, or direct them in their
appropriate channels. At one time it is dandled and coaxed

in order to quiet it; at another it is scolded and beaten for
the same purpose. We either do what it desires, or compel
it to do what we like. We comply with its whims, or make
it submit to ours.
"Thus no medium is observed, and the child is doomed to
be always giving orders or receiving them. Accordingly,
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the first idleas it fornis are those of dominion or slavery; before it can speak it commands, before it ats it obeys; and
someties it is corrected beforte it is conscious of faults, or
evei before it is capyable of comnmitting any. We thus implant in its tender mtiitd those passions which ace afterwards
ulnjustly attritutd to rnatur
e; and havin taken pains to
rendetr it deprved, wve complain because we find it so.
"B ut a peevish and fitful dispoition in infancy sometimes arises fraomnto close confncemetntin stagnan and impure tmospheres, impairing the eergies of the system, impeding digestion, and subjecting the sentient organs to impressions, if not i)ositively painfufl, at lest uncomfortable.
Thle remliedy consists in removing the cause. All attempts to
Itrevent or sooth~e the fr"etfulness of an infant by cakes, sweet
meats and confectionery sould be
ibited. The child
soon aquires a mrbid appetite for such things, which is
ruinous to its healtih, and it soon lerns to cry nd fret in
order to obtain them; nor should children when they happen
to fall, or experience disappointment of an kind, be soothed
by expressions of extreme pity and sort-o, and be allowed,
in order to hush its cries, some foolish indulgence, Nothin
tends more certanly to encourage a fretful, compilaining and
exciting dispoasition, or" to indu ce violen~t and. long-conttinuedl
paroxy~sms of crying fo r thae most trifling causes.
"FIear of th~e most intense description, causing immediate
injury to htealth and often p~roducing a lamnentabie degree of
fecebleness of chaeracter in after life, is not unfrequently excited and cherished in ch~ien, by th~e reprehen sible conducet of parents and nurses in attempting to render them
qu~iet, oar enfo~rce their otbedience to commands given them
by threatening with a visit from some object of' tesrror. Asw
are liable to be ruled. often by the influence of incidents and
impressionts subject to revival by associations, when the

cau ses which first produced them. are remembered no lon ger,
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howcv studious, therefore, mght those who have the care of
children to be, that no impressions be made on their minds
rvhich should bias their affections, mislead their judgments,
or refder migatory their best resolves to the end of their
lives. 'e ought to be careful before punishing a child for
obstinacy, that its fault really arises from its own wilfulness,
and not for childishness or inability to do what you bid it.
Inadavertency, forgetfulness, unsteadinss and wandering of
thought, are the natural faults of childhood, and, therefore,
unless observed to be wilful, are to be mentioned softly, and
gained upon by time. Chaildren, if 1)rolerly traed from
their birth, are far more docile than the generality of parents are inclineda. to believe; and, at a very early age can
sonable and unjust in or
distinguislh betwveen what is ca
behavior toward them. They should, therefore, be treated
as rational creatures, and be made sensible by the mildness
of ouar carriage, and be the comlposure even in our correcting
them, that what is done is reasonable in us, and useful and
necessary for them ; and thtat it is not out of caprice, passion
or fancy, that they are commanded or tkrbidden anything.
"Annger is the most readily excited passion in childhood.
Its immrediate efforts are, in the hrighest deg ree, prejudicial
to health, by determrining to the haead an undue amouznt of
blood. It is very often thae result of having firquently witnessedl the ehibition of violent passions in those whlo surrouind it. Cryin0 , screamxing and variouas ge ticualations of
the limbs and bod~y, are th~e mneans by which the passions of
anger and other violent emnotions are g;enetraily exparessed in
nfancy.
"Somnetimes when a child. begins to cry, to pacify it, a
stick is offered it to be beat the ' naughty stool' or ' stove,'
that made it stumble; with this the child. mray be quieted,
burt thence it inastinctively acquires thae d~ispositiorn to revenge
itslf on whatever gives it unreasiness or inconrvenaience,
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whetlhetr th ings or persons; and thus the desire for revenge
is so deply imlplntecd in the ind as scarcely ever after to
be entirely eradicated.
Par ents often truly wish their c ildren to do wpell, but, by their"own example, implat in thir
the secs or nianv a vice.''
offpring

There is another rer"ehiensile custm, which,
though perlaps not exactly a moral consideration, is
not wholly iinppropriat e hiere, an that is, rockin
or joltig thec chiild: every time it fret.
Cildren can
be taugt to go to sleep ,just as wel without rocking
as with , nd were I to bing up a scoref children
none of themmi sh1oulfd be rocke.
rrIue, it often quiets
themll an(1 induces sleep, but it does it by causing an
bnormal ccondition of the rin

an

nervous system.

Let a gr"own person try*cradile rocking, or swinging,
and sec h:owi they w"ill like it. If motion is to be emloyed. a carriage is fazr prferble. Frequentlywhen
the chaild is cryig fraom colic, and its little abdomen
writh wind, or when there may be deteris iteed
n~intion of blood to the head-, the h~ead h~ot, feverish,
an if the child cou ld sp-eak, it would ad, painfu l, it
is taken upon the knee andc jolted, j oun ced. and trotted,
and the hard~er it cries th e mora e v~igorous the priocess,
until it falls in~to an. un easy sleep. I always feel asif
I wantedc to lior, ewhi a mother or nutrse who treat
the suffering child in that way. Wiere th~ey t try the
sam prcess when suffering sim ilarly tor the chil,
thy ould ransa ck the vcocabulry for word exres
ive of condemnation. Often when atending children
sufering wit disea e of th e brain I have mo re
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trouble to protect them from swinging and jolting
than anything else--motions that are not only excrutiatingly painful, but absolutely injurious.
It is not possible within the scope of a work like
this to introduce much pertaining to the remedial
management of children, yet a few suggestions may
not be out of place. A protest has already been made
against indiscriminate dosing.
Among the first things likely to demand attention
Usually the
is the evacuation of the child's bowel.
and
will
be
sufficient,
breast
in
the
mother's
secretion
we may wait for twenty-four hours without interfering. If at the expiration of this time the bowels have
not moved, give a tablespoonful of a moderately strong
tea of elder flowers, sweetened with molasses. Repeat
every two or three hours until the object is accomplished. A small dose of castor oil is often given with
good results.
New born infants are often afflicted with jaundice,
which is easily recognized by the color of the skin.
The elder flower tea alluded to above is usually sufficient to overcome it if continued for a few days, but
must not be given in large enough doses to purge. If
the jaundice depends upon a diseased condition of the
liver of an inflammatory character, the skin and eyes
will be of a dirty yellow, the stools clay-colored, the
urine yellow and scanty, the child drowsy, with griping pains. I would advise in addition to the above
measures that half a grain of leptandrin be triturated
with five grains of sugar of milk, and given at a dose.
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This may be repeated every four hours until the stool
exhibits bilious matter. If the trouble does not yield
quickly a physician had better be called.
Usually the kidneys perform their functions naturally at birth, and if the child does not pass its water
within ten or twelve hours, there will be more apt to
be some obstruction to the flow, than a lack of secretion. Observe carefully that it has not urinated. If
the urine is retained and the bladder full, it may be
felt as a round, circumscribed tumor in the lower part
of the abdomen. If such be the case a physician is to
be called at once, who will introduce a catheter, or
bougie, for the child's relief, unless some other expedient he may suggest avails. If there is no urine
secreted, then a few drops of sweet spirits of nitre in
water may be given. Before resorting to medicine a
correct diagnosis should be made, for if the bladder is full and nitre is given it may increase the
trouble.
Three or four days after birth, infants are often attacked by a peculiar species of inflammation of the
eyes, which should receive immediate attention, for
delay here is especially dangerous and may result in
destruction of sight, while if promptly and properly
treated will generally yield with little trouble. The
causes may be matters of an irritating character from
the mother getting into them at birth, cold, exposure
to bright light, soap suds getting into the eyes when
washing it. A physician should be called at once,
though a tea of chamomile flowers to bathe the eyes is
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often beneficial, I have found the following very satisfactory :
Permanganate of Potash,
Pure water,
.
.

.

.

2 grains.

.

.

4 ounces.

Mix.
Bathe the eyes often with it, taking care to get some
of it into the eyes.
Borax,
.
Rose Water,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5 grains.
1 ounce.

Mix.
The latter is also an excellent mixture, and may be
freely used. Wash the eyes with pure warm milk and
water and remove all crusts and secretions, and to
prevent the lids sticking together, apply a little pure
olive oil, or a dram of pure glycerine may be added
to the borax and rose water for the purpose, and will
usually be found to work well. The eyes are to be
protected from the light. The bowels must be kept
gently open until the inflammation subsides. In the
purulent opthalmia of infants no time is to be lost or.
the eyes may be destroyed. The discharge is profuse
and mattery, the lining membrane very red and
swollen, light unbearable. Absolute cleanliness is
needed. Thoroughly bathe eye several times a day
with :
Boracie Acid,
Hot Water,

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

1 dram.
. 4 ounces.

Use warm, taking care to thoroughly cleanse the
eye, and be careful that no matter be transferred to
the other eye. A competent physician should attend
the case.
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Vomiting must not always be regarded as an evidence of disease, for many healthy children vomit.
Indeed, it must be regarded as a wise provision of nature for the disposal of an excess of food. When this
is the case, care should be exercised to diminish the
quantity of food taken. Vomiting may, however, be
caused by an unhealthy condition of the milk, it
is also the result of irritation of the stomach, and
when due to this latter cause the child soon becomes
pale, feeble, distressed looking, and loses its appetite.
The remedies mostly to be depended upon in these
conditions are to be derived from the homeopathic
school, and are aconite, arsenicum, ipecac, nux vomica
and pulsatilla. A drop of the tincture of either may
be put into a glass half full of water, of which a teaspoonful is to be given every three or four hours.
Preparations of pepsin are ruch employed for the
purpose, and for an infant of a few months, one grain
of pepsin and one-fourth grain of subnitrate of bismuth may be given every three or four hours with
advantage, thus:
.
.
.
Pepsin,
Subnitrate of Bismuth,

.

.

.

.

.

.

4 grains.
1 grain.

Make four doses. One every three hours.
Derangement of digestion, over-feeding, disease of
the mother, impure milk and a variety of circumstances render infants liable to a looseness of the bowels. The cause should be carefully sought and remedied, for nothing is more damaging to infants than
the disorders of the stomach and bowels. The pre-
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ascription just given is excellent and will generally
correct the stomach and through it the bowels. The
:addition of a tablespoonful of lime water to a pint of
milk will in many instances arrest the trouble. All
indigestible articles of food must be carefully prohibited. Often oily matters are the cause, and by skimming the milk it may be taken without further
trouble. Opiates are too often resorted to, but they
merely check the trouble for the time being, only to
break out again when the remedy is suspended. I
have found the homoeopathic remedies-arsenicum,
chamomilla, cam phor, ipecac, mercurius, podophyllum,
nux-usually adequate for the relief of such cases
when associated with regulation diet. One or two
drops of the tincture may be added to half a glass of
water and a teaspoon ful given every two or three
hours.
Very small doses of the neutralizing cordial of the
eclectic school repeated every three or four hours,
will generally correct the trouble. That prepared
with brandy and not much sugar is best, and may be
given in ten or fifteen drop doses to a child three
months old. Alternate it with the pepsin and bismuth.
Colic is one of the approbia of infancy, and may depend upon flatulency, or upon impaired digestion,
acidity, etc. When upon acidity a little soda is the
most ready remedy, and may be added to the milk.
The stools in this case will generally be green, and
the matter vomited sour, the child worrisome. When
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from impaired digestion, careful regulation of the
diet, and nux vomica as under the head of vomiting.
When due to flatulence a little camphor sling, tea of
fennel seed, sweet flag, cellery, chamomile, etc. I
have, however, found colocynth one of the grand remedies for infantile colic. It may be given as prepared
and found in the hoImeopathic medicine cases, or this:
Tincture of Colocynth,
.
Water,

.

.
.

.
.

.

2 drops.
2 ounces.

ose---A teaspoonful every houi r.
One dose will usually suffice, and by repeating it
once in four or five hours the tendency to colic is often
broken up.
When the trouble is repeated often, an occasional
dose of the neutralizing cordial may be given and
then alternate colocynth with carbo vegetabilis of the
homccopaths two to four hours apart till the malady
is wholly broken up. Careful attention to diet is
necessary.
The formation of bone, as may be inferred by reading the preceding chapters, requires the food to contain more or less of lime. As our dietetic measures
deprive the infant of this element during its foetal existance the question arises, may not this element be so
deficient as to retard the natural development of bone,
teeth, etc., after birth? Such a condition is not likely
because the food of the mother, milk, etc., contain this
substance in sufficient quantity for the purposes of the
system, and it is often administered in the form of
lime water in milk. When the child manifests the
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symptomxs of teeth~ing, and still the teeth delay, I have
often given somie of the preparations of lime with
e'lhomopthic school recominen d
speedy results.
the carbonate, or as they term it, calcarea cmb. It is
an effective prepa,ration ndc
ill give stisfaction.
rrhe process of teeth ing is very often accompanied by
derngement of the bowels, an(1 we are to be careful
hlow we a.bruptl chieck a diarrha at the time lest we
cause an irritationiof the brin and nervous system of
fatr more serious tendencies thafn the diarrha. Usually the gums vill be swollen, hot acd painful. Frequent bathiing the mouth of the child, cooling drinks,
etc., will be beneficial, anc a the same time if there is
diarrhoea lime ater should be aded to the milk. If
the diarrhoea becomes too profuse employ the remedies as directed under diarrhoea. f' there are symptoms of disturbance of the brain, control with elsemainum. This will be better than opiates, thus:
2 cdrops .
F'luid Ex tract of Gelserninumn,
.

Dose -A, teasp oonful ev ery one or*twor hours.
If there is fever, add acoite to it thus:
Fluid Extra"ct Glseminu~n,
W'ate r,

.

.

.

2 dr~ops.

..

.

.

unces.

'The child should have someth ing to bite ont at the
same timre to aid in bringing the teeth through. I
have foundc such a course satisfa ctory in nearly all
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CHAPTER XL
STERILITY.l

A

Divine Mn
nctfte--Thlee Consummtation of Love hut half AttaineProfesional C'oidenci-Q'uan
ua
and Marriage U uica-Intercsting Consierat iol---l latory -Ca--Iuses of terility-men-What
Its Presence or Absuencee Indicates-The Woman Blamed-DisIa(ceniate of the Uterus-Uterine T umor-How they Act a
Ca uses and whbo are to Manage them-Deormities of the UterusStricture-Chironric Inflmmation-Leuchorrh
-Dsmenorrheaienstrual Derangemets-OCCvrian and Uterine Deility-Seual
Excesses and. Apathy--Ovarianl Disease-Late Marrie-times the H3usbanrd is to Blame if MIarriage Is Unfruitful-Temperamental Incomptibility--Oter Causes-Sme not to be Conidered
-- elations of Society-W''hen a Woman is Sterile who i to Blame.

In obedience to a Divine mandate, it is natural for
wonan to yearn for motherhood, for it is the ideal
state of every woman who has not already arrive~d
there. Althoug it is not uncommxxon to meet y-oung
married. women wh o wishr to defer th e asum tio~n of
maternal responsiiites for a, tie, there are fewv
wome indeed. whlo will voluntaril pursue life's journey without the companionship of one or mnore of
those little blessings, to enliven her sympathies and.
increase her enjoyment in the noonday of life and to
comfort her declining years
Marriage is the consummation of love; y et without
offspring t object is but half ataine d. Th*e omn
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of children strengthens the ties already existing between man and wife, and renders happy and harmonious lives that would otherwise be passed in estrangement and discord.
The yearning of the wife's heart for children is a
natural instinct that is largely shared by the husband.
Although they may conceal their desires from one
another, and even publicly assert that they entertain
an intense hatred for children, in the privacy of the
professional consultation, confessions are made which
prove that nature is true to herself,
"'With many females the grave islooked forward to with
more cheerfulness than a childless longevity, and not a few

husbands would rather die in the prime of manhood and
leave an heir, than to live to gray old age and be considered
incapable of reproduction."
So great is the regard of offspring by both husband
and wife (and I do not consider it as a betrayal of professional confidence, when I assert that consultations
are by no means infrequent, and that in special practice), the question is often asked by both male and female, "Am I capable of becoming a parent ?" and
when disappointed in the realization of their desires,
though perhaps charging the fault upon the other,
they secretly and without the knowledge of the other,
seek professional advice and remedy. In other cases
both parties seek advice together, hoping by so doing
that the true cause of the barrenness may be ascertained, and the proper remedy obtained.
There are very few subjects that give men or worn-
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en more anxiety than this, for to go through life with
the self consciousness of procreative inability, is indeed a source of very great unhappiness. Quacks
have taken advantage of this and made the subject
the basis of numerous "Marriage Guides," in which
the authors have sought to impress the unmarried
with a belief in their own incompetency in order to
wring from them large sums of money for pretended
restoration.
According to the observations made by English investigators nearly one married woman in eight is
barren. Barrenness, however, cannot be considered
as absolute, even without interference, for it is known
that women who have borne children may become
sterile, while on the other hand, women who have
been sterile for years subsequently become fertile. It
has not, however, transpired in the course of these investigations how far the sterility may be the fault of
the husband. Nor is it likely that such an inquiry
can ever receive more than an approximate answer,
for the very reason that people will never consent to
have their private matters become public property to
the extent necessary to form a close estimate.
The average time elapsing between marriage and
the first child is about seventeen months. The first
three years may be permitted to lapse before the woman can practically consider herself sterile, though if
she has not made use of any preventives during that
length of time, and conception has not occurred, the
chances are as thirteen to one against her, for she will
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be likely to remain unfruitful, except she receive
assistance from art.
In considering this subject, it is to be remembered
that it does not always follow because a marriage is
fruitless, the wife is to blame. Nor does it follow because a woman has not borne living children that she
is always sterile. Nor is it certain that if she is barren the first few years of married life that she will
never have children. Woman sometimes becomes
fecund after years of sterility. The mother of Louis
XIV. was sterile for twenty-two years before his birth;
the wife of Henry II. became the mother of ten children after a period of ten years of barrenness. Dr.
Tilt, of England, mentions a case of a healthy woman
who had married a healthy man at eighteen, but did
not bear a child until she was forty-eight. Numerous
instances are on record where a marriage has been
unproductive, divorce followed with subsequent marriage of the man and wife to another woman and man,
respectively, and the subsequent unions were blessed
with offspring.
The causes of sterility are various, and in a very
large per cent. of cases can be remedied. A careful
investigation of each individual case will usually reveal the cause of sterility and point out the indications of cure.
Among the causes most frequently met are the
following: Chronic inflammation of the neck or body
of the womb, stricture of the neck of the womb, flex
ure or elongation of the neck of the womb, tumors,
14
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growths, polypi or other obstructions of the neck of
the womb, displacements, uterine tumors, overian diseases, profuse and acrid vaginal secretions, uterine
catarrh, leucorrhoa, imperforate hymen, sexual excesses, uterine and ovarian debility, membraneous
dysmenorrhcea, menstrual derangements, sexual frigid
ity, nursing, late marriages, disease of husband causing imperfect development of spermatozoa, temperamental incompatibility, imperfect development of
the womb and ovaries, displacement of the ovaries,
stricture of the fallopian tubes, adhesion of the fimbriated extremity of the fallopian tubes, etc., etc.
From this list of causes it will be readily inferred
that with the exception of the last three or four, all
are amenable to treatment when properly understood,
because they are dependent upon conditions which
the best authorities of the present unite in declaring
curable.
Formerly, thle causes of sterility were shrouded in
mystery, and the treatment speculative and empirical,
but light has been let in upon the subject by modern
investigators, and barrenness is now known to be
occasioned by certain conditions capable of removal.
Much of what is known of the diagnosis and treatment is due to the labors of Drs. Sims, Thomas, Emmet and a few others, who have stripped the subject
of its mystery and made the treatment more than a
mere matter of conjecture and guess work.
It will be seen that a very large per cent. of these
causes act in a purely mechanical manner, by pre-
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venting the entrance of the spermatozoa into the womb
or beyond it, where it may, by uniting with the germ
cell, occasion conception. Numerous theories have
been advanced as to the manner in which conception
takes place. It is now understood that the sperm cell
of the male and the germ of the female must come in
contact before it can occur, and tlhat this union must
occur beyond the mouth of the uterus, and under certain conditions. How these cells influence each other
is not at present definitely known, but upon their
union the germ acquires a disposition to unite itself
to some tissue from which it may receive nourishment
and support. The tissue which is most favorable for
this purpose is the lining of the cavity of the womb,
though it sometimes occurs in the fallopian tubes or
at the ovary. The cavity of the uterus appears to be
the most favorably designed for the reception, protection and development of the fecundated germ, and
the question seems settled that the sperm cell- the
spermatozoon must penetrate the reproductive passages
of the female as far as this cavity, or fecundation can
not take place. So far as I have been able to ascertain, no instances are recorded where conception has
taken place between the cavity of the uterus and the
external generative organs.
So far as the penetration of spermatozoa to the cavity of the uterus is concerned, it is enti
echanical and may occur without tl fey
"ng
t
g
any of the sensations due to t
ever, although recent developge
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doubt such experience on her part favors such penetration.
Instances have been known in which the spermatozoa have penetrated the uterine cavity and passed
through the fallopian tubes to the ovary, but it is not
satisfactorily determined that it must always do so in
order that conception occur. After the union of these
two infinitesimal cells has taken place, certain other
favorable conditions are necessary to their levelopment, and it is upon these conditions that the success
of the impregnation depends. If the sperm cells are
unhealthy or imperfectly developed, although the maternal parts are prepared for their reception, their
death instead of their development will occur. If the
interior of the womb is in an unhealthy condition, the
fecundated germ may be unable to effect its adhesion
and consequently be thrown of. Recent authors claim
that a catarrhal condition of the lining membrane of
the womb is to a very great extent to blame for all
the cases of sterility not due to mechanical obstruction. The membrane being bathed in a secretion of
its own mucus that, while it may not destroy the
germs by any poisonous qualities, prevents their lodgement and nutrition, and thus effectually prevents conception. If the ovaries are diseased, the germ cells
may not be able to maintain life and perform their part.
Thus failure may be due to some defect in the sperm
cell, in the germ cell, or in the condition of the uterus. In addition, the disciples of the electro-magnetic
and the temperamental doctrines, will have us believe
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that the failure may be due to defective magnetic conditions, temperamental incompatibilities, etc., which,
perhaps, even themselves cannot clearly explain.
Among the causes of sterility, doubtless the most
important are those which oppose the entrance of the
spermatozoa into the uterine cavity where conception
can take place; these are anything that obstructs the
uterine canal, and may exist before a child has been
born, or may be acquired afterwards; thus, imperforate hymen, displacements, tumors, polypi, granulations or other growths within the neck of the womb,
angular curvature of the uterine neck, stricture of the
same, and chronic inflammation, to which might be
added technically, occlusion of the mouth of the womb.
Chronic inflammation of the mucous membrane will
always be associated with a catarrhal discharge.
Imperforate hymen, as anyone who will consult a
work on anatomy will readily see, necessarily prevents, the entrance of the spermatozoa; indeed, it does
not permit them to even reach the mouth of the womb
at all. At one time the hymen was considered as the
test of virginity, but thanks to the enlightenment of
the present, it is no longer so. There are many ways
in which this membrane may be ruptured without in
the least compromising the virginity of the female.
It may be ruptured by the use of a female syringe
which every female who respects cleanliness will use,
occasionally at least. It may be so fragile as to be
ruptured by the menstrual flow, and in other ways;
while on the other hand, it may be so powerfully de-
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veloped that all attempts at copulation will be futile.
There may be a small orifice through which the menses may escape, and through which it is possible the
spermatozoa may enter, but not probable. When this
is the case, nothing short of a surgical operation will
suffice for its removal. On the one hand the woman
is blamed if this exceedingly uncertain test of chastity
does not exist, and on the other she will be blamed
for the sterility its excessive development occasions.
In the first place, none but the ignorant, prejudiced
and exacting will be disappointed if it does not exist.
In the second, a professional consultation will allay
any unhappiness and anxiety. Let our readers bear
in mind that in medical jurisprudence the presence of
this membrane is not an absolute proof of chastity,
nor does its absence prove immorality.
Uterine displacements may occasion sterility. The
manner in which they operate is either to turn the
mouth of the uterus in such a direction that the spermatozoa cannot reach it, which might be the case in
anteversion, a displacement in which the body of the
uterus is tipped forward and downward, and the neck
and mouth carried upward and backward, the central
attachment acting as a pivot upon which the uterus
very nearly turns bottom upward by tipping forward.
This condition is usually associated with more or less
trouble with the bladder, and is exceedingly difficult
to cure, mechanical means being usually essential to
success. In retroversion the uterus tips backward instead of forward, the body of the organ falling back-
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ward into the hollow of the sacrum, while its mouth
is carried forward and upward behind the bladder,
turning the mouth persistently away from the spermatozoa. By the pressure of the uterus in this condition upon the lower bowel, constipation and backache
are occasioned. This form of displacement is more
frequently met than anteversion. It may be cured by
mechanical measures to overcome the mal-position,
and the employment of remedial agents to so tone its
supports that the natural position may be maintained.
Very often this displacement is associated with an enlargement and increase in weight of the organ which
must be overcome before a permanent cure can be expected. These mal-positions very often result in sterility. Another form of displacement known as prolapsus or falling of the womb, is often a cause of barrenness. In such cases the mouth of the uterus often
rests upon the floor of the pelvis and is buried in the
soft tissues covering the perineum or vaginal walls,
which form as it were by the pressure, a complete
covering for the mouth of the womb, preventing the
entrance of anything. To overcome this trouble has
taxed the ingenuity of the profession for years. In
such cases there are agreat variety of symptoms, sympathetic disturbance, etc. Trhe indications of cure are
to reduce the increased weight of the organ, replace
it, and by increasing the power of its supports or otherwise maintain the proper position. This is often difficult to do, and we often hear a physician saying, "If
you could only have a child it would cure you." The
,
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truth of it is, if they could only cure the patient she
would be very apt to have a child. We cannot in the
space allowed this subject consider the methods of
cure, nor would many be likely to succeed without
professional assistance. Artificial supporters are necessary in many cases, while in others they make the
trouble worse, and are so painful that no woman can
wear them.
Tumors, growths, etc., when occurring in the uterine
neck, form a mechanical obstruction to the entrance
of the spermatozoa, and as conception cannot occur
in the vagina, they become efHicient causes of sterility.
By blocking up the canal of the uterus they interfere
with the escape of the menstrual flow, causing severe
pain at the menstrual period, and by modifying this
function are often the cause of profuse hemorrhage.
A careful examination is necessary in order to correctly diagnose the nature of the trouble. On the introduction of a speculum the trouble may be at once
apparent, or it may require the dilatation of the uterine mouth and neck before the source of trouble becomes visible. Very often the morbid growth will be
so small as to escape notice, jet it is a very efficient
source of trouble. The growths most frequently met
with are granulations, or polypi, though tumors may
be present. The measures to be employed for their
removal necessarily vary with the nature of the
Granulations and
growth, size, location, etc., etc.
small polypi, will usually disappear when pressure is
applied continuously for a time and for this purpose
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sponge tents are used, medicated or otherwise, as may
be. Caustics are frequently used, but when either
measure is employed it must be by the direction of a
skillful physician. Large polypi may be removed by
forceps, snare, ligature, or scissors-hemorrhage may
be troublesome--but usually in the hands of one who
understands his business there will be little trouble or
pain in their removal. The removal of tumors may
be effected with a knife, ligature, caustic, injection or
electricity. No one but a skillful surgeon has any
business to touch them. When either of these troubles have caused sterility their removal will be likely
to be followed by conception, It may be proper to
place in this division another form of abnormal development that is sometimes met, as a cause of barrenness: it is when the posterior lip of the uterine mouth
is unnaturally long and folds over the entrance of the
womb like a valve, forming an effectual barrier against
the entrance of anything into the womb, but is no
impediment to the escape of the menstrual flow. Such
a condition might pass entirely unnoticed because it
Would not be attended by any other troubles that
would be likely to lead to its recognition, and unless
the female came under examination to ascertain the
cause of her sterility, it would probably never be
known, and even then unless the examiner was on his
guard it might easily escape detection. This cause
could be easily remedied by a surgical operation.
Curvature of the neck of the womb, is a fruitful
cause of sterility, and is a frequent source of painful
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'menstruation. The body of the womb may be bent
upon its neck in such a manner as to obstruct the
canal sufficiently to prevent the entrance of spermatozoa, or exit of menstrual matters, in the same way
that a finger of a glove may be bent as to prevent the
passage of even water. The curvature may be so
great that the axes of the neck and body of the womb
will intersect at nearly right angles. Take a hollow
tube and bend it upon itself to a right angle, or even
an obtuse angle, and you have a good illustration.
When the curvature is forward, it is called "ante-flexion," if backward, " retro.flexion," if sideways, "lateralcurvature." These deviations from normal position,
are often more easily recognized than cured. Several
forms of treatment are in vogue, one of which is to
cut or divide one side of the neck, before or behind
according to the flexion, in order to establish a straight
and free passage. When properly performed, it is
generally successful; is not very painful, though
there may be some hemorrhage. The subsequent
treatment must be thorough or the divided portions
may unite and leave it worse than before. Another
plan is to dilate the neck of the womb and introduce
an instrument that will hold it straight, until the curvature is effectually overcome. Uterine supporters
are also employed, but the surgical treatment is by far
the most successful, though the dislike many entertain for the knife will often lead to a trial of the other
measures. Many cases are recorded in which the successful treatment of curvature by one or other of these
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methods has been followed by a realization of the
highest hopes--a child !
Stricture causes sterility in a manner very similar
to curvature, the uterine canal being narrowed by
constriction so as to prevent the easy passage of menses from within, or spermatozoa from without. An examination by the touch, or by speculum, will often
reveal nothing, but when an attempt is made to introduce a uterine sound, the trouble becomes apparent.
This trouble is therefore very often overlooked, and
the sterility attributed to other causes. There is very
little excuse however, for overlooking this condition,
when a thorough investigation is being made. rhe
treatment of this difficulty consists in permanently
enlarging the canal, which may be done by the use of
teuts, or bougies, or by a single or double incision.
The use of tents rarely effects permanent dilation, for
the uterus has a tendency to return to its previous
condition after their use has been discontinued. Bougies are nmore successful if properly used, and may be
retained in position much longer than tents, but the
incision, performed in much the same manner as for
curvature, and properly' attended until the-incised surface has healed up is almost always successful, and
occasions little pain though the woman must remain
in bed a few days. There are few cases but that remain
permanent if the operation has been made with the
requisite amount of skill. The .~rformance of this
operation, and the frequency with which it has been
followed by conception, as well as relief from the most
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intense sufferings at the menstural period, reflects
very great credit upon the name, Dr. J. Marion Sims.
Elongation of the neck of the womb is also a source
of barrenness and painful menstruation, and its successful amputation has been effected. When the neck
is unusually long, there is generally a corresponding
narrowness, and the treatment is made for the purpose
of enlarging the canal to facilitate the passage of the
spermatozoa. It makes little difference in the result
which of the three operations, as for stricture, are
made, if properly performed, but of course skill will
be necessary, and no one must attempt it without a
clear understanding and the requisite facilities.
Occlusion, by which a complete closure of the neck
of the womb is meant, may be due to congenital malformation, or to ulceration, which in healing has resulted in uniting the edges in such a manner as to
completely obliterate the canal. The improper use of
caustics may also produce the same result, and there
can nothing enter the uterus nor escape from its cavity. Such a condition will be far more likely to demand interference on account of the trouble arising
from the retention of the menstrual discharge, than
for the relief of sterility. The establishment of an
artificial opening by surgical means is necessary and
gives speedy relief; such cases are rare.
Chronic inflammation may be confined to the neck
of the womb, to the body or to both, and may involveonly the mucus membrane lining, or extend to deeper
structures. It is a frequent affliction of civilized wo-
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men, and on account of its frequency becomes one of
the fruitful causes of barrenness. An endless variety
of symptoms accompany this ailment, which are not
only referred to the reproductive organs, but, through
sympathy, may extend to every part of the body. This
ailment is not an absolute preventive of conception,
but it is not very probable that the woman that is
afflicted with it will bear children. In this trouble
the neck of the womb may be much larger than natural and the membrane very mnch relaxed, but there
will be formed in the neck a plug of thick tenacious
mucus, so completely filling the canal that it opposes
a mechanical barrier to the entrance of the spermatozoa, When this is not the case it will be so acid that
it destroys the vitality of the spermatozoa, and the
sterility is as certain as if they did not reach the locality at all, I have known many physicians to fall
into error in the matter, because they were misled
about the possibility of the mechanical impediment
when the canal was so much larger than normal. A
cure of this ailment is essential to the fruitfulness of
the female, and can be effected by a proper and persistent course of treatment, but to give a course of
treatment e that it would be available, would require
more space than is at our present disposal, and the
patient is referred to works on the subject. Constitutional treatment alone will not always be successful,
and local measures are often demanded. The internal
employment of the squaw vine and black cohosh, already mentioned, may succeed, and are worth a trial.
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Their employment may be aided by injections, more
particularly for cleanliness, and the use of pieces of
cotton batting saturated with glycerine and placed
against the neck of the womb. The action of the
glycerine is to set up a drainage of the watery elements of blood contained in the minute blood vessels
of the uterine neck, and thus relieve the turgescence
and stagnation. They are to be repeated daily or at
least every other day for considerable time, but omitted at menstruation. Medicating the glycerine with
one-eighth part of tincture of iodine, golden seal, calendula, etc., sometimes increases the efficacy.
It is scarcely necessary to allude to malformations
or anatomical defects, other than those already considered, for the public are aware of their influence on
fecundity. Some may, however, he remedied by surgical means, and we would urge all women whose
happiness depends upon their anatomical perfection
not to be discouraged until they have consulted some
good surgeon. It would be the part of wisdom, however, when a malformation exists not to enter matrimony until a surgeon has been consulted.
The foregoing causes of sterility are mechanical in
their operation, and the removal of the case by medical or surgical means will usually be followed by relief of the maternal disability. Should the sterility
continue more than two years after the removal of any
of the causes already considered, some other cause will
have to be sought for, among which the most frequent
are the following: Acrid vaginal discharges, membra-
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nous dysmenorrhoea, menstrual derangements, uterine
and ovarian debility, sexual excesses, sexual apathy,.
ovarian disease, late marriages, imperfect development of ovaries, displacement of ovaries, stricture of
fallopian tubes, temperamental incompatibility, diseaseof husband, nursing, etc., etc.
Acrid vaginal discharges prevent conception by destroying the spermatozoa before they reach the germ
cell. Usually this trouble will be considered as leucorrhoea and properly enough so, yet experts assure
us that some forms of leucorrho~a, or "whites," do not
cause barrenness, while others do. Facts of the kind
are within the knowledge of nearly every observing
person. The leucorrhoeal secretion is not always the
same but admits of a great variety of modifications,.
and some forms are so very acid that they are as destructive to cell life as a solution prepared in the laboratory of a chemist could be. In such cases, particularly if long continued, there will usually be soreness
of the parts caused by the corrosive character of this
discharge. While a cure is always desirable it is not
always so easily effected. A lotion of permanganate
of potash, ten grains is a pint of water, used freely,
is very valuable; still there may be constitutional
troubles on which the discharge depends that will
need attention as well as the local trouble. The sepia
of the homoeopathic school I have found exceedingly
valuable, in such cases, as an internal remedy. Locally, a great variety of remedies have been employed,
but as it is only as a cause of sterility we are consid-
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ering it, we may say that if the spermatozoa can escape the deadly influence of this secretion and enter
the uterus, conception may be effected. The use of
injections before the sexual act, to remove as much as
possible of this secretion, will increase the probability
of success, and if after the use of an injection of warm
water, which is made for the purpose of cleanliness,
an injection of mnilk is used the probabilities of success are enhanced, the object being to protect the male
element in its passage to the womb by removing the
vaginal secretions or by rendering them harmless.
Membraneous dysmenorrhcea is that form of pain.
ful menstruation in which the flow is expelled with
shreds of tough membrane, or perhaps with complete
casts of the interior of the uterus. Although it does
not always cause barrenness, it is likely to do so. Its
pathology is not well undrestood. It causes sterility
by preventing the united sperm and germ cells from
securing an attachment to the walls of the uterus so
that development can occur, or carries them away
with it when it is expelled. It is difficult to cure.
When conception does occur it must take place soon
after menstruation. It may exist in the single. When
the disease is removed, among the married, pregnancy results. It has been thought that pregnancy
would cure it, but instances have come to knowledge
where the women had borne more than one child and
still did not get relief from this trouble.
Menstrual derangements usually cause sterility, particularly when the flow is profuse, by washing away
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the impregnated ovum.. When there is menstrual derangement, a functional disease of the womb or a disease of the ovary is apt to co-exist, which may prevent the perfect development of the germ cells and
thus cause the union of the male and female elements
to be futile. The use of the squaw vine will be found
of great value in these cases. Rectify the derangement and pregnancy may then occur. There is a
plant known as 8enecio aurens, or life root, which may
be used with the squaw vine in infusion or syrup.
Sometimes the derangement results from a low grade
of vitality on the part of the woman, and when such
is the case the preparations of iron are of value. If
from congestion, with dragging down, aching, etc.,
the use of small doses of belladonna may so far overcome it as to favor conception. Fifteen drops of the
homceopathic tincture in four ounces of water, and
a teaspoonful taken every four or five hours, often
succeeds in overcoming this latter condition.
Uterine and ovarian debility cause sterility by imperfectly developing the germ cells or by imperfectly
nourishing them after they are fecundated. Where
there is no constitutional debility we may attribute
the sterility to purely local debility or inertia. In
case there is constitutional debility a course of tonics
are proper. Iron, squaw vine, life root, quinine, nux
vomica, etc., in proper doses, will often be followed by
the desired results. In case of a purely local inertia
or debility the use of electricity, passing the current
through the body from the lower part of the back to
15
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the point over the pubes, maysucceed. The use of an
electrical current passed into the uterus by one pole
of the battery being introduced into it, the other
over the back, is sometimes successful, and so is the
application of a strong child to her breasts. There is
a sympathy between the breasts, and womb and ovaries, and by the reflex influence the natural function
is so acted upon that conception at the time may be
effected.
Sexual excesses exhaust the vitality of both parties
to such an extent that the germ and sperm cells may
not be sufficiently viable to perform their part in reproduction. By a wise provision of nature, such devitalized elements are frequently unproductive, and
it is well that it is so. The remedy lies in modifying
the indulgences to a frequency consistent with vitality,
correcting the debility with a judicious course of tonic
medicines, and, if necessary, such a course of local
treatment as has been advised under the preceding
section, electricity, cold bathing, sea bathing, etc.
Sexual apathy, while not an absolute cause of sterility, may properly be considered as one of them.
Many women bear children who do not experience
the least sexual desire; yet others are barren on that
account. When such is the case, an inquiry into the
causes of the sexual apathy is necessary and the case
treated according to such indications as may be rendered apparent by the investigation. The fact that
sterility is not always caused by the absence of sexual
senses, leads us to the presumption that it is only
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in certain forms of this'condition that sterility results,
consequently the course of treatment selected will
have to be dependent upon the cause. The use of
tonics, electricity, injections of stimulating substances,
as ammonia, (weak,) tincture of myrrh, etc., are sometimes valuable, as is the internal administration of
musk, phosphorus, iron, quinine, etc., in proper doses,
which may be determined from any work on Materia
Medica.

Ovarian diseases prevent conception by preventing
the development of the germ cells entirely, or by
causing them to be so imperfectly developed that they
cannot perform their part. The consideration of diseases of this kind is not within the scope of this work,
while displacement of the ovaries, their imperfect development, together with stricture of the fallopian
tubes, are of such a nature that a consideration of
them would be of no value to the sterile woman, for
nothing she can do will be likely to afford her relief,
and we must refer them to those who make such ailments a specialty.
The period of the greatest fecundity occurs on an
average between the ages of twenty and twenty-four,
and the farther the latter period has passed without
the woman becoming a mother, the greater are the
chances that she never will be thus favored. This
is more particularly the case where no organic disease
of the womb or ovaries exists as the prime cause.
There are very many notable exceptions to this rule,
and if some other cause may not be determined, we
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would not advise the woman to be discouraged, for
possibly nature may bring about some mysterious (?)
change that will result in her maternity. Anne of
Austria and Queen of France-history informs usgave birth to Louis XIV. after a sterility of twentytwo years, and after ten years of barrenness the wife
of Henry II. bore ten children. Horseback exercise
has sometimes been beneficial in these cases, particularly when carried to excess. Just before or a few days
after the menstrual period, conception is most apt to
occur, particularly if total abstinence is practiced in
interval.
Nursing is a fruitful cause of unfruitfulness, though
not absolutely certain, for instances are constantly
coming under observation in which conception occurs
during nursing. It is supposed the reason is because
the vitality of the woman is expended in supporting
the child at the breast, by the secretion of the milk,
during which time the ovarian and uterine function
is suspended. After weaning, conception is very likely
to occur, particularly if the mother has not seriously
deteriorated in health.
Very often the woman is blamed for unfruitfulness, when she is entirely innocent, and the husband is the real culprit. Knowing, as I do, the extensive prevalence of self-abuse and its ruinous consequences on not only the reproductive organs but the
general system, I can easily understand how the spermatozoa may be so defective that they cannot impregnate the germ cells of the woman, no matter how
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perfectly developed and matured these may be. The
seminal fluid of the male does not always contain perfect spermatozoa, and if no good cause can be assigned
for the sterility on the part of the wife, it is well to inquire into the condition of the husband before the
wife is subjected to censure.
The husband may have had some disease at some
time of his life that has impaired the functions of the
testicles, or he may have done so by leading a lechrous life, and I am satisfied many a wife has been unjustly blamed in the matter.
Temperamental incompatibility is a cause often
mentioned, and while it is possible it is too little understood to be very often considered in the question
of reproduction, farther than to the inheritance of
peculiar constitutions, electro-positive and electronegative conditions are essential to the harmony and
procreative success of a matrimony. It may appear
a little far-fetched, when we consider that the polarity
of organs or bodies may be more or less modified or
changed by circumstances, excitement, etc., yet an inquiry into the causes of sterility could not very well
evade its consideration, and if both parents are similar in temperamental and magnetic qualities they
may be unfruitful, while the same parties united to
others would be fertile. No better illustration of this
subject is needed than the well-known one of the first
Napoleon and Josephine. She had had children in
her first marriage; he became a father in his second.
True, there may arise a question of Josephine's fertility
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with another husband at the time--a question that
will no doubt always remain open. It is, nevertheless, a recognizable fact that certain parties are illy
adapted to each other, socially at least, and though
the question of temperaments has furnished a fine
field for quackery, but little as yet is definitely known
of it as a cause of sterility. There are many questions that rise before me as I write, but their consideration might lead in some cases to domestic infelicity,
without doing much to unravel the mystery, and it is
best that its consideration be deferred to a future time
or submitted to those who delight in such metaphysical (?) inquiries.
The question of temperaments, however, is one that
should receive attention from marriageble people,
even aside of its influence on fertility and the fruit.
fulness of the union. It is easy enough to follow the
subject in the divisions laid down by those who have
make the study a specialty, and to say who are best
adapted to each other, but to carry the question to a
consideration of sterility is extremely difficult, because
there may be circumstances connected with the sexual
life of a husband and wife, before or after marriage,
that no inquiry would reveal, and I must confess that
the subject in the present state of society seems a very
unproductive one.
We have already considered the most frequent
causes of barrenness and pointed out the indications
for their removal, many of which we are sorry to
acknowledge cannot be carried out wholly by the wo-
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man herself, In the treatment it may sometimes be
found that after the removal of some cause the sterility will continue. When this is the case some other
cause must be sought, for it so happens that occasionally a combination of causes may exist. The researches of Dr. Sims have shown that for the most
part the causes of sterility are mechanical, and that
the removal of the mechanical cause is followed by
pregnancy in a large proportion of cases. It has been
my endeavor to show the barren woman the operation
of those causes, and to point out others which may
offer an opposition to her happiness. There are,
however, still others which do not admit of any general classification, but they are not very frequent,
and it is presumed they operate remotely rather than
by being causes within themselves. Of these we may
mention season, climate, social position, sexual relations, etc.
It is claimed that spring is the most favorable season
for fecundity. Climate, no doubt, has much to do
with fecundity and barrenness, but it is no doubt due
to the influence it exerts upon the general health,
though it is said that the southern climate is more favorable than the northern. Perhaps this may be accounted for by the difference of the sexual dispositions
of those who live in the different climates. Sterile
women, traveling with their husbands, sometimes find
that an ocean voyage, or a trip to some other climate,
so modifies and improves their general health that it
ultimates in their becoming mothers. Social position,
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no doubt, has something to do with fecundity, and
without making any inquiry into the sexual relations
of the rich and poor, I will state that women who live
in luxury and fashion are not so porlific as their poorer
sisters. Those who are best circumstanced to care for
large families, rarely have as many children as those
who find it difficult to provide for them. It is said
that in Belgium, the higher the price of bread the
greater the number of children, and the greater the
infant mortality. In another chapter allusion has
been made to the greater prevalence of uterine disease
among wealthy ladies in proportion to their numbers,
which may partially account for the difference in the
size of families. On the other hand, many weak and
feeble women have a numerous progeny.
Sexual relations, no doubt, exert a greater influence
upon fecundity, fertility and sterility, than is generally
supposed, and this is not only in relation to the relative conditions of health, but also to the other relations married people sustain to each other. The
subject, however, is one which, while the reader might
be specially desirous of understanding, my regard for
propriety forbids its consideration in this place. There
is an inadaptability often existing between the parties
to a marriage contract, that renders their lives unhappy, and prevents them from having children.
These troubles require skillful treatment, and are generally of such a character that they yield readily
when the requisite skill is obtained, and no one should
be discouraged if they should be unfortunate enough
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to at first fall into the hands of quacks, for those unprincipled rascals are plenty and are ready to palm
themselves off for scientific physicians. The sterile
will do well to consider the subject and ask themselves the question, what is wrong ? When people
live unhappy lives, who is to blame ? Are both, or is
only one ? Such queries may lead them to be more
forgiving to each other and thus relieve the mental
causes of sterility. This may seem far-fetched, and
will, perhaps, be criticised by those who can only see
causes of sterility in the tangible conditions already
considered, yet if the mind can influence antenatal
conditions so as to cause "birth marks," may not lack
of mental, moral, social, sexual and domestic harmony
be equally as unfavorable to the occurrence of conception, as to the perfect development of the child that
has been conceived ?
In closing, the author hopes that a consideration of
this chapter will be the means of directing unhappy
and sterile wives to the realization of their maternal
desires, as well as by previous chapters, to relieve the
fertile ones of the difficulties and dangers, the pains
and the perils of childbirth.
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CHAPTER XII
DI)ISEASS OF;

WOMEN

Social Customs Cause Disease-Menstruation-Its Disorders-Ammenorrhcua - Suppression - Retention - Causes -- Sysnptos - Treatmetlt --Prescrlptions-Anemia-i'lethora-Irreuar Menstruation
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The distinguishing characteristic of wocman's orga nization render her liabl e to certan diseases fromt
which m en are exempt. As thee aiments are not
necessaril associated wtt gestao, boh married
and singe are subject to them.
rAlthoug a consideration of these atrs does not
form a ncessary part of this book , I hav been sore-
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peatedly solicited for a book on diseases of females
that I have concluded to add this chapter.
Social customs impose on women unhygienic conditions that impair her constitutional vigor and favor
the development of uterine diseases. Many of these
diseases are primarily local, but they exert such a
profound influence on remote parts, through the medium of the sympathetic nervous system, that the
whole constitution suffers; the functions of various
organs are preverted and the social faculties are deranged to such an extent that the woman who was
formerly happy and cheerful, now becomes one of the
most miserable beings. In this way derangements of
the stomach, liver and kidneys are caused ; affections
of the brain and nervous system are produced; dyspepsia supervenes with innumerable symptoms; the
blood-making process is impaired, and often fatal consumption results.
All healthy females are subject to a peculiar function that recurs periodically about once in twentyeight days, between the ages of thirteen and forty-five..
It is called the catame~ia, or menses, from mense, a
month, and is characterized by the elimination and
discharge of 'a sanguineous fluid. This period of menstrual activity is subject to variation in different climates, and, even in our own, remarkable instances are
recorded where it has appeared much earlier or continued much later. It defines the prolific period of
woman's life, and upon the regular occurrence of the
function and its proper performance her physical wel-
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fare materially depends. The derangements of menstruation are divided into three classes, viz.: Ammenarrhca, Dysmenorrhwa, Menorrhagia.

Ammenorrhcea signifies the absence of menstruation from other causes than gestation, or the natural
cessation at the end of the prolific period. When
menstruation fails to appear at the proper age it is
called retention; when it does not appear at the proper
time, after having been once established, it is called
suppression.
Retention is usually due to a delicacy of the constitution, in which the proper amount of vital stamina
or nervous energy is absent, diseases of the lungs,
liver, kidneys, scrofula, anemia, etc.; or it may be due
to disease or absence of the ovaries, uterus, or vagina.
The secretion may be prevented from escaping by an
imperforate hymen. A certain amount of physical
force is necessary for the performance of any function,
and if at the time the girl should develope into womanhood, anything occurs to lower her vitality it will
tend to prevent the development of menstruation.
Every mother should be solicitous for the welfare of
her daughter at this critical period, for carelessness
now may cost her life. She should be instructed what
she may expect at such a time, lest suddenly surprised
she may do something to her disadvantage.
The symptoms necessarily depend more or less on
the cause of the suppression. If the ovaries or uterus
are absent no menstruation will ever occur, no matter
what treatment may be tried. If there is imperforate
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hymen, or occlusion of the mouth of the uterus, there
will be the usual monthly disturbance but the secretion cannot escape. In such cases there will be local
pains, and as it goes on a fullness, distention, a sensation of bursting, straining at stool and when urinating, enlargement, etc., etc. The obstruction being
of a mechanical character, surgical measures to establish the passage will be needed and must not be delayed too long.
When due to constitutional causes there will be a
pale, sallow, waxy, sodden, sickly appearance of the
complexion; the tongue furred, breath offensive, appetite variable, morbid cravings, nausea, general debility, easily fatigued, languor, pain in the back and
limbs or bowels, cold feet, wasting of flesh, dyspeptic
symptoms, constipation, palpitation, despondency, vertigo, headache, noises in the ears, and perhaps leucorrhea, nose-bleed, etc., etc.
Debility is the type of this condition and remedies
to invigorate-to build up-must be employed. At the
same time we must attend to the correction of any
functional disturbance that may occur. The blood is
impoverished, there is anemia, and iron is generally
needed; and as digestion is usually weak and the appetite poor it can be combined with a bitter tonic with
advantage. A good and pleasant formula is: Elixir
calisaya iron and strychina, a teaspoonful before each
meal; or, compound elixir of phosphates is a good
form in the same doses. They may be changed, giving one for a week and then the other. In some cases
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the addition of a little arsenic, in the form of Fowler'
solution, materially increases the benefcial influence
of the medicine. My prescription then would be
ounces.
Compound Elxir of Phosphates,
.

Fowler's Solution,

.

1 dram.

Dose---Ai teaspoonful before each meal.
Aloes have mnany years enjoyed an excellent reputation in such cases; they improve nutrition, overcome the constipation nd favor the evelopment of
mlenstruation. Their disagreable taste is the greatest
objection. The following formula is a good one, not
unpleaant,and can usually be procured n here
dram.
Sulphate of Cinclhona,
1
"
Redc Cabonate of Iron,
rains.
Aqiueous Extact of A loes,
. 1 drn.
Sugar in powrdcr,
M:ix thorougly and make thirty powders, and take one
three times a day.
If palpitation is annoying, in adition ive three
to fivne drops of the hon ceopathic tinctur*e oif cac
grandjt'oru8 in wa~rter, three or four times ad.
When the nutrition and baloo- making proces
has baeen imp~roved by the foregoing agents, we ma
begin the use of remedies that ha~ve adirect influen ce
on the uterine functions, as the senej gracilis - also
called female regulator, life root, squaw root,. unk~um,
etc.. It may be given in an infusion, or fluid extract,
or homcopathic tincture,. ten. to twenty drops three
ties aday in water or syrup.
Forcing me+dicines are not advaisable. All throug
the treatment give anutritiouts diet that iseas of i
.
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gestion, out-door exercise, pleasant scenery, riding,
etc.; omit labor, study or anything that exhausts.
Suppression may arise from various causes, the most
frequent of which are pregnancy or sudden cold. It
may also be due to debility, to plethora, fevers or various diseases. When due to pregnancy it is not to
be regarded as a disease. Suppression may occur in
the most robust constitutions as well as in the weakly,
while retention is almost always a consequence of delility. When suppression is developed gradually, the derangement increasing from month to month, it is generally due to some other disease, as scrofula, consumption, etc., and the treatment must be selected
with a view to overcome those conditions, as well as to
regulate menstruation.
Abrupt exposure to cold, getting wet at the period,
violent mental emotions, cause sudden suppression.
The flow may be suddenly arrested, or these causes occurring at the end of the period the next return of
the same may not take place at the proper time. Such
cases require prompt and efficient measures. When
sudden cold is the cause the uterus and ovaries are in
a state of congestion, and we should employ remedies
to relieve the circulation. A hot hip bath, alcoholic
vapor bath, and hot foot bath are always beneficial;
then internally give:
Tincture of Aconite,

.

"

Belladonna,

"

Pulsatilla, .

Water,

.

.
.

.
.

30 drops.

5

"

60

"

.
.
.
..
4 ounces.
Dose--Give a teaspoonful every hour, and alternate with
a tea of serpentaria, also known as Virginia snake root.
.
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Usually, in a few hours there will be sweating, relief
from the fever and pain, and the flow will be re-established.
If due to plethora, the use of medicines to act on
the bowels, and repeated frequently, are almost always advisable. At the same time give:
Bromide of Potass,

.

.

Fluid Extract Black Cohosh,

"

"

Ergot,

Syrup and Water, each,

.

.

.
.

1 ounce.

.

"

.
.

"
.

"

Making in all eight ounces, and take a teaspoonful three
or four times a day throughout the interval, and as the time
for the flow approaches give aconite in one-half drop doses
every two hours for two or three days till the flow is established.
In Lymphatic constitutions, give
.
.
. 1 ounce.
.
.
Iodide Potash,
.
1
"
Fluid Extract Black Cohosh,
.
.
.
"
"
Senecio,
"
6
.
.
.
.
Simple Elixir, .
Mix. Take a teaspoonful three or four times a day.

In anemia give the remedies advised for retention:
iron, good diet, etc. In such cases the female does not
menstruate because she has not the blood to spare.
Menstruation is frequently irregularboth as to the
time of occurrence and the quantity and quality of
the discharge. It may be too frequent, or too long delayed. It may be too much, or too little, and sometimes there will be at the period a colorless fluid, instead of the natural discharge. These deviations from
a natural standard are symptomatic, and are to be
treated accordingly. When too frequent, the ovaries
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and uterus suffer from an irritable or excitable condition, and are apt to be congested by slight causes, and
I would advise:
Tinctulre of Belladonna,
.5
drops.
.

WTater,
.
Take a teaspoonful four times a

4 ounces.

day.

Avoid too long-continued exertion on the feet, ecitement, etc., and use the cool hip bath daily. If the
ovaries are sore and painful on making pressure just
inside the point of the hips, alternate the above prescription with:
Bromide otash,
1 ounce.
'lincture Blue Cotiosh,
"
Nux Vomica,

.

.

1 dram.
Simple Elixir to make 8 ounces.
Dose--A. teaspoonful three or four times a day.
.

When the menses are delayed and scanty, showing
ovarian and uterine torpor, remedies to stimulate this
function are necessary, and if there is debility or anemia., combine themn with. iron.
;Fluid Extract Helonias,
u

Senecio,
Aloes,

.

.
.

.

.

1
1

1 ramt.

Simplte Elixir,
Dos-A. teasoonful three times a day .

ounces.

.

If anemia exists, give:
Citrate of Iron and Quinie,
Simple Elixr..........4
Dose-A1 tesoon ful aftr meas.

ounce.

1

d ram.
ounces.

when th period should occur a tea. oif m~otherwort
1I
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and squaw vine may be drank freely for several days.
The motherwort is also known as leonurus cardica.
Dysmenorraa signifies difficult or painful menstruation. A very great proportion of the women of
the present experience pain at this time, varying in
intensity from a slight uneasiness to the most excruciating agony. The character and even the location
of the pain varies greatly in different persons, and is
materially influenced by the cause. There are four
varieties of the disease, known as neuralgic,inflammatory, membraneocus, and mechanical, and cases are often
met in which the three varieties seem to be blended
in one.
The neuralgic variety is most likely to be met in
women of nervous temperament, in delicate health,
and may occur at almost any period of menstrual
life. The pain is often referred to the ovary,'perhaps
extends to the back and thighs, and is often intense.
Cold, mental emotions, sexual abuses, shocks, and anything that excites or exhausts the nervous system
may induce the attack. The treatment consists in relieving the pain at the attack and improving the general condition during the interval. The relief of the
pain usually requires something of a narcotic or anodyne character, and as much as I object to the indiscriminate employment of such drugs, the relief they
afford must, when necessary, be the excuse for their
administration.
20 drops.
.
.
Tincture of Belladonna,
"

Water, .

Plsatilla,
.

.

.

.
.

.

. 30

.

"

2 ounces.
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Give a teasionrful every hrour until relief is obtained or
the belladonna mn
rxifests its characteristic efects by dryness
of the throatt or dilatation of the puil of the eye, when it
should be sufpendced or giveni at longer intervals.

The hypodermiic inljection of one-sixth or one-quarter grain of m-orpia is almost always reliable when
all else fails. A suppositor~y may be introcluced into
the rectum or vugina, containing:
I grain.
Opium,
Extract of liellaonna,
.
4
grains.
Cocoa Butter,
This will generally give speedy antl lasting reliet
During the interva l an effort must be made to improve the constitution so that an other attack may
not occur. A.void tea and coffee and all stimulating
diet, excitement, sexual relations, etc. Take salt water
baths with friction, plenty out-door exercise, etc., etc.,
and give:
Compound Syrup of the vlypophos7 ounces.
phites, .
5drains.
T"incture of Cimicifuga,
.
1
N ux omica,.
Dose-Ak teaspoonful tree or four timxes a day.
..

.

.1

.

.

.

-

.

Durintg the week immnediately preceeding mnenstruatioan give the above prescription. of belladonn~a and
pulsatilla, in teaspoonful doses, three times a day.
In. the inftamar~cty variety there will be mo.+re oar
less of the general symptomrs consaidered under chronic
infammation otf the womb. 'The pain genterally becomes worse when the flow is being establlished, gradually. Increasing till it reaches its height, and asthe
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flow depletes the vessels of the uterus it subsides.
rllere is generally more or less constitutional disturbance, dragging pain in the hips and back that is
not en tirely rclievecl baetween the periods, headache,
leucrrhra, etc. This forml is often associated with a
rheumatic conldition.
'The treatment of this formn of the disease will be
ore fully explained when the consideration of
chrlonic inflmmation of the wonb is reached,.Among
tle other mieans enlployed wrill be the hot sitz bath,
faot foot b ath, hot vag inal injections, the use of opium
and 1ellaonzn suppository at the period and just pre
vious to thle m~enstrual return, the lycerine and cotton tamnpon, mnedicttec or not, as may be desired. In
using the in,jection use a continuous syringe, which
every lady should have, and continue the flow as hot
as it can be borne for half an hour or loner. It usually gives geat relief, In the use of the tampon it
shouldl

he bPaegan three or"four days before the antici-

p.)ated trouble andc continued until the flow begins.
(For a furth er description, see chronric inflammation
of th~e womb.) For aweek. before the period comnm en~ces take th~e following:
2 drama~.
,
Tincture otf Cinicifuga,
"

Aconite ,
Belladotnna,.

,
.

30 drops.
"
15

or five ties a day.
Th cure must be effected in the interval, as the
mneasure aoted at the periodt can only palliate at
best.
Dose-A tea spoonful fourt
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DysmenorrLoa is attended with great
.Membraneous
suffering, and with various modifications constitutes
a large proportion of all the cases of painful menstruation. It is characterized by the formation of clots
of dark blood, shreds of membrane, and in some cases
of complete casts of the lining of the womb.
The suffering in such cases usually comes on from
one to five days before the flow begins, with feverishness and constitutional disturbance, headache, backache, pain in the pelvis, and, as it progresses, becomes
periodic and labor-like, and is in some cases more severe than ordinary childbirth, and the female not unfrequently becomes unconscious. The pain is often
spasmodic, expulsive and tenesmic, and continues
until the flow is fully established and the membrane
or clot is expelled. As the pain goes on month after
month, local inflammation is developed and adds to
the difficulty. The general health suffers, the ovaries
become congested, enlarged, extremely sensitive, the
nervous system becomes weakened and irritable, and
the condition is one of abject misery. The successful treatment of this form requires an unusual
amount of tact and skill, associated with perseverance.
Affecting as it does a class of persons among whom
there is a wide diversity of constitutional peculiarities,
the treatment will have to be varied to meet the conditions presented by each individual case. The advice already given for relief at the period may be
used, and will no doubt palliate; but it will usually
be found necessary to resort to opiates or narcotics to.
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obtain very marked relief. The followin prescription I have found. suitable in nearly ll cses, a rding temporary relief when other measures had failed.
I give the forms of thle remedies ostgenerally obtainable at any anrd all (Irug stores
Fluid Extrct Btlue Chosh,
tt

tc

Vil)tit'lrnu l,

3drns.

.

.

.

1ounce.

2gris
.
.
Sulphate of' Morphiar,
4 ounces.
iple
Elixir", enoughl to iuike .
ose-A teaspoout'ul e ver hur till reli:ee.

It sh~ould bae emlployel before the pain becomes so
exceedingly severe, and will revent untold suffering
If it is carried too farl, drowfsiness and prostration, inability to open tlhe eyes, duale vision, e., wil ocur,
when it should be stopped for some hours, till these
symptoms wear off.
The aplication of belladonna in the form of ointment, or on a bit of cotton, to the mouth of the uterus
will favor its dilationz so as to perm it th~e expulsion of
the mem.brane, after whlich th~e pain will sub~side.
t is during th~e interval that the treatment must
be +directedto cure. The follow ing prescrition will
baeneft the mxajoarity of cases:
Flu id Ex.tract B3al a Cooh

.

,

1 unce.

Simnpl e Syrut p orr Sipl Elixir,Doe-

teasponful

three tmes a day

Ifthere is debilit give tonics in alternation writh

i
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the above. Some of the prescriptions already given
containing iron will do.
If there is a scrofulous condition, alternate the above
with the compound syrup of hypophosphites with
quinine and nux vomica, which can be got at any
drug store, ready prepared.
If rheumatism is the predominating trouble, in addition to the prescription containing colchicum, it will
be well to give alkalies, as the bi-carbonate of soda in
ten or fifteen grain doses, several times a day, dissolved in a little water.
Throughout the treatment of such cases, a course of
hygiene is to be carried out looking to the improvement of the general health, regular hours, warm clothing, baths, good nutritious diet., avoidance of excesses,
etc., etc. Marriage has often been urged as a means
of cure, but with little propriety, for seldom has a person been benefitted when this form of disease exists.
Mechanical Dysmenorrhca is due to the presence of
an obstacle to the exit of the flow. This obstruction
may depend on a stricture or narrowing of the uterine canal, or a curvature of the same to such an acute
angle as to close the passage, to displacement, to the
presence of a tumor or polypus within the passage, or
any other cause that tends to close the passage. These
conditions cause sterility as well as dysmenorrhea.
In such cases the pain will be severe, the flow scanty
or it may escape in gushes; ovaries become tender
and irritable, and the whole system often takes on an
irritable condition that is extremely unpleasant and
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annoying. A positive diagnosis can only be made by
a proper examination.
Treatment consists in measures to render the canal
pervious by the removal of whatever obstruction may
exist, the dilatation of the passage by tents or dilators,
or incisions to straighten and enlarge the same. Of
course such measures can only be resorted to by a
competent physician, so there is no need to enlarge
on the subject here. The use of warm baths is always
useful. Belladonna applied locally, and the use of
the prescription already given, and pulsatilla are always temporarily useful. In using pulsatilla, give
two to five drops every two or three hours.
Menorrhagia signifies profuse menstruation, and also
applies to the unnatural and unusual frequency of its
return. It may occur at any period of life from puberty to old age. It affects all varieties of constitutions, although the sanguine are most liable. Excessive exertion, debility, organic diseases of the womb
and ovaries, sub-involution, are fruitful causes. A
defibrinated condition of the blood, and plethora are
among the most frequent sources of the disease. It may
also be due to such diseases as cause anemia, tuberculosis, Bright's disease, affections of the spleen and liver,
prolonged nursing, anger, grief, passion, excessive exertion at the period, sexual excesses, inflammation,
uterine relaxation, tumors and polypi. The symptoms vary with the nature of the disease. In mild
eases there may be more or less debility, a sense of
languor, palpitation, dizziness on exertion, etc., with
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an increased frequency or quantity of the flow. In
the severer cases the hemorrhage becomes excessive,
the countenance pale, blanched, great prostration,
fainting, feeble and rapid pulse. uneasiness, every exertion causing the blood to start freely, etc.
The treatment must be directed to modifying the
flow at the time and to averting its repetition.
During the flow the recumbent position should be
enforced, and a bandage applied round the pelvis and
abdomen. Then give a tea made of equal parts of
cinnamon bark, hemlock bark and witch hazel leaves,
steeped strong. Give a tablespoonful every half hour
or hour, lengthening the intervals as the urgency of
the symptoms subside. Five to ten grains of gallic
acid in a tablespoonful of water, either alone or in alternation with the tea. Ten drops of the oil of erigeron (fleabane) on sugar may be used with the same
frequency of repetition. Either of these three remedies are reliable, and may be used singly or in alternation. Haamammelis, cannabis indica, aconite, etc.,
of the homteopathic school, are excellent remedies.
Large doses of ergot, in cases where the uterus is large
and flabby. Give a teaspoonful at once. If the blood
is thin and defibrinated, the patient naturally pale,
this old formula is a good one:
Sulphate of Quinine, .
.
.
30 grains.
Aromatic Sulphuric Acid,

.

.

1 ounce.

Mix. Dose-Thirty drops in water every three or four
hours.
If the case is urgent, plug the vagina with cloths or
cotton wet in vinegar.
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During the interval, measures adapted to the peculiarities of the case should be instituted. If there be
anemia or a lack of fibrin in the blood, iron is necessary. If Bright's disease, or affections of the spleen
exist, treatment appropriate to them is necessary.
If there is syphilis, an alterative and tonic course is
needed. If it is due to sexual excesses or abuses, it
must be abandoned and remedies adapted to overcome the nervous prostration associated with this
condition are to be used. Such conditions should receive the attention of a competent physician, as they
are so variable that prescriptions given here may
need to be varied more or less. A large proportion
of cases need a uterine combined with a constitutional
tonic, and for such the following will be found excellent:
Fluid Extract ILelonias,
"

S

.

"

Senecio,

"
"

Trillium, .
Nux Vomica,

"
Simple Elixir,

.

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

| ounce.
.

"

1

.
.

1

"
1 dram.
5 ounces.

Dose-A teaspoonful three times a day.
Give a nutritious but not stimulating diet, cold hip
baths, sponge baths, moderate out-door exercise. Avoid
all excitement.
If the patient be plethoric, she should be given free
cathartics frequently. If tumors or polypi exist, the
proper surgical treatment for their removal is necessary.
If at the time when thle menstrual period arrives,
a sanguineous discharge from some other part takes
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place, it is called vicarious menstruation. It may
occur from any part, but usually comes from a mucus
membrane, and presents all the characteristics of the
menstrual flow. When the uterine function is re-established, this vicarious function ceases. The treatment generally required is to re-establish the natural
function, and for this purpose emmenagogue remedies
are needed, among which cotton root in one or two
teaspoonful doses of the fluid extract three times a
day, for several days at the approach of the period, is
a good remedy. Also senecio gracilis and other remedies advised under ammenorrhcea. If the discharge
takes place from the lungs or stomach, remedies to
control the hemorrhage as well as to bring on menstruation may be required. Of course any other perverted function should be corrected.
LEUCORRH(E A.

(Fluor albus, or "whites" as it is more generally
called) is one of the most common of female
complaints. It is characterized by a discharge from
the female genitals, varying in color from a whiteish
or colorless, to a yellowish or light green, to a redish
or brownish, or even bloody; in consistence, from thin
and watery to a thick, tenacious, ropy substance; in
quantity, from a slight increase of the natural secretion to several ounces in twenty-four hours.
It is so general that there are few females who are
not affected by it at some period of life. It is even met
with in infancy. It may be so bland as to occasion
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little or no inconvenience, or it may become so acrid
and corrosive that it will excoriate every tissue with
which it comes in contact; and when the virulent
form occurs in the married, it may cause in the husband an affection known as balanitis,which bears such
a strong resemblance to gonorrhoea, that unjust suspicions arise and occasion much domestic unhappiness.
The diagnosis of a virulent leucorrhcea from true
gonorrhcea is made with difficulty, and has often given
rise to serious inquiry regarding the chastity of the
female. A diagnosis, however, being possible by competent physicians, hasty or unjust conclusions should
not be indulged. When this secretion is profuse or
acrid it is very apt to cause sterility, and not infrequently is the cause of the most excruciating agony
during the connubial relations.
For the most part leucorrhca is regarded as symptomatic of some disease of the uterus or vagina, of
either a functional, inflammatory or organic character; or it may be indicative of some disorder of the
general health.
Anything capable of lowering vitality predisposes
to leucorrh a. It is generally present as a symptom
or complication of almost every form of uterine disorder. Influences that cause inflammation, ulceration,
congestion, and displacement of the uterus, menstrual
derangement, etc., give rise to and perpetuate this
disorder. Among the most common causes we may
mention are luxurious living, sedentary habits, exces-
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sive sexual indulgence, masturbation, abortions, uncleanliness, piles, abnormal growths, prolonged nursing, pregnancy, too rapid child bearing, injuries, gonorrhcea, cold at the menstrual period, etc.
Among the early symptoms are generally a sense
of heat and soreness, amounting to pain or smarting,
and a sense of swelling followed by the development
of the discharge which may be a white, greenish, yellow, brown or reddish hue. The sufferer becomes
pale and emaciated, her eyes look dull and heavy,
there is severe and prolonged pain in the back and
and loins. rThe functions of the skin, stomach and
bowels become deranged, the circulation is impaired,
the head hot and feet cold; there is a loss of strength
and energy, languor, pain in the stomach, failure of
appetite, headache, dyspepsia, nervousness and hysteria.
As the disease progresses the blood becomes impoverished and the female weak and emaciated, the feet
and ankles swell, urination becomes frequent and painful, the mind is dejected, the victim becomes apprehensive, despondent and melancholy. This state of
things produces displacements; sterility and impotency result, and the sufferer is reduced to abject
misery.
The disease may be uterine or vaginal, or it may be
a combination of both, and the character of the discharge as well as the symptoms will depend materially
upon the cause, the location of the disease, and the
amount of inflammation.
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The successful treatment of this affection will depend largely upon the recognition and removal of the
disturbance that occasions it, the inculcation of proper
hygienic regulations, and the employment of appropriate remedial agencies. It will therefore be seen that
the treatment must necessarily vary to suit the individual case. We must have an avoidance of sexual
excesses, while the mind must be withdrawn from all
lascivious objects. Over exertion, fatigue, heated
rooms must be prohibited. The most perfect cleanliness of the parts must be enforced, or our efforts will
fail. Daily and thorough syringing is essential to
success. The morbid secretion is more or less irritating of itself, and if allowed to remain, undergoes decomposition, becomes acrid and offensive, and is extremely prejudicial to the integrity of the mucous
membrane lining these parts.
We must seek by every means at our command to
invigorate and improve the condition of the general
health. Plenty of exercise in the open air, good nutritious diet, and regular habits are necessary, and
when other diseases co-exist they must receive appropriate attention.
The employment of injections of tepid water, soap
suds, medicated or otherwise, for cleanliness alone, are
necessary, and should be repeated at least once a day
with a perpetual syringe that will throw a continuous
stream, and thoroughly irrigate the parts and effectually wash away every particle of secretion.
As an injection, water medicated with carbolic acid,
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ten to fifteen drops to a pint, once a day, is excellent.
When the smell of carbolic acid is objectionable, permanganate of potash may be substituted, half a dram
to a quart, used freely.
When the disease is confined to the vagina, astringent, anti-septic lotions are desirable, of which the following will usually maeet the indications.
Sulphate of Zinc,

1 ounce.

.

Powvdered Golder Seal,

.

3

.

Mix. Put a heaping teaspoonful in a pint of hot water,
and let it stand till cold, and use at once, repeatin it at least
every day,.
If there is much soreness and smartin, use the following till relieved, and then use the foregoing:
Laudanum,
2 drans.
1 "
Solution Sub-acetate of Lead,
.
1 pit.
Water (tepid),
U'se sat nce.
Constitutional treatment is essential.
alteratitaes are needed.

Tonics and

At the same time, if any

function is perverted it must be corrected by propermeans. GCive:
Fluid Extract Stillinga,
1 once.
f4 Life Root,
.
.
. 1
"
.

.

Simple Elixir", to mak;e
. .
8
Take a teaspoo+nful three timxes a day betwveen meal8 and at
night.
.

If it has been brought on by sexual abuses, and themnd full oif lewd thougts, the n~ervous system irritable, add an ounce of bromide of potas to the above.,
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Alternate the above prescription with a good tonic
before meals. Elixir of calisaya bark and iron
already mentioned is very appropriate.
CHtRONIC INFLAMMATION OF TIE WOMB.

This is a very common affection, and one which,
while it exerts a very important influence on the
uterine system, is very imperfectly understood, and
often passes unnoticed and neglected.
Modern society imposes upon woman certain unhygienic customs that impair the vigor of her constitution, and give rise to a variety of imperfect physical
conditions that are extremely liable, sooner or later, to
develop an inflammation of the womb. The disease
once established, the whole economy suffers; all the
vital processes are so much modified that a spontaneous recovery is very rare. Through the medium of
the sympathetic nervous system, the morbid influence
is propagated to remote organs, causing complications
that are often mistaken for the real disease, and as
may be supposed when such is the case, the treatment
is thus rendered a failure. Indeed, so great is the influence exerted by this organ on all parts of the body
that few patients escape these sympathetic phenomena.
The inflammation may attack any part of the organ, and the symptoms will necessarily vary with its
location and severity, and as the disease continues unchecked or without modification by appropriate reme.dial agencies, it results in changes in its structure and
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position that occasion a new class of painful and unhappy symptoms.
The causes of this affection are numerous, and may
operate directly to cause the trouble, or by indirectly
influencing the functional activity of the pelvic organs
excite the disease; anything that lowers the vital
standard predisposes to it. Among the more fruitful
causes I may mention excessive sexuality, masturbation, prevention of conception, improper reading,
lascivious thoughts, heated rooms, habitual use of
cushioned seats, stimulating diet, cold at the menstrual period, uncleanliness, constipation, sedentary
habits, violent exertion, tight lacing, abortions, improper management at childbirth, piles, inflammation
of the bladder, etc.
The most prominent local symptoms experienced
are pain in the back and loins, inability to stand and
walk, pain in the side and region of the bladder,
sense of weight and bearing down in the pelvis, sometimes so severe as to occasion the most intense agony.
Leucorrhoea is at first light colored, but as the disease
progresses to ulceration, it becomes thick, yellow,
green, offensive, and often bloody. There is pain at
menstruation, derangement of the flow, cramps, sterility and abortion. The inflammation increases the
weight of the womb beyond the supporting power of
of its attachments, consequently displacements occur,
occasioning new symptoms and increasing the difficulty. The womb becomes very sensitive to the
touch, tender and painful. By pressure upon the
17
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rectum it causes constipation, sometimes alternating
with diarrhoea, piles, etc. As the disease goes on the
nervous system becomes involved, abnormal sensations are experienced in various parts of the body.
There is excruciating headache, backache, spinal tenderness, hysteria, numbness, fainting, palpitation, difficulty in breathing, pain under the breast and side,
feet and hands cold, skin dry and sallow, the stomach
and liver become deranged, the tongue coated, breath
offensive, the suflerer becomes feeble, cough develops,
and there may be rapid decline. Sometimes the
breasts are affected. There will be perversion of the
intellectual faculties, and the victim becomes despondent, nervous, fretful and suspicious.
Sterility is a frequent consequence of the disease.
The mucous membrane may undergo ulcerative degeneration, and displacements almost invariably supervene if it continues unchecked for any great length
of time.
Much diversity of opinion exists as to the procedure
necessary in such cases, and it is really an open question whether Gynacology, as the science of uterine diseases is called, is really a benefit or a damage to the
sex. If the treatment was confined to competent
practitioners, the question would not admit of debate,
even if differences of opinion existed; but in the hands
of the unskillful, as is too often the case, not only is
there no benefit obtained from their treatment, but
the disease may be aggravated, and perhaps serious
complications induced.
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t ha s becoe a fatsion for phy ician to make a
specialty of "diseases of wom en," and every professonal
ty ro believes it is "hleis fw' e." lienw such ills are
pr ev lent, that thy admnit of ood fees for "examination2°s " nd " tretment,"
nd that woman has been
schooled to the belief that it takes a go while to
cure, hence they have unlimited opportunity to pre
upon the unfortunate. If the majority of such doctors wc
"ere submitted to an exaination, they coul
neither exllain thie anatony of the part, nor diagnos
the ailment, much leis cure the disease. It is for this
reason gymocology is in danger of losing caste, and
opens the door to debate whether the harm done by
the unscientific is not infinitely geater than the good
the skillful can accomplish.
Local applicationsare d oubtless good in ther place
but the indiscriminate en jloy:ent of causts an(1
what not, cannot be too severely condemned. When
th er orgns becom e diseased they are fortunately out

of th~e reach of such torture, and. are cured by th er
and more agreeable m eans, and many m ay wonder if'
the liver and kidneys can be cured by ther means,
wyuterine diseases may not also escape the ne+cessity
of l.ocal torture.. The reader may think this ibegging the questio~n, and while I admit it may be so, in
somne cases, the parallel i often but too obvio~us.
T'he object of l cal applications i forey
most part
toecite health action bychanging the conditions
that exst, andl at the same time modify pain and irritability. When caustics are used it is gene+rally with
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a view to excite an inflammation that will usurp the
already existing form of inflammation, and when the
artificial inflammation subsides, leave the organ in a
healthy condition.
This plan of treatment has had its advocates and
opponents, and has been materially modified, so that
many among our best practitioners have discarded it.
It would be exposing a professional secret to say that
the principal need of such treatment is for the physician's benefit.
We can excite a change in the condition of the
uterus, relieve its dilated blood vessels, and materially
lessen its weight by the application of glycerine, which
may be medicated or not, as desired. The glycerine
is to be applied on a pledget of cotton, and should be
renewed every day or every other day. Take a piece
of cotton wool about the size of an egg, saturate it with
glycerine, and apply it well up against the neck and
mouth of the womb, and allow it to remain. A small
string may be attached to the tampon to facilitate its
removal, and it will be most conveniently applied
with a pair of dressing forceps through an ordinary
tubular speculum. Many succeed in applying it
themselves without. The cotton should not contain
so much glycerine that it can be squeezed out in a
stream.
The result of this application will be to excite a profuse watery discharge that will deplete the uterine
vessels and induce a change in the circulation, relieving the congestion with all its dragging and dis-
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agreeable consequences. When it is removed, thoroughly syringe the parts, removing every particle of
morbid secretion, and repeat the application.
In long standing cases when the womb has become
enlarged, a little tincture of iodine may be added to
the glycerine in the proportion of one dram to the
ounce, and applied in the same manner.
If there is tenderness and pain that does not yield
to the use of the glycerine alone, laudanum may be
added, provided there is no circumstance connected
with the patient that prohibits the use of an opiate.
After the congestion and inflammation have been
reduced by this treatment, it will be necessary to follow up the advantage gained by the use of astringents
and tonic applications, which may be applied on cotton in the same manner. The fluid extract of golden
seal, or witch hazel, or pinus canadensis may be mixed
with glycerine in about equal parts of whichever one
is selected and used. As these applications stain the
clothing, proper precautions to prevent such a consequence should be taken. Sitz baths may be employed
with great good, but in their use it may be necessary
to accustom the patient to them. They may lbe begun
warm or tepid and the temperature gradually lowered
until in a few days they are employed cold. They
should be followed by brisk rubbing to excite vigorous
reaction. When, however, they are intended to relieve pain, soreness or excitement they should be used
warm or even hot.
The employment of local applications must not,
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however, be regardedt as the siue pm non. We have
several medicineis about thre remedial influence of
which, on tese larts, there cnnot b any doubt,
ant their empyloymnelt mlust not be over looked.
Th'eir combinatiol or alterntion with gents that
control specil sylptomns nd conliios that are outgrowths of th min disese, mus t constiute an essential feature of thecs tr~eat ienlt.
Tue black, ad blue coosh, the squaw vine, pulsaof 1 )tash, et., may be
tilla, lady 5liI)1)eI', lr ile
usedl sin~ly or in comllbinationl, forterifunei
inflamaton ari repal 11, co trolling
dimnishing
lieving; refe.-xcitbilt v. They overcome the nervousness that lost invri ably"atctns inflammao
f tbq Womb.
is a good one. rrIk, of
Thse followig Plersrition
the hlomccpa thic tincture or fluid extract, the tincture
beilg preferred, thus

Waiterr
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Eixr.

.}e

14 ounce.

four timesta day
Mix-Dse, a tesponuc three or-+
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the above, on the same day is advisable. To avoid
too many medicines it may be given in combination
with other remedies if any are being given at the
same time. If there is much breaking down of the
system in general, it may be combined with iron and
quinine in form of a pill or syrup, or where the nervous symptoms predominate with phosphorus, thus:
Tincture Nux Vomica
.
.
.
.
Quinine,
Syrup Iypophosphites, .

.

.

.

1 dram.

. 30 grains.

.

.

.

4 ounces.

Dose - A teaspoonful three times a day, just before or
after eating.
It is not usually advisable to continue any prescription too long without a change, or the beneficial effect
will be lost. For that reason I seldom give large prescriptions except the patient lives at considerable distance, when I give enough to last a month at a time.
Special symptoms must always be considered in making prescriptions, and in this disease they are so exceedingly numerous that not a little tact and judgConstipation is a very frement must be exercised.
and
one
that should not be over
quent symptom
looked. Many of the cathartics usually employed increase the determination of blood to the pelvis, and
therefore should be avoided in all cases. The nux
vomica in many cases will be all that is necessary.
When it is insufficient, salines are advisable. Rochelle salts, seidlitz powders, citrate of magnesia or even
some of the laxative waters. Common Epsom salts in
small doses every morning in some cases do great
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good. The following makes a very good aperient and
tonic:
Epsom Salts, .
Sulphate of Iron,
Cider,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2 ounces.

.

1 pint.

.

.

.

.

Mix--A tablespoonfil once to three times a day.
The cider relieves the unpleasant taste of the salts.
The iron may be left out if the patient is full blooded.
Trouble with the bladder often demands relief temporarily while the real disease is being treated. The
smarting, and burning, and frequent desire to urinate
can usually be relieved by:
Tincture Cantharides,
.
Water,
.
.

.

.

.

.
.

.

10 drops.
4 ounces.

Dose-A teaspoonful every two or three hours.

As soon as relief is obtained it should be omitted.
The headache will generally yield when the cause is
removed, but during a severe attack thirty grains of

bromide of potass may be taken and repeated in two
hours if need be. Take it dissolved in water.
The sitz bath is an agent of great value, and should
always be employed as an adjunct to other measures.
The directions given for its use in this and in a preceding chapter are equally appropriate. A change of
habit is beneficial. Indolence must be avoided and
on the other hand excessive labor should be avoided.
Heavy lifting is to be prohibited, as it would be very
likely to cause displacement Marital relations must
b suspended entirely or nearly so, and care must be
exercised to avoid any circumstance that could cause
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any form of sickness, on account of its liability to aggravate the disease being treated.
Perseverance is necessary for success, and as improvement progresses carelessness cannot be indulged.
I have seen the slightest indiscretion cause a relapse
as severe as the original disease. Occasionally there
will be cases so obstinate or complicated as to demand
the greatest professional skill, and no general rule can
be written that will suit all. I have endeavored in
this chapter to avoid advising such measures as would
be impracticable, and have necessarily confined myself to the more simple and easily applied forms of
treatment, and should any one fid the directions inadequate to meet all the contingencies that grow out
of so varied and troublesome a disease, I will be
pleased to consider the case in its individuality, and
render such service or advice as may lead to its cure.
I have purposely omitted a discussion of the varieties
of inflammations and their divisions by localization,
as stch a consideration could only result in confusing
the unprofessional. To themn the fine distinctions as
to whether the inflammation is limited to the mucous
membrane of the uterine neck or to the deeper structures, whether these conditions are confined to the
neck of this organ or whether they extend to and involve the whole or only part of its body, is a matter
of no practical value, as the symptoms would not enable them to diagnose or even treat the matter with
any material difference, for this reason they have been
omited, and not because, as some critical individuals
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may claim, on account of carelessness or indifference.
ULCERATION.

This is a frequent result of inflammation, and presents several varieties, varying from a slight abrasion
to a deep seated intractable sore. It may be limited
to a superficial ulceration or erosion of the mucous
membrane of the neck or mouth of the womb, or it
may extend into the body of the organ and into the
deeper tissues. This is one of the great "hobbies" of
the so-called specialist and if the patient's financial
capability admits, "ulceration" is found. Do not understand me as denying the existence of such a disease, but that it is not always present. It is likely to
result when the inflammation has continued for a long
time unchecked, or been improperly treated. It indicates impairment of vitality, either local or general,
or both. The degeneracy of tissue may be local, but
cannot exist long without more or less injury to the
general health, if, indeed, the general health has not
been materially impaired before the ulceration occurs.
The symptoms will necessarily differ according as
the ulceration is superficial or deep, limited or extensive, and will accord more or less with those already
discribed under chronic inflammation. There will be
leucorrhcea, varying from slight milky, watery or colorless, to thick, tenacious, purulent, green, lumpy or
bloody. There will be pelvic and sacral pains, backaches, ovarian irritation, dyspepsia, irregular menstruation, menorrhagia, neuralgia, pains in various
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parts, irritation of the bladder and rectum, debility
and more or less disturbance of the general health.
A positive diagnosis without the speculum is impossible, the employment of which reveals the presence
or absence of the ulcer and its character. A celebrated writer has said :
"Treatment of uterine ulcer is one of the most important
and difficult in the whole range of medical science."

We must be guided by the character and extent
of the ulcer, the existing inflammation and the
state of the general health. The employment of
local measures are necessary. Caustics, stimulants,
astringents, etc., must be selected with care. In mild
cases carbolic acid applied full strength, nitric acid
applied on a pine stick, dipped in the acid and allowed to dry before applying, will generally suffice,
but in xm ore deeply seated sores, more vigorous treatment may be necessary-caustic, potash, solid nitrate
silver, chromic acid, etc. When applying them the
adjacent parts must be carefully protected.
It is always best to employ a physician who understands
such diseases and who is provided with proper facilities, and who will necessarily conduct the subsequent
treatment. In mild cases fluid extract, golden seal,
or pinus canadensis may be applied on lint, and
changed daily with injections to thoroughly cleanse
the parts and then repeat the applications. Healing
injections of an infusion of white pond lilly root,
golden seal and witch hazel, with chlorate of potash
one-half ounce to the quart, are useful and may suffice
in the milder cases.
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Some physicians apply an iron, devised for the purpose, heated to a white heat. Some apply tincture of
iodine, and follow with the glycerine and cotton dressing already described under inflammation. The plans
of treatment are as various as physicians are numerous, and as the afflicted are not apt to try it themselves, minute description is not necessary.
Whatever local measures are adopted, the plan is
to destroy the ulcer and make a healthy sore, or to so
stimulate the tissues in which it is seated as to bring
about a healthy action.
As already remarked, we will usually find an impairment of the general health, which must be built
up or we cannot hope to succeed. It is impossible for
a sore to heal while the blood is impoverished and impure, the fluids of the body perverted and the nervous
system morbidly acute. Inculcate thorough hygiene,
open air exercise, salt water baths, generous but unstimulating diet, regular habits, avoidance of fatigue
and sexual relations, then take the following:
Fluid Extract Corydalis,
.
.
1 ounce.
"
"'
Cypripedium,
.
. 1 "
"
Iydrastis,
.
.
1 "
"
Nux Vomica,
.
.
.
. I dram.
Simple Elixir, ......
.
5 ounces.
Dose-A teaspoonful before meals three times a day.

This may be advantageously alternated with ten to
fifteen drops of dialized iron in water three times a day.
Build up the vital forces by every possible means. A
condition akin to scrofula obtains in many of these
cases, that must be overcome or the ulcer will not
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heal and there will be danger of developing consumption. At the outset, understand, time and perseverance
are necessary. The foregoing are but a few of the
many remedies at our command, which come under
the general classifications of alteratives and tonics,
and are useful in depraved conditions of the system,
but as these cases seldom undertake to conduct their
own treatment, they are probably sufficient to indicate the character of the treatment needed in a general way.
DISPLACEMENTS.

There are three principal varieties of utrine displacement: Downward (prolapsas), backward (retroversion), forward (ante-version). A slight deviation
from the normal position may occur without occasioning any very serious trouble, but as the degree of
deviation is increased, the trouble arising from such
Displacements to one
displacement is augmented.
side may occur but are not so frequent. Two other
forms of displacement are met with.in which the neck
remains in its natural position, and the body is displaced. This of course necessitates a bending of the
neck. When the body is tipped backward it is called
retroflexion, if forward ante-flexion.
Displacements are usually complications, and effects
of inflammation, although they may be produced by
heavy lifting, or jumping, or falling from a height
and striking on the feet.
The nature of the displacement involves the condition of other organs, and the symptoms necessarily
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depend in a measure, on the character and degree of
displacement.
When the displacement is downward, which is the
form most frequently observed, there is painful dragging and bearing down, sometimes so severe that it
seems as if the whole of the contents of the pelvis
would be forced outside of the body, backache, headache, pain in the limbs and perhaps swelling of the
feet. The pressurssure on the rectu
causes piles and
constipation, difficulty in urinating, etc., a sinking
and sense of goneness in the stomach and all the
symptoms that accompany the inflammatory troubles
already described.
When it is backward, in addition to the symptoms
of prolapsus which generally are present, the pain in
the back is greater and often extends to the head, and
the pressure on the rectum may be so great as to render an evacuation of the bowels almost impossible.
An examination reveals the mouth of the uterus
pointing toward or pressing against some part of the
bladder, and the body may be felt lying in the hollow
of the sacrum. If the case is one of ante-version, the
body of the womb presses forward and downward
upon the bladder, while the mouth is turned backward in the hollow of the sacrum. The bladder becomes very irritable, and the suffering is often intense.
Usually the symptoms are so plain that a diagnosis
can be made from the statement of the patient, but
there is a possibility of error. Tumors constitute the
principal causes of mistake.
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In the flexions, in addition to the foregoing symptoms, the neck of the womb being bent on itself backward or forward as it may be, is likely to obstruct the
canal and become an impediment to the exit of the
menstrual discharge on hand, or the ingress of spermatozoa on the other, causing in the first instance,
dysmenorrha, in the other barrenness.
Take the finger of a glove in your hand up
to the middle and allow the hand to fall over
and you have a fair idea of the operation of a uterine
flexion.
As I have already remarked, these displacements
are usually directly or indirectly, caused by inflammation in some form or other. If this pathological
fact is borne in mind it will be of great value in understanding the treatment.
As already stated, inflammation is the most potent
cause of uterine displacement. Congestion, operating
in the same way, is also a fruitful cause. T hey act as
causes by increasing the weight of the uterus beyond
the power of its supports to hold it in place. Anything that increases its weight predisposes it to displacement, violent exertion or even long continuance
in the erect posture under such circumstances cause it
to settle into displacement.
When congested or inflammed jumping, jolting, lifting, straining, dysentry,
etc., etc., displace it.
The sufferings caused by it can only be appreciated
by those who have experienced it. In some the deviation has been gradually effected and they do not
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seem to suffer acutely, others are unable to walk or
stand. When it has occurred suddenly as a result of
a strain, or fall, or lifting a heavy weight, the suffering is often described as acute. Very seldom, however, if ever, does it occur without causing more or
less suffering and constitutional disturbance, and
when it has once occurred it is very apt to recur.
The inflammation extending to adjacent structures
sometimes causes adhesions that securely fasten the
organ in its false position and entail lifelong trouble.
This one circumstance points out the importance of
early and efficient treatment.
There are few troubles that assail human beings,
the treatment of which have received more attention
than this. Supporters without number have been devised. When they have been arrayed for examination it would almost seem as it the ingenuity of man
had been exhausted. Every conceivable form and
shape, from a ball to a horse shoe; from a simple cup
to the most complicated receptacle; light and heavy,
large and small; some easily adjusted, others that cannot be; indeed, a large majority of them seem to have
been built without any regard whatever to the purpose they have been intended to serve. Many of
them relieve one pain to cause another. It would
take the whole book were I to attempt to describe
them. Probably they will always be in demand; almost all physicians use them. Indeed, it is fashionablel 1o physician wants to show his ignorance by
admitting he don't understand one, or know how to
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apply it. Of course anyone can apply one, even if it
is adjusted wrong side up!
There is a principle involved in the cure of these
troubles that it will be well to remember. The effect
of inflammation and congestion is to increase the size
and weight of the womb, so that it is disposed to fall
from its natural position by its own gravity, when its
supports have become weakened. A supporter may
elevate it to its natural position, but it does not overcome the increased density nor strengthen the supports. If properly adjusted the supporter may afford
relief, but not cure. At best they are but an auxiliary,
and those who rely on them as curatives can but
meet with disappointment.
The indications then are to arrest the inflammation,
remove the extra weight occasioned by it and stregthen its supports. Were I writing this chapter especially for the profession, I should consider the physiological and pathological conditions involved more at
length; as it is, probably it is unnecessary.
We will frequently find cases where the inflammation has subsided and its consequences alone remain;
again the inflammation continues. In either case,
we must adapt the treatment to the needs of the individual.
Replace the womb, and if there is inflammation
proceed as advised under that head, using the cotton
tampons properly applied, instead of a supporter.
Medicate it if necessary. The cotton will not cause
the pain a hard instrument will, while it can be made
18
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a medicated appliance to cure the inflammation instead of increasing it, as is sometimes the case with
solid supporters.
By adapting the size, shape and psition of the cotton supporters, the uterus can be maintained in psition. Perhaps there are some who will ridicule this
idea, but what of that ?
When the inflaimation does not reqire special
rmedicin es for its control, alteratives to overcome the
adventitions deposites that increase its weiht are to
be adm inistered. Take :
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Flid Extract CorrydaiJ,
cc

t

Ergot,

1 ounce.

.

1

.

ccl"
lackCohosh,
Nitrte Potash,.
.
.

.
.

.

8
Simple Elixir, to make,
Mix-Andir °e a tespoonful three time a day.
.

.

Overcome the nmuscular weakness of the uterine
supports by tonics, exercise, etc., thus:
"
"
Golden seal,
Elixir, to make,
un~ce
Dos-A-k teapoonful ait meals.
Th'e existence of other symptoms that demand atteiition mnay require that other agentsb added to
these prescriptions to fulfill the special indications.
.

.

.

.

Sitz baths cold, thoro~ug rubing, are advisable.
Exercise that brings the relaxed muscles into play
and develocpes _their strength, shouldb emploed;
carefull at firt, increasing as it will answer.
We mnust remmbe that the contents of the ab-
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domen are disposed to press the contents of the pelvis
downward and thus interfere with the cure of displacement. Many females of a lax muscular habit
are thus affected to a great extent and should be aided
by an external bandl or support, as it will afford relief
from milany distressing symptoms. They should, however, remove this artificial support at stated intervals,
and take such exercise as will bring the muscles involved into action, and thus develop them. Nearly
any treatise on calisthenics will give the information
needed on these points.
Any muscle that has its function suspended for any
considerable length of time becomes weakened and
attenuated; hence, I say, supports cannot cure their
debility, and wish to avoid them. A great deal of
discretion, however, is needed to determine when,
and to what extent supports should be used. No ab.
solute rule can be laid down. We must be governed
by the circumstances and conditions present.
Tonic and astringent medicaments are required as
applications with the cotton tampons, and injections
during the time to overcome the relaxation of the
pelvic tissues, and the pinus canadensis, the golden seal,
witch hazel, etc., may be used as already suggested in
the treatment of chronic inflammation, after the inflammatory symptoms have yielded.
Much care will be needed to adjust the tampons
properly to secure the greatest benefit from their use.
They should be changed daily.
To replace a displaced uterus is not always as easy
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as may be supposed, and maay who have tried it and
been disappointed in the success of their efforts will
often regard themselves as unequal to the task. If
there are no adhesions binding it firmly in its malposition, it can be easily accomplished.
First remove the weight of the abdominal viscera,
take advantage of the law of gravity, secure the aid
of atmospheric pressure if needed, and accomplish the
rest by manipulation. The first and second steps are
accomplished by position. Let the patient kneel
upon a table or some unyielding surface, lounge, sofa,
or even the floor, then bending the body forward
until the chest and abdomen lie upon the table, tilt
the body slightly to the left so the lift side of the face
and shoulder are upon the table, the arm thrown behind her, the hips being kept elevated as high as the
length of the limbs from the knee to the hip will
admit.
This position relaxes the abdominal muscles and
the contents of the abdomen gravitate toward the
chest, entirely removing their previous weight from
the pelvis. The contents of the pelvis are now at
liberty to gravitate toward the abdomen, and in some
cases will do so without any help, and resume their
natural position. If now an effort is made by manipulation, to replace the uterus, the air fills the vagina
and by its pressure crowds the pelvic organs towards
the abdomen. In simple prolapsus or downward displacement this will usually be sufficient, but if there
are adhesions of course no change will be effected.
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Sometimes when the case is one of retroversion, the
uterus is wedged into the hollow of the sacrum so securely that manipulation will be necessary, and the
operator will often be surprised to find the uterus suddenly leave his fingers and resume its normal position, even in cases where all previous efforts had been
unavailing.
If an unprofessional person cannot effect a replacement by this method there is little use of trying
further.
If now a supporter has been selected it should be
adjusted at once, otherwise the cotton tampon should
be inserted before the female changes her position, and
while the womb is in its natural position or perhaps ,
little higher up than natural, after which let her lie
down and rest a little while before she makes an attempt to get upon her feet.
In chronic cases there will be a disposition to get
out of place, but the woman has it in her power to relieve herself at any time when she finds herself in
agony from a sudden displacement, if she will but
make endeavor as above described.
This plan may have to be repeated in long standing cases many times, and at the same time there
should be a constant endeavor to invigorate the whole
system, to renew the supporting power of the attachminents so that they can hold the organ in its proper
position without the aid of any artificial devices. Instrumental supports seek to hold the organ in its
place independent of change in the condition of the
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of its muscular atahorgn itsdr or impronement
inents. They do not cure but substitute.
B y the plan i have just described, t the oriinalit
aeapr
of which I ake no claim-, wle3 eekt
mannent cure, using mschanical ai(1 only as an adjuct,
yti
andlcto temorarilyv clfrt wht weedao
lsting.
to
a
ke
andi ther mnios
Although 1 hazve arguel aint artificial supprtdo not w-ish to e undersood tha
ers, (instruuental)
tremely
tey are u.selss; such a position would b
ridiculous in the fae of threir emploment by some of
the brigtst lights of the profession. I am aware
that thre are cases inl which~ thaerei ohnglfu
to use theni, nd it is ce~tinly bettrt os hnt
I, owever, wish to aoid
have the wonian suff*r.
them when osibe; I ish~ to curintaofsml
relieve, and amn cofident properly m g
can be cured by the forgoing pla,in which the artificial tretmnt has prviously failed.

Du ring gestatin, t accommoate the developmi ent
of the fotus, the uterus is n:eessarily increased ins
ksize. Th e walls do not become tice~r but more exten sive. The reurn to its frmer size after delivery.
itermed involuction. If th is processi arrested before
involcution .
Th e cuse of ths rrs is generally in~flammation, the degree of which is vario . It ma or ma
no be attend ed wit febre symp tomsi, th e contra-
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tions are feeble and inefficient, the muscular wall
looses its power to effect the shrinkage necessary.
While this condition lasts there is danger from hemorrhage. As time wears on and the acute are succeeded by chronic symptoms; the danger of sudden
hemorrhage may subside, but there remains more or
less disturbance of the utrine function, liability to displacement, etc.
Women are often heard to say they have never
been right since their baby was born. Ini many of
such cases the process of involution has doubtless been
arrested before completion. The best time to correct
this is when it occurs. If the womb remains large,
flabby, continued hemorrhage, pain, weight, heat in the
lower abdomen and pelvis, it should receive attention.
If the inflammatory symptoms run high, use aconite, or veratrum, or puleatilla in small and frequently
repeated doses, say fifteen drops of either or each in a
glass two-thirds full of water, and take a teaspoonful
every hour or two. Alternate this with:
Fluid Extract Ergot,
.
"
"
Black Cohosh,

.

.
.

Water ..
......
Dose-A teaspoonful every four hours.

.

1 ounce.
"

2

"

After the case has become chronic (and they are met
with months or years after the delivery,) a course of
treatment must be instituted to remove adventitious
deposits and restore the natural functions of the
womb and ovaries, together with such local applica-
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tions as shall excite a new and more vigorous activity
in the absorbents of these parts. Take:
Fluid Extract Corydalis,
"
"
Phytolacca, .

.

.
.

.

1 ounce.
"

"
"
" Pipsissew,
.
.
.
.
. 2 "
Simple Syrup or Elixir,
Dose--A teaspoonful three or four times a day.
If there is a disposition to hemorrhage or profuse
menstruation, subsitute an equal quantity of fluid extrat of beth root for the phytolacca (poke root.) If
there is anemia give tonics, some of the formula already given will answer. Local applications are valuable. Iodine may be used either applied to the womb
directly and followed by the glycerine and cotton tampon, or it may be applied mixed in the glycerine as
advised in chronic inflammation. An external supporter made to fit evenly and moderately compress
the abdomen will be found useful.
Out door exercise to invigorate, bathing, etc., should
be thoroughly carried out
Usually these cases require great perseverance.
UTERINE TUMORS.

All organized growths that occur with the uterine
walls or are attached to any of its surfaces are properly called tumors. Several varieties exist-polypus,
fibrous, fibro-cellular, vesicular, cellular or mucus,
vascular and encysted. They are variously distinguished by position and relation to the different parts of
the uterus.
Polypi are pendulous growths attached to some por-
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tion of the uterine mucous membrane by a narrow neck,
varying in density, and causing a variety of symptoms
that depend to considerable extent upon the seat of
their attachment. When located within the cavity of
the uterus they are apt to derange menstruation, rendering it profuse, causing dragging, etc.; being out of reach
they may not be detected for months and years. The
neck may become elongated and the body be expelled
outside the uterus, where it hangs till removed by
surgical means. They may occur in the canal and
obstruct the menstrual flow, causing great pain and
making the flow exceedingly profuse. In such position they can cause absolute sterility. They may be
attached to the mouth of the uterus within easy reach.
Their only treatment is removal by surgical means.
Fibrous tumors are by far the most frequent, difficult to manage and dangerous. They may occupy any
part of the uterine substance, but are oftenest found
in the posterior wall, and are generally round or oval
in shape. The size varies very considerably. Increasing the size and weight of the uterus, they cause
displacements.
The great danger is from hemorrhage, which does
not by any means bear a definite relation to the size
of the tumor. The menstrual function is deranged,
sterility is likely to result, or if conception take place
abortion will be very likely to follow.
The diagnosis is not easy. Recurring hemorrhage
causes suspicion of their presence, particularly if there
be existing displacement. Careful manipulation is
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necessary, and the use of the sound will be required
before a diagnosis is certain. Skill is needed to make
certain the existence of the tumor, its location, etc.
fThere are other forms of morbid growths from the
interior of the uterus that give rise to pressure and
hemorrhage, the removal of which is necessary to a
cure.
The treatment of these affections is very difficult.
To control hemorrhage is one of the first things to be
considered. If we cannot cure we can prolong life.
The removal of the tumor is the only way to effect a
permanent cure. This is often very troublesome and
in some cases impossible. A knowledge of the character, location and attachments of the growth are
necessary before we can form an opinion of the success of the treatment or the plan to be persued.
To arrest the hemorrhage boldness and energy are
often required. Give ten grain doses of gallic acid
in water, and repeat every half hour; twenty drops of
the oil of erigeron on sugar repeated every half hour;
a strong tea of cinnamon, hemlock and witch hazel
barks, given quite freely and often repeated ; if the
structure of the womb is soft, lax and flabby, teaspoonful doses of the fluid extract of ergot repeated as
often as necessary from twenty minutes to four hours,
are among the most prompt and convenient remedies.
Keep the patient in the recumbent position, in a cool
room, allow nothing but cold drinks, lower the head
and elevate the pelvis.
Local measures must npot be overlooked. Astring.
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ent injections may be used, fill the vagnia with cloths
or cotton steeped in some astringent-alum or vinegar
if nothing else is at hand. Be thorough, a life may
be sacrificed by delay. Aply ice to the pelvis. A
gum-elastic air bag, if at hand, may be introduced
and inflated, completely plugging the passage,
and preventing the escape of the blood. Some
of these means can always be employed while waiting for remedies administered internally to take
effect.
Various plans have been .advocated for the removal
of those growths. Itf it is polypoid and in reach its
removal may be effected by grasping with forceps and
twisting its neck from its attachment and dressing
with astringents.
If the growth is a mushroom character, growing
from the mucous membrane, in which case bits like
"proud flesh" may be expelled occasionally, the womb
must be dilated and removal effected by instruments
adapted to the purpose.
Fibroid and other tumors require surgical treatment. Caustics to cause their separation by sloughs
have been successful. Electrolysis has been successful in some cases. The injection of Iodine and other
substances into the tumor with an instrument invented for this special purpose has been employed of
late years. Various other means have been resorted
to, but as all forms of them are attended with great
difficulty and require patience and skill, I need not
detail their-modus operandi here, as it is not expected
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their removal will be attempted by other than competent physicians.
Such various means as have already been recommended to build up and strengthen, are always in
order, among which acids are most appropriate as
they counteract the hemorrhagic tendency to some
extent.
CANCER.

A consideration of this disease is of too much gravity
to enter into a work intended for public guidance.
The disease must be dealt with promptly and
thoroughly if at all, and no one should tamper with
it unless qualified by clinical experience, and armed
with the necessary means, to carry out whatever proceedure is determined upon.
A consideration of the symptoms may, however, be
appropriate, as they may induce some of the afflicted
to seek proper relief before it is too late.
Discharges, pain and fetor, are the symptoms that
most generally attract attention; and when these three
are present the case is most generally an advanced
one. The pain is characteristic, lancinating, darting,
twinging. The discharge consists of blood, limpid
serum, minute sloughs. The blood and serum do not
cause the fetor; it is the disintegration of the sloughs
-- cancer cells. In women who are still menstruating
the first discharge is the blood, then an increase of the
menstrual flow, then blood between times-all from
the mucus membrane of the uterus.
Later, however, when the hemorrhage is constant
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and is attended with fetor, it is effused from the
eroded vessels upon the ulcerated surface-in the one
case the result of turgessence, in the other disentegration of tissue. Limpid, inoffensive serum, is almost
always observed, after the menstrual period, in women
about the change of life, and very gradually this
transparent liquid becomes colored with blood; after
a while it becomes fetid, etc.
Lancinating pain, sero- sanguineous discharge,
peculiar fetor, persistently continuing for days and
weeks, are distinctive of cancer. With these we have
the peculiar constitutional condition known as the
cancerous dialthesis. Cancerous anmmia, with the
straw colored translucency of the skin, known as the
cancerous cachexia, constitutional cancinoma, with
the impairment and failure of function in a long
struggle with pain, loss of blood, anxiety and inaction, together with debility, indigestion, palpitation,
restlessness, neuralgia, constipation in the early stages
and colliquative diarrhcea in the latter, apthae, nightsweats, wandering of thle mind, together with pain
and exhausting discharges, are the destroying agencies.
As already stated, I will not advise as to treatment.
I know of no specifics or anything approaching to
them, but do what you may, I beg of you to steer clear
of cancer quacks and incompetent physicians.
CHANOE OF LIFE.

After years of menstrual activity the woman undergoes another change and she ceases to menstruate.
The age at which this occurs varies greatly. Forty-
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five is considered the average, but numerous cases
occur in which it is continued for several years later.
The cessation of this function is often attended with
phenomena that demand attention, and while it often
terminates the existence of previous illness, it may
also be the commencement of various afflictions.
In some parts of the country there is a sort of proverb that women who have previously been weakly
become healthy and robust, while those who had before been healthy and strong now become sickly.
While in some the climateric change does not occasion any symptoms requiring attention, in others serious consequences develop that tax the skill and tact
of the physician. Too often these phenomena are
passed without attention or the symptoms are referred
to the "turn of life" and the woman told she must
wait until this period has passed before she can expeot to be better. Not only does this refer to the
sympathetic phenomena arising from the arrest of a
physiological function, but to pathological conditions
that develop independently of it.
The suffering endured at this time is too often regarded as a sort of necessary affliction and is passed
as a "must be," while the truth is, nothing is farther
from right, for the more attention we give to the
modification of symptoms, the arrest of disease and
the preservation of the health at this time, the greater
will be the chances for the enjoyment of perfect health
afterwards.
"From fifteen to forty-five, sooner or later, according to
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the peculiar vivacity and vital stamina of tle patient, she ha

menstruated regularly, and now the germ production has
gone forever. There is no longer the monthly periods; the
ovaries have ceased to produce germs; but, though this has
happened, the affections of the soul have but matured; her
power to love remains in full force and ardor, and also the
Some women
desire and capacity for sexual enjoyment.
continue beautiful and attractive until they are seventy.

The cessation of the menses at this period is a wise provission of nature, for, if women vwent on producing offspring till
a ripe old age, the result would be a puny race. The generative power disappears as she passes the period of maturity,
and women who have borne children have a compensation
for their privations and cares."--Buchanan.

This period is ushered in in various ways. Menstruation seldom ceases all at once unless some accident occurs by which it is arrested. It usually becomes more or less irregular. It may recur too frequently, or it may be delayed several weeks or even
months and then return too profusely-perhaps be
regular a few times and then cease altogether There
is usually lassitude, debility, headache, nervousness,
aching in the back and limbs, flashes of heat, deranged secretions, dyspepsia, etc.
Temperament modifies symptoms materially, but
the flashes of heat are present in nearly all cases.
Plethora or anemnia develops. The blood itself, no
doubt, undergoes some change, a host of symptoms
present. She becomes fanciful, even hysterical,
she imagines everything ails her, and this morbid imagination often leads to her neglect. That class of
symptoms termed "nervous" prevails, producing an
endless variety of phenomena, distressing to the
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patient and annoying to her family. Mental abera.
tion often occurs. The patient suffers both mentally

and physically.
The treatment for obvious reasons must be considerably varied. A wide range of conditions may be developed each of which may require to be met and subWhatever function is deranged, whatever
dued.
organ suffers, should receive attention. The hygenic
measures already advised for various ills will contribute more or less to the establishment of a healthful condition.
Plethoric women suffer from rush of blood to the
head, vertigo and frequent attacks of hemorrhage.
They make blood too fast. They need spare diet, exercise and if the bowels are sluggish saline cathartics,
they bear purges well; then if the circulation is excited
give veratrum, a drop of the fluid extract in water
every hour or two. Such cases generally derive much
benefit from bromide of potash in infusion of squaw
vine; ten grains of the bromide in an ounce of the
infusion three or four times a day is good treatment.
If anemia prevails, the blood gets impoverished, is
thin and watery, is not manufactured fast enough to
supply the waste, there will be headache, etc., etc., we
must give tonics and nervines, and avoid excitement.
An infusion of the squaw vine and ladies' slipper in
tablespoonful doses three or four times a day is excellent; alternate with the muriated tincture of iron
ten drops in a tablespoonful of syrup three times
a day.
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If thle bowels are irregular the remedies l redy
mentioned may be employed.
I)isplacemnents ai'e often annoying with all the res.
'The kidneys nd skin must be kept active.
The infusion of squaw vine prably fill as many
oar m~ore indications than ny other reed and suits
narly all cases. It ay be used alone or combined
with oter gencies such as the chs, lady slipI er
or senecio.
Thie range of probabilities bing so reat,
ad compl.,lications so numerous, my sace will only
ad.lmit of geeralizing thie tretnt.
Should cases aris
thartt donot yield to these remedies I will advise more
sjeciahic y. Yet if these dirctions are followe such
necessity will seldom. occur.
UTERITNE

sTRtcTURE

As a result of inflammatory (lisease, non-(levelopmne t or thle improper use of caustic applications, the
caxial leading to the cavity of the uterus i sometimes
na rrowecl to such an extent that it may cause the
most terrilCle d) smenorrhcca ons the one ha,ncl, or abpsolute sterility oan th~e other; the passag being tooc
small1 to allo~w th~e exit of the+ m-enstrual discha rge, or
admit the sperm cells.
Th~e consequences of this cond ition have already
benalluded toin the considerationx of sterility and~
mnechanical dysmenorrha, and operat by cling
the canal, thocug diffrently from fexioand polypi.
The symtom are very similar to hoe tro ubles, bt
canoly be determined fromn them by a careful ex
plorton.,
19
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'he treatment consists in diltin the passag with
bougies tents, etc., r" inx
canoeration dividing the
stricture.
Dilatation usually suc eds tempoarily, hut is not
apt to give permanent results. owing to th disposti
of the stricture to co trct gain. Divio when
skillfully perfored is motre permanent. The o eration is ef'tcte(1 wit istruelts for the prpose, hut
IeqUir rs gret cal re after its er forinancc to render it
successful. If th e inrcised surtccs are allowed t
come in contct they ar veryf a) to unite and render
the trouble worse thasii before. The operation itelf
attended
accompnied with little dnger, hut ust
to daily for some timl~e or failure results. It
shlould neere be unlertaken by anone other
than a qualifiedct physician provied wit al the
necessary facilities for effectua.lly executing all the
various steps of the operation and the ubsequent

Professo r Siins applied this

ame toa spsmod

sen sitivene ss of the vina. It ccasions in man
cases the mon
st intense agn when anythi
n g is
oif
sch an
it.
The
existence
b:rought in contact with
impediment to the con summa tion of marriage oftten
Threi
happines jeaous, divce+oar sucd.
nothin more certain than that the woma n afficted
t ma exs
i te urnwtitsuers exceeingly
Itisuualy
rt ried or be eelpe after marriag.
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duo to inflammation of the vagina, or to sexual debauchery. Tilt says:
"1 have sellom knonwr
n thlis state to rxist eX ept as a symp
.,
.c,..-....,
or of Ch ronic nietitis and like
trecating thse corn 1 laints i ave bee ble to cre spasodicy
stricture of ttre va in.
'rrlcrc is no uoubt in my mind, that
in sanie ofC thecse carses thC man is more at falt thanhir
toni of vraginitis

mate."

A complete discussion of the uleject, however, is
scazrcely appropriate in a work of this kind. 1 will,
however, on appliction by the afflicrte, exlain the
matter nmore fully nd advise as the cae presenting
may demnand.
'.Tilt, Sims, ood ad many others have resorted to
forcible instrumnental (liltattion to overcome the
trouble, applying it under anesthesia.
rJIie first step seems to be to ascertain if there be inflammation l reselt and it so, cure it, when the morbid sensitiveness will usually yield. There is no need
of the sufering experienced from such cases, for it will
yield to p roper treatm
rent; but for the reason mentiouxed above I will refrain fromrr farthier discussion of
the subject.
Stuatedl ini th cavity of the+pelvis, at either side oif
teuterus, communicing wi th it through the fa.llop~ian tubes, are two small organs, analogo us to the
tstes in the male, called the varies, In thiem the
grm cells are developed and whe matured ar~e
pase
trough the fallop ian tubes to te uteruxsan
unles arree there are expeled.. The comp~letion
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of tils process occUsio IS te phlenomena of mnstua
tion. If, however, the sperm cells of the male come
InI contrct wit the germH cell under favorable circumstanlces (luring somne pairt of the passag from the ovar
to tlicO WO nl concep~tioai Occurs.
It is truely wondcerful th influence these little organis exert upon thle life and happiness of woan.
Aui authlor in eneavo ing# to illustrate their importatice has sa id :
"It would scem us if the A linl y l hdtken two ovaries
:L&Itbuit up a h
1 umla beingr

aroud them."

Thlese organus are liable to congestion, ilammation, necCuraliA,
ellrgemienlt, displacement, or may
he thle seat of tum ors that grow to enormous size.
Thellcy are influenced by colds, self-abuse, sexual cxcesse, uteri no disease and displacements.
Eithecr as a cause or effect the ovaries in women
whoc suffer from dterangement of menstruation become
swozllrern, pain ful nd tender.

rrliry c a ften be felt

whenc swo llen, except the wcomren be feshy , th: rugh the
walIls of th~e abdom[Ien't, in~sid~e ant~l just b~elowv the points
oaf the hips.
Th'Ie cong estion often gives rise to th~e mocst intense
sasms, hystericl
pain , nout un frequent l causing
phenomen, etc
Menstruation ma bie derange nd
is apt to be profuse, th~e sufferer becomes wea,
aemic, nervocus, fretful. Sexual debauch ery predspose to these tro~ubles, and is oftenx the cause oifth
Women of n ervous temermoset intense n euralgia
men are most sub ject to thlese affections. I have sen

the most troublesotne mn strual disorders ccasioned
bey congested ovaries; the menses were profuse and recurred every two weeks, resisting all treatment until
the cause was discoverecl and treatment adressed to
its removval. Usually one ovarry is affcted though
1)0th may be.
ri lie congestion my persist for a long time, ben
wolse just before menstruation, d isappearin g fter
the flow has well began. to reappear agi
at
the next period. T1'he location of the pain ad
soreness will usuatlly be sufficient to indicate the
trouble.
egin a week before thae expecterl trouble ad take
a teasponful three timaes a (lay ofthe following:
'rinctle B:Itll na,
WYatr, .
.
.
Mix--it thle periodt it may

.

.

)do

.
.

be tkcr

4OIiO.

very two hors.

In thre interval measures
to improve the eneral
h~ealth and the avoida nce of al sexual exciteintmt;
sit? baths, ouatdloor exercise and the foallowing:

Tincture Cainhona +Compou~nd,
Srup off O~range,

.

.

.

I1 ounce.
3 unces.

In infammar tion of the ovaries the~re will be fever
ushered in ith chils, pain ins ovariant regon extend ing over the whlae abdoa men, ~uick pulse, restlesnes
and geeral, symtoms of inflarmation

2t O
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applictions to the
Apply mnustard, followed by ht
abdlomnen, hot foot batl. Then giv:
Tincture
'"

Mix-A--

of

Aconitce,
G:fEleu~iu,
l

.t

14)
30

drops.
"

teasi oounfl evry two or threc hours

If it occurs at the time when menstruation should
app~ear, let an ifusion of srpntriorVigii
snake root as it is geaneraly calldhedrank. It wil
usutally cause sweating. It may be combined with
motherwort in a small quantity. At the same
time azlternate the; fever mixture aove mentioned
with drop doses of pulsatilla every two hour.
Do not give cathartics or forcin edicies until
theo inflammation has subsided.
A considera tion of ovatrin tumorrs i a wor o this
kincd could be of no use to thegenera reader, end
will be omitted. I need scarceiy remar that seases
of the ovaries are not yet thoroughl

understood, but

attention having b~een drawn to thema by a few noted
physicians, dloubtless the time is not far distant wvheni
a efinite knowledge of the change tey undergo
(luring life, will enable the profesion to cure diseases
that now resist ther atempts.
Next to facial beaty#does woman prid~e hersel on
appr development of th~e breass Too larg or too
smal they render her fiur imperfect, and materially
impair her attractvenes
Not only is perfetion here essential to eauty an

I)I5EjASE5 OF) WOME
IN.
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appiness, but it is also necessary for the perfect performnnce of that functionl to whtic all true women
aspire"-materni ty.
But, alas! these organs so doubly essential to te
health, happiness and usefulness of women, are prone
to disease. Thaey may be arrested in their development, or after hiaving been developed, they may undergo retrograde metamorposis
a come si runken, shrivel led, unsightly; developt
may i rrceed so far that th ey bcome too large and burdensomen.
Theyr
often the seat of tumors,
canrcers, etc Again they are liable to inflamti
an l abscess.
A.ny departure from fatura
size ad firmness
constitutes a diSe se nl may as appropriately e rega.rdledl so and sub,jectedl to proper treatmas any
other organs, tat mrore inltima:tely influence the processes of i fe.
Te breasts are properly" to he cnsideredl as apart
o f the reprodctcive system , andc menstrual and uterine
diseases a re o ften manr ifested by d iseases of the breasts.
In fact uterine disease is, in alarge p roportiont of
case, manifested by warsting of the+breast: s.
During lactation1 (nursing) they are extrem~rely liab.le
to in flammar tion, a.nd if this is not promptly arrestedl,
absces results. Cold, blows, oar irregularit of having
the milk duct emp tied, a.re th e most frequent causes.
Iusualy beins wit cills and fever, darting and
sboing pains tenderness, hardnes an as the sweling inrese i becom es a usky red color. Trb
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1)ing 15 tL j ominent symptom as the abscess is forming.
Tremut
shuld be begun early. Ap oil of pep.pe;rnint, awl if the breast is large, and its own weight
causes pauin, supporit
by a well
justed bandage.
The following is also excellenlt asn
appliction:
Triilture of Bell atln,
tie.
.

!.$cltlct' of 1'ie
a r

M~iix. Ap,~ly tre o
Itetrrnally give:
Tilure

iiit

,

.

l1

.

toiiirr tii~f ai(1

or Acoie,
01' F~~Eluiti

.

.

.

xt. Pok 11101

W a
te
,...
)osc--.
tetiPl)()Oontul ever hour' or tc,.
.

.

1
3

oncs

If this d.oes not act promptly, or i begun too bit.
an b scess i likely to form . When such is the cae,
it should be opened as soon as flucuto a e(e
tected.

i on't open i

too early. nor delay too long.

If tooa early, it is apt to develop ery"sipe las; if

laye,
unne cessary su~ffering occurs. Usua ly there is little
dange r to life fromt rriamnmtrv a bsc s bu t the suffer-

on he+r health . Mv moth er was laidr in an uimelyc ,
gr aeb an ab c f the breast
Afte r he abcs

ha bee

opeed it shul

be

ure to support th general health should be looke
aftr; toic if ned be If the helt ha been bdl
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affcted, it may be advisable not to permit the child
even to nurse f'rom thle sound breast, lest the two
draills be more than the mother's constitution will
bear.
Atrophy or non-development of the breasts, like
other (liseases, dmlit of a cure, and women whose
forms are imnperfect and who habitualy resort to artificial mzeansl, en have thie defect overcome by
proper ctourse of treatent. Te causes must le eonsiredp ', t1 ( t i'elatioii of tlc wasting to the other
(liseases miust be studied, and such treatment advised
as shall bring about the most perfect state of the general healt, then remecdies to increase the nutrition and
cell {lvelop~mntn locally, Will suceecl in all c5.
rThe matter hats received much attention (luring the
pa.st few years, a nd severl remedies found to exert an
efficient curative influence over this cncltiOn. I wil,
hiowever, om it exl aiing themn, leeause were I to do
so it would. open afield for quacks to oplerate in, who
wo~uld take advantage oef woman 's desires to bte attra #;~ctiv,
and ib Ac the country wvith nostrums that
would. necessarily dlisappoinxt as ma ny or monre than
were gratified. Th'lere are no specifics
we must consider conditions presen~t and aly the remr edies in
accorwdance with those physioalogical and th~erapeutic
laws that govern scientific treatment in other diseaes.
The strong dispos$ition of cancerus disease tolcate
in the fema le breast, necessarily causes alarmu at th~e
d~isco~very off any bun ch. or tumor in. this locality. T he
diagnosi8s not easy except when the disae is well
pi~
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adfvanccl, a ncl physicins often find i (liffictlt to distinguishi between benign nd malign tumrs. A
tfowlpinclt, therefore, may not be amiss. rho form of
cncer found here is generally very hard, an is frequetntytl calledf stone cancer in common arlance,
wlhile in ,rofssional
language i is Scirhu& It is
th
e fel, there is darting, nawto
knoc~tty
rd
,
ha
vezry
ing;, lanzcina ting pain, andi~c
when 'veil adcvan1Gc beco esj immotlncvabf.,le, theo surface discolored, the niple
( lrawn backwrd ito the mass, the glands in the armpit enlre, aind, thel whi.loIe
coplexion radually devlopesc" thtnt pe(ulalr waxy salow hue nown a the
cantcrous ncachxy. On the other hand, benign tuior s do not presetl these charactecrs, bu may bcome
much la
srgerr than a real cncer.
T'he treatmtlent is surgical-extirpan
While thre
ned e no undue hst, te matr is one that is nat
to he neglectefh nt il th whole+syste i implregnated
with cancer cells If thecre is no pain or saoenes, take
tim and1 do not be scared intoa doing what w il do no
goo(I. If i t pr eents t chracteristiof can cer, early
Th e con sideraon o cancer, however, is not with in
the intention ocf this woark, and though my space ha
ea rnest hope of the
fahr that the hits expresse
will poin many whoa
c
in searc of health toth recovery~,
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